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Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
DERIK SMITH

DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
ss.
County of Cassia
Derik Smith, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

He is one of the Defendants in the above entitled matter.

2.

He resides at 914 9th St. Rupert,

3.

He has read the contents of this affidavit and knows the

same to be true.

Idaho 83350.

He is able to testify to the facts set forth herein
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based on his knowledge.
4.

During Affiant's discussions and negotiation with Carl

Owen regarding the boundary line between the respective parcels of
the Plaintiff and Defendant, Affiant had an aerial photograph taken
of the parcels of property of the Plaintiff and Defendant with a
drone. Attached as Exhibit A is a photocopy of the aerial photo.
Affiant drew in a straight line from the center of 125 West Road at
the left side to the East end of Defendants common boundary with
Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' residence is at the top of the photo.
line represents the surveyed boundary.

The

Affiant emailed a copy to

Carl Owen.
5.
Affiant.

Carl Owen marked up the photograph and returned it to
It is attached as Exhibit B.

He added the four arrows

identifying trees planted near the property boundary, drew in the
large box and the small box in which the number "l" is located, added
the reference to a garden patch, added the box in which the number
"2" which he calls his asparagus patch, the number "3" which he
identified as a portion of his front yard, and the portion of Mike
Childs' for which he identifies as tax parcel one with the number
"4".

6.

There is a visual distortion in Exhibits A and B. The

roadway shown in light blue at the West (left-hand side) of Exhibits
A and Bis 125 West Road, which is a straight county road.
7.

There was no asparagus visible in the area identified on
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Exhibit B by the number "2" when Affiant visited the property in March
of 2018.

There is no asparagus there now. The grass growing in the

area identified as portion of front yard was dormant. The garden plot
which Owen identified as parcel "l" had not been cultivated since
2016 according to Owen's own statement. It was not recognizable as
a garden spot in March of 2018.
8.

Owen's box number "4" does not reflect the true boundary

of the Mike Child property East of Owen's property as determined by
the 1978 survey or the 2018 survey and is not in dispute in this case.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a Google Earth copy of an

aerial photograph dated 3/2013 which Affiant obtained from the
internet. It shows the Owen property in 2013 and the location of the
trees along the common boundary. Attached as Exhibit Dis a Google
map photo dated 7/2013 from the same source which shows the trees
with their summer foliage in place.
10.

The first three trees from the left side of the photo

attached as Exhibit C were purportedly planted by David Nichols to
mark the property boundary.

At ground level the trunks appear to

be north of the 1978 boundary and are north of the 2018 boundary by
a foot or more.

The trunk of the fourth tree from the West is on

the boundary by the 2018 survey.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a copy of a photo Affiant

took on September 14, 2018 pointed westward. It shows a large wooden
post installed by Affiant on Affiants' property just to the
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south(left) of a lath installed by Jaram Jones of Desert West Land
survey in September 2018 to mark the boundary. The wooden post is
near the West end of the fence affiant constructed on September 14,
2018. The gravel driveway of Carl Owen is shown at the right hand
side of the picture.

It is approximately 8 to 10 feet from the wooden

post at its closest point.

Subsequently Carl Owen widened by

driveway to the fence apparently to support his claims.
12.

The entire trunk tree referred to by Carl Owen and David

Nichols as a Christmas trees is within 18" south of the fence affiant
constructed along the common boundary in September of 2018.
13.

Attached as Exhibit F is a copy of a photo taken by Affiant

on September 14, 2018.

It shows that only the front of Plaintiffs

lawnmower is south of the fence.
14.

Attached as Exhibit G is a copy of a photo taken by Affiant

on September 26, 2018.

It shows the wires Carl Owen claims are part

of his grape patch. The wires were not cut. There were no grapes south
of common boundary.
15.

Attached as Exhibit H is a copy of a photo facing west taken

by Affiant by drone shortly after Plaintiffs filed suit in September,
2018. The survey marker is at the base of a wooden post Affiant
installed at the East end of the fence.

Carl Owens' no trespassing

fence and signs run South from the fence post.

Carl Owen's grapes

patches are circled and are all on his property.
16.

Affiant and his wife would not have purchased the Dureau
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property if they had knowledg e that Plaintif fs claimed an ownersh ip
interes t.
17.

The reason Affiant and his wife did not initiate legal

proceed ings against Plaintif fs in July and August after Plaintif fs
failed to remove the no trespass ing signs from Defenda nts' property
was that there were continui ng negotia tions between the Plaintif fs
and Defenda nts.
18.

Affiant and his wife made many efforts to resolve the

boundary issue with Carl Owen before construc ting the fence on
Septemb er 14, 2018.

Carl refused to survey his property or allow

Defenda nts to survey Plaintif fs property before Affiant built the
fence. Carl refused to seek legal counsel.

The commun ications which

were made through Defenda nts' counsel and directly to Carl by email
were not fruitful .

Affiant told him to quit commun icating directly

with Affiant because he refused to discuss the facts in a reasonab le
manner.

Affiant instruct ed Defenda nts' attorney not to communi cate

with Owen further when it became apparen t that Carl was trying to
elicit legal advice from our counsel with intentio n of resolvin g the
case.
19.

By the end of August 2018, Affiant had incurred legal fees

in excess of $1,200.
20.

Affiant made the decision not to initiate legal

proceed ings for a judicial determin ation of the boundary , because
of the expense and Affiant 's sincere belief that Defenda nts owned
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the property in which the fence was constructed.
21.

Affiant finally constructed the fence on September 14,

2018 after not if ying the Minidoka County Sheriff's office of the
plans and without h avi n g obtained approval from h is legal counsel.
Aff i ant was so frustrated with the belligerent refusal of Carl Owen
to engage in constructive discussions to get the matter resolved .
22.

The filings of Carl and Anita Owen in this case to date

are representative of the refusal of Plaintiffs to deal wi th the facts
of the case and resolve the matter in a realistic and reasonabl e
manner.
23.

Affiant believes Carl Owen intentiona ll y goaded and

manipulated Affiant to build the fence to create Plaintiffs' trespass
claims.
24.

With the exception of the printed lettering which appears

on Exhibits F, G and H, each of the photos attached fairly and
accurately portray the scenes at which said photos were taken at the
time they were taken.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this
CAROUNE ROGERS

( SEAL)

COMMISSION NO. 19057
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

~--~~........,-;.;.._ _,

ary Public
Residing at
My Commissi
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•

day of May, 2019 .

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the
13 ,.._ day of May , 2019, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoin g SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
DERIK SMITH upon:
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Email: carleowe n@gmail .com
Email: ohiostar4 6@gmai l.com
Kristen Anders
Northwe st Farm Credit Service Counse l
Email: kristen.a nders@n o rthwestf cs.com
Attorney (s) of record in the above-e ntitled matter, by mailing a
copy thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid by first
class mail, in an envelope addresse d to said person(s ) at the
foregoin g address( es) and by email.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

On:05/17/2019 3:00 p.m.

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com

Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: PnJu'""z

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN & ANITA R . OWEN, pro
se
Plaintiffs,

Case No.: CV 34-18-756

PLAINTIFF REPLY TO DEFENDANTS BRIEF IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR

vs.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R.
SMITH,

MAY17,2019

Defendants.

COMES NOW PLAINTIFFS hereafter Owens , and replies to Defendants Brief in
opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment.
I. Summary Judgment should be awarded in favor of Owens based on all issues cited and
supported with admissible evidence, references to the record and uncontroverted genuine
material facts not in dispute in Owens Motion and Brief for Summary Judgment.
2. Defendants brief falsely states that they have a permanent easement for the irrigation
works on the bank of the B-1 canal and the buried pipeline which runs across the West side of
Owens property and asks the Court to declare that they have a permanent easement. They fail to
produce or reference any admissible evidence to support their bare assertion or their request for a
Court declaration that they have such permanent easement. In Fact, Attachment 6 to David Ike
Nichols affidavit shows clear and unambiguous admissible evidence that on November 9, 1979
the easement for construction and installation of the irrigation works on the bank of the B-1 canal
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and construction and installation of the buried pipeline through what is now Owens west
property was granted to David I. Nichols two days after he was deeded what is now Owens
property. Owens are successors of Nichols and own the easement and right-of way granted to
David I. Nichols by right. Since Nichols was granted the easement and right-of-way for
construction, installation of the irrigation works in November 9, 1979 until now, neither David I.
Nichols or Owens have granted any written permiss_ion, any easement or right-of-way to
Defendants and no such recorded document is on file at the County Recorder's office.
3. Defendants do not even own any irrigation equipment such as hoses, portable main
lines, sprinkler pipes and risers or wheel lines. They cannot produce any easement, and certainly
not a permanent easement as they claim they have. They have not and cannot produce a
recorded easement or right-of-way or written permission of David I. Nichols or Carl E. or Anita
R. Owen. Defendants response to Owens Motion for Summary Judgment consist of bare
assertions and conclusory statements without any admissible evidence to support their
statements.
4. Defendants state that: "The Affidavit of David Ike Nichols in support of the Plaintiffs
Motion for Summary Judgment is a compilation of conclusions generated by the Plaintiffs
themselves." David I. Nichols made the statements in his affidavit under oath based on his own
knowledge of the issues within. Defendants state he is not qualified to testify as a witness
without providing any admissible evidence to show that he is not qualified. David I. Nichols is
the son of William C. Nichols and Eva Nichols who previously owned both parcel 1 and parcel 2
now in dispute. He grew up across the street from what is now Owens property. When his
parents passed away, he became the executor and estate manager for his parents properties and
sold properties belonging to the estate. He is very familiar with survey issues and legal
descriptions and property transfers. He also knows that different surveyors surveying the same
2
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properties often come up with different results. He has extensive first-hand knowledge of the
history and transactions of most property sales within the entire section of land in which Owens
property and Smiths property lies. Defendants state: "The information David Nichols has
provided is erroneous as shown by the record." The Summary Judgment requirements to support
references to the record is clear. Defendants do not support their bare assertions with references
to the record or admissible evidence. They state: "The entire Affidavit and the attachments
identified in the Affidavit should be stricken or disregarded by the court." Defendants have filed
a separate motion to strike David I. Nichols sworn affidavit signed under oath and under
penalties of perjury and Owens responded in opposition. Defendants want to discredit David I.
Nichols' affidavit in two forums and they offer no valid reason for the Court to strike David I.
Nichols affidavit. That is understandable as David I. Nichols affidavit refutes Defendants
fictional account of the issues. Defendants have filed 9 affidavits drafted by attorney Donald J.
Chisholm instead of the affiants. Attorney Chisholm placed his self -serving language in the
affidavits and had affiants sign Chisholm's draft. Owens drafted none. David I. Nichols drafted
the sole affidavit presented by Owens. He is disabled yet he traveled over 75 miles to tell the
truth about the issues in the complaint regarding the property he previously owned.
5. Owens looks forward to cross examining the affiants at trial who, for the most part,
have no first-hand knowledge of the statements within their affidavits. tis well established that
a Summary Judgment decision should not be decided on affidavits not verified by the opposing
party by interrogatories, depositions cross examination and other discovery methods.
6. The laws of Idaho on willful trespassing and theft are clear and unambiguous. The
deposition of Derik Smith in the Summary Judgment Record shows that Derik Smith knows
about Idaho's trespassing laws and his stated reasons for doing so was that "he got tired of
waiting". He admits engaging in self-help and building a fence through Owens front yard
3
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enclosing and taking a large portion of Owens property both real and personal. The fence
deprived Owens of use of their captured real and personal property without benefit of a Court
decree or order that Defendants stated in a July 17, 2018 demand letter from his attorney stating
his intent to resolve the dispute by taking legal action against Owens. Instead, Defendants took
matters into their own hands and built a barbed wire fence on the disputed and posted property in
Owens absence and without notification to Owens. Defendants fence goes through Owens front
yard and up onto Owens driveway causing extensive damages to Owens and their real and
personal property. Defendants state that they are bona fide purchasers for value of the property
described in their deed without notice of the ownership claims of Plaintiffs when they bought
their property April 11, 2018. Owens ownership and possession claims were highly visible to
Defendants who fenced off a portion of Owens visible garden and grape patch, a riding
lawnmower, fencing supplies garden tools , bright red gas cans and a well established driveway
of which Defendants are claiming a part. Idaho Courts frown and disfavor self..help to resolve
boundary disputes.
7. Defendants falsely claim that Owens claimed land belonging to Smiths. Owens have
never claimed one inch of Smiths lands. Owens placed Smiths invalid claims to their land in
dispute and advised Smiths to settle the matter in Court. Defendants rely on a survey that has
different survey bearings and legal descriptions that those on file and recorded. The previous
owner and seller of Smiths property had different survey bearings and legal descriptions
recorded and on file as did other surveys dating back to 1978. Owens legitimately disputed
Smiths 2018 survey that had different survey bearings than 40 years for the same parcel.
8. Defendants state that William and Eva Nichols must have had a purpose in deciding
where to place the boundary between parcel l and parcel 2 when they had the property surveyed
in 1978. William and Eva Nichols owned both properties in dispute in 1978. They deeded their
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son, David Nichols, what is now Owens residential property and kept the alfalfa field for
themselves. Defendants want to assert that the alfalfa field they purchased in 2018 somehow
includes a large portion of Owens residential property owned, used, cultivated and maintained
by David Nichols and Owens openly and without objection or claims from any previous owners
of Smiths alfalfa field for over the past 39-40 years. Smiths cannot overcome the long possession
and use of Owens property with a survey out of the blue with entirely different survey bearings
never before recorded and in opposition of even the seller's survey bearings and legal description
recorded and on file.
9. David and his siblings will testify that his parents intent to deed him property certainly
included his front yard and driveway. The property now owned by Owens has a long standing
understanding and respected boundary agreement in place where the berm and boundary trees
planted from the 125W road alongside Owens driveway to the east was the accepted division and
boundary between what is now Owens residential property. The aerial photographs in the record
shows a clear defining visible boundary between parcel 1 and 2. Surrounding neighbors will
testify under oath regarding the possession and use of the two properties in dispute. It is
ludicrous for Smiths to believe that David Nichols parents would handicap their son's property
by having his front yard , his long established garden spot and his driveway as part of the alfalfa
field to the south. There have been no claims or objections raised for 39-40 years from any
previous owners of property possessed, used, cultivated, irrigated and maintained by David
Nichols and Owens. Previous owners have never farmed or used any of Owens property.
10. Defendants make false and misleading statements regarding David Nichols sworn
affidavit. David Nichols will testify under oath to defend his affidavit statements and Defendant
have not cited nor can they produce • admissible evidence to show any errors in David Nichols
affidavit. Defendants have motioned to strike David Nichols affidavit and Owens have
5
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responded in opposition. They insist on addressing the same subject in two different forums.
11. Defendants cite the policy of the law regarding oral agreements but do not provide
any controlling law or Court cases on an agreed upon boundary. Testimony of David I. Nichols
and if necessary, testimony of his siblings, cannot be refuted by Defendants as Defendants have
no frrst-hand knowledge of the history of parcel 1 and 2 that David Nichols has.
12. Defendants falsely state that "Smiths have not trespassed on property of Carl and
Anita Owen, and they have not taken any of Owens' real or personal property." This statement is
false and the record is replete with admissible evidence that Owens posted the property in
dispute, that Defendants took and deprived Owens of their personal property and still hold it
under their control and possession within their unlawful fence through Owens property and up
onto their driveway. Defendants state They have not denied Owens access to the East end of
Plaintiffs property. Owens will provide testimony of witnesses with first-hand knowledge that
Smiths deprived Owens their long established access path to move their tractor and implements
from the east end of their property to their west property for maintenance and upkeep.
Defendants state that Derik Smith has not appropriated any of Owens' personal property. The
record includes clear and convincing testimony, affidavits and photographs that both Derik
Smith and Jessica Smith trespassed onto Owens posted property and fenced off and took large
quantities of Owens personal property.
13. Defendants falsely state that Owen has been free to move his personal property at
any time. That statement in itself contradicts Defendants denial of taking and claiming Owens
personal property and is false because the stolen property is enclosed by a hostile and dangerous
3-strand barbed wire fence. Owens would have to enter onto disputed property and remove the
controlling barbed wire fence to regain their stolen property which would exacerbate the
situation. Defendants have converted and removed or allowed removal of a large portion of
6
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Owens stolen property since they constructed the hostile fence enclosing Owen's property. When
Defendants fenced off and took Owens property, they had no ownership interest. They were at
the time and now guilty of theft.
14. Defendants falsely state that: " Attachment number 6 to David's Affidavit is an
application to the Minidoka Irrigation District to move the point of diversion for the property of
David Nichols. It does not say where the point of diversion was being moved from or to. The
document has no probative value whatsoever." Attachment 6 is clear and unambiguous and
speaks for itself. It does not mention moving a point of diversion and it is in no way shape or
form an application to move a point of diversion. Defendants are deciding what has or has not
probative value which is a function of a Judge. They offer no admissible evidence to support
their unfounded and false statements and Attachment 6 to David Nichols speaks for itself.
15. Defendants state: "While the application says nothing about the purpose, the logic is
that David was given a separate point of diversion for the piece of property he was receiving
from his parents. Nothing is said about a pipeline and nothing is said about an easement across
the property he was receiving from his parents. Having a separate point of diversion to irrigate
his property from the B-1 canal makes sense." Here defendants make several false statements and
describe Attachment 6 again as an application when it is not. The right-of-way and easement
clearly does mention David I. Nichols easement and does mention the right of David I. Nichols
to construct, install and maintain irrigation works and a buried pipeline. Defendants for the first
time in all their motions and pleadings cite logic which has not been used or cited previously by
Defendants. Convincing a jury or their version of logic will be an insurmountable task.
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16. A review of Attachment 6 to David I. Nichols affidavit disproves Defendants above
false statements.
17. Owens have attached an affidavit of Carl E. Owen dated May 16, 2019 to this reply.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl E. Owen

and

Anita R. Owen
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CERTIFIC ATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of this response to Defendants Brief in opposition to Plaintiffs MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was mailed via U.S. Postal Service First Class Mail to the
following on May 17th, 2019:
Donald J. Chisholm
223 East Main Street
PO Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318

~

J___ ~.

()vJ ~ -

Carl E. Owen
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Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN &ANITAR. OWEN,pro se

Case No.: CV 34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R. SMITH,

AFFfDA VIT OF CARL E. OWEN

MAY 16,2019

Defendants.

Having been placed under oath, I, Carl E. Owen make the following affidavit statements based on my knowledge.
I am competent and able to make the below statements. I reside at 276N 125W and I am one of the Plaintiffs in
the above captioned case. Below statements referring to "our" or "ours" or "us" means Carl E. Owen and his
wife, Anita R. Owen.

1. Defendant, Derik Smith filed a second affidavit on May 13, 2019 wherein he attached aerial photographs
taken of the parcels of property of the Plaintiff and Defendant. His second affidavit is attached to a response
to Our' Motion for Summary Judgment. Derik Smith stated he drew a straight line on Exhibit A from the
center of 125 West Road at the left side to the East end of Defendants' common boundary with Plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs' residence is at the top of the photo. Derik Smith states under oath on his second affidavit of

May 13, 2019 attached to a response to Our motion for SJ that the straight line on Exhibit A
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represents the surveyed boundary. However, Attachment 1 to this affidavit shows that the fence
erected by Smiths on September 14, 2018 was built considerably north of the straight line he states as
the surveyed boundary (between his and our property). Attachment 1 to this affidavit clearly shows
that the fence Derik Smith erected through our front yard goes up onto the south edge of our driveway.
2. Our driveway has been established and used for decades and begins at 125W Road and goes east to
the entrance of our front yard and residence. The straight line shown on Derik Smith's Exhibit A
reflects claimed only a small strip of our east property, a small strip of our garden spot, a small
portion of our grape wire fence, a small portion of our asparagus patch, did not claim our riding
lawn mower, did not claim our Christmas tree, did not intrude up onto the edge of our driveway
whereas the fence erected by Derik Smith did the above cited property, tools and equipment. The
straight line on Derik Smith's Exhibit A did notclaim or take 5 of our 7 boundary trees to the west
of our property; but survey stakes Derik Smith caused to be placed on September 14, 2018 by an
employee of Desert West Land Surveys did claim 5 of our 7 boundary trees.
3. On September 14, 2018, Smiths ignored posted "no trespassing signs", willfully and deliberately
came onto property they knew was in dispute, brought their family onto our front yard in our
absence without notification to us, camped out, ate and drank like they were on a picnic and erected
the existing hostile 3-strand barbed wire fence. The fence took at least 20 feet or more of our garden
patch, a large portion of our grape wire fence and fence posts, cut our decades old grape wire fence,
closed off our access for their tractor to get to their west property, enclosed our riding lawn mower,
installed a trail camera which invaded our privacy, took a large portion of our front and side yard,
enclosed and took garden tools, lumber, gas cans, a moving dolly, assorted tools and metal stock,
took our Christmas tree planted by David and Jackie Nichols and intruded up onto the edge of our
driveway impeding egress and ingress. See Derik Smith's Exhibit Band Attachment 1 to
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this affidavit. Smiths and their attorney requested us to indicate on Derik Smith's Exhibit A
photograph showing the location of what property that we possessed, owned and placed in dispute
south of the black line. Derik Smith's Exhibit B shows Owen's response. Attachment 1 to this
affidavit shows clearly the fence was erected well north of the straight line which Defendant Derik
Smith represents as the "surveyed boundary" and claims far more real and personal property
belonging to us. I pointed out what the Defendants already knew; that they were claiming property
possessed, owned, used and maintained by my wife and me.
4. Derik Smith falsely stated in his second affidavit that the asparagus patch and garden spot was not
visible when he inspected the boundary between our properties on many visits by him and his wife.
Our asparagus patch was tended and cared for by the previous owner, David Nichols, for over 29
years prior to our purchase. and was tended by us for over 10 years. My wife and I tended, gathered
and shared the bountiful crop of asparagus with our friends and neighbors who will testify to that
fact. When I was sick with heart trouble, our neighbor, Jesse Vaughn, gathered the asparagus and
will so testify at trial. My wife and I kept the asparagus patch trimmed and clear of weeds until
Defendant Derik Smith enclosed it with the hostile 3-strand barbed wire fence taking it. Currently, the
asparagus patch is overtaken with high grass and weeds. Our garden patch was cultivated and planted each
year from 2009 until 2017. It was plowed in 2017 by our neighbor, Jesse Vaughn, but I was unable to till and
plant the garden due to heart surgery, physical therapy and recuperation.
5. In the spring of 2018, Smiths' claim of a portion of our garden spot prevented cultivation and irrigation.
When Derik Smith made his many visits prior to purchase of his alfalfa field to the south of our property, the
garden spot was highly visible as a garden spot. Now, in 2019, our garden spot is cultivated and ready to
plant. I have asked that the Court to authorize injunctive relief for Smiths' unlawful fence removal to allow
planting and irrigation of our 2019 crop. Exhibit D ofDerik Smith's second affidavit shows our
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garden spot planted and vegetables growing in 2013.
6. Derik Smith states in his second affidavit that "Owen's box number "4" does not reflect the true
boundary of the Mike Child property East of Owen's property as determined by the 1978 survey or
the 2018 survey and is not in dispute in this case." If Mike Childs' property is not in dispute, why
did Defendant Derik Smith mention it? The truth is that the claimed east boundary T post
Defendants are claiming as the east end of their property takes a large portion of Mike Childs'
property and is well north of the east end of the alfalfa field. See Exhibit 2 attached to David
Nichols' affidavit which shows Mike Childs' property east of our east property. Aerial photographs
in the record and Attachment 2 of David Nichols' affidavit shows Mike Childs' and our property
as bordering the berm of the alfalfa field now owned by Smiths. Mike Childs will have to decide if
he wants to sue Smiths to regain/restore his property wrongfully claimed by Smiths.
7. Exhibit D ofDerik Smith's second affidavit shows our garden planted and growing. I do not
understand the significance of his reference to "summer foliage".
8. On September 14, 2018, per Derik Smith's request, an employee of Desert West Land Surveys (not
a surveyor) to engage in field work without direct supervision of a licensed professional surveyor
and place wooden survey stakes with flags which claimed 5 of 7 of the boundary trees planted by
David Nichols along the western portion of our property starting at the 125W Road and going east.
Smiths built the barbed wire fence on the same day while my wife and I were absent.
9. Derik Smith stated in his second affidavit: "Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a copy of a photo
Affiant took on September 14, 2018 pointed westward. It shows a large wooden post installed by
Affiant on Affiants' property just to the south (left) of a lath installed by Jaram Jones of Desert West
Land survey in September 2018 to mark the boundary. The wooden post is near the West end of the
fence affiant constructed on September 14, 2018. The gravel driveway of Owens is shown at the
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right hand side of the picture. It is approximately 8 to 10 feet from the wooden post at its closest
point. Subsequently Carl Owen widened the driveway to the fence apparently to support his
claims."
10. Exhibit Eis an inaccurate depiction of the wooden post placed by Smiths on September 14, 2018.
The actual location of the large railroad tie post at the west end of Smiths' fence goes right up onto
our driveway as shown in aerial photographs in Attachment 1. The wooden post, as depicted, shows
it being placed down off the bank of our driveway. Our driveway is on high ground and level, not
going down onto the road bank as Exhibit E depicts. My wife and I have not widened our driveway
at any time since 2008. Neighbors will testify and verify to the falsity of Derik Smith's allegation
that we widened our driveway. We replenish the driveway gravel approximately every 2 years as the
gravel gets thin from use. I am unclear of what claims Defendant Derik Smith is referring. Derik
Smith states in his second affidavit of May 13, 2019: "The entire trunk tree referred to by Owens and David
Nichols as a Christmas trees is within 18" south of the fence affiant constructed along the common boundary
in September of2018." His Exhibit A claiming a boundary line clearly shows the Christmas tree in our front
yard north of what Derik Smith claims as a boundary line. He enclosed the Christmas tree in his barbed wire
fence erected on September 14, 2018. Whether the tree is captured by his fence by 18" or 18 feet is not the
issue. Smiths' fence closed off and deprived us of a front yard Christmas tree north of what he claimed as a
boundary on his Exhibit A. Derik Smith's Exhibit A and B shows that his claimed boundary line does not
enclose, claim or take our' Christmas tree, but the barbed wire fence does. See Attachment 1 to this
affidavit.
11. Derik Smith states in his second affidavit: "Attached as Exhibit F is a copy of a photo taken by

Affiant on September 14, 2018. It shows that only the front of Plaintiffs lawnmower is south of the
fence." Smiths fence closed off and deprived us of a great deal of tools, lumber, fence posts, metal
stock and highly visible red gas cans. I was in the process of replacing the spark plug and fuel pump
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on the highly visible riding lawn mower when Smiths fenced off and took possession of the riding
mower. Derik Smith says he only fenced off the front of our riding lawn mower. He had no business
fencing off any part of our riding lawn mower. Again, 18" or 18 feet makes no difference. Theft,
control, and conversion of property is still theft under Idaho law.
12. Derik Smith states: "Attached as Exhibit G is a copy of a photo taken by Affiant on September 26,
2018. It shows the wires Carl Owen claims are part of his grape patch. The wires were not cut. There
were no grapes south of common boundary."
13. The reason there were no grapes present was that they had been picked and converted to grape jelly.
Derik Smith states in his second affidavit: " Attached as Exhibit H is a copy of a photo facing west
taken by Affiant by drone shortly after Plaintiffs filed suit in September, 2018. The survey marker is
at the base of a wooden post Affiant installed at the East end of the fence. Owens no trespassing
fence and signs run South from the fence post. Owens grapes patches are circled and are all on his
property."
14. My wife and I agree that our grape patch and our grape wire fence are all on our property. The
problem is that Defendants have claimed and fenced over a big portion of our decades old grape wire
fence
15. Derik Smith states in his second affidavit of May 13, 2019: "Affiant and his wife would not have
purchased the Dureau property if they had knowledge that Plaintiffs claimed an ownership interest."
I call out this statement as false. Our ownership, possession and use of the disputed property claimed
by Smiths was on full display and if Defendant Derik Smith had and visited the property he
intended to purchase many times prior to his purchase; he could not have missed our riding lawn
mower, equipment and tools, garden spot, grape wire fence, garden tools, riding lawn mower and
bright red gas cans, lumber, metal stock and various hoes, rakes, shovels, picks etc. on land that
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he intended to claim as part of his purchase of the alfalfa field south of our property. He made no
effort and did not inquire regarding the obvious possession and use of the disputed property with my
wife and me.
16. In July of 2018, Smiths retained an attorney, Donald J. Chisholm. On July 17, Smiths' lawyer sent a
10-day demand letter for us to remove our "no trespassing signs". The lawyer stated that if we did
not comply that Smiths would take us to Court for a judicial decree granting them the disputed
property and requiring us to pay Smiths fees and costs. Smiths hiring a lawyer that refused to meet
and discuss the dispute shows no good faith in resolving the dispute. Smiths did not carry out their
threat to take us to Court. Smiths only made unreasonable demands for us to meet. There were no
good faith negotiations; only demands and threats from Smiths.
17. In Derik Smith's second affidavit he states: "The reason Affiant and his wife did not initiate legal
proceedings against Plaintiffs in July and August after Plaintiffs failed to remove the no trespassing
signs from Defendants' property was that there were continuing negotiations between the Plaintiffs
and Defendants."
18. When we responded to Smiths demand letter, we agreed that the proper way to settle the dispute was
to let the court settle the dispute, gave our address to receive the summons and tried to communicate
with Smiths' lawyer regarding the dispute. The lawyer refused to meet and discuss unless we hired a
lawyer to represent us. When we refused to hire a lawyer in order to discuss the issues, Defendant
Derik Smith forbade us from talking or communicating with him or his attorney. Normally, good
faith negotiations between two parties start without a lawyer and if no resolution is reached then
lawyers get involved. In this case, Defendant Derik Smith hired a lawyer right off the bat which
indicates that he was really not interested in negotiating a resolution to the dispute but intended to
initiate Court action. At any rate, Smiths never complied with their 10-day demand and their
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initiate Court action. At any rate, Smiths never complied with their 10-day demand and their
intention to take us to court for a judicial decree or order. Instead, Smiths took matters into their own
hands, engaged in self-help without benefit of a Court decree or order and fenced off known
disputed property that was clearly posted while we were absent from our home and property. Smiths'
attorney cites frustration as the reason for Smiths' self- help. When confronted on September 14,
2018 about building the fence, I asked Derik Smith if he had consulted with his lawyer about it and
Derik Smith stated in front of me and my wife that he had consulted and that his lawyer had told him
to build the fence instead of taking the matter to Court. See Derik Smith' s deposition under oath
where he responded to a question: Q: "Do you recall telling me that you had consulted with your
attorney about building the fence? A: yes." See Derik Smith' s contradictory statement at page 6
paragraph 21 of his second affidavit: "Affiant finally constructed the fence on September 14, 2018
after notifying the Minidoka County Sheriffs office of the plans and without having obtained

approval from his legal counsel. Affiant was so frustrated with the belligerent refusal of Carl
Owen to engage in constructive discussions to get the matter resolved." (emphasis added)
19. Derik Smith falsely states in his second affidavit that he and his wife made many efforts to resolve
the boundary issue before constructing the fence on September 14, 2018. He states that by the end of
August 2018 that he had incurred legal fees in excess or $1 ,200. On July 17, 2018 he threatened in a
10-day demand letter to take legal action against us in Court. We initiated Court action to address
Smiths' unlawful trespassing, theft and damages. They did not initiate the legal action and incurred
no legal fees prior to his Attorney's notice of appearance in our Court complaint.
20. In his second affidavit of May 13, 2018, Derik Smith attempts further to explain why he did not
follow through on his attorney' s July 17, 2018 10-day demand letter threatening to take us to Court.
"Affiant made the decision not to initiate legal proceedings for a judicial determination of the
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boundary, because of the expense and Affiant's sincere belief that Defendants owned the property in
which the fence was constructed." He then changes his September 14, 2018 statement to my wife
and I about his attorney telling him to build the fence. He states: "Affiant finally constructed the
fence on September 14, 2018 after notifying the Minidoka County Sheriffs office of the plans and
without having obtained approval from his legal counsel. Affiant was so frustrated with the
belligerent refusal of Carl Owen to engage in constructive discussions to get the matter resolved.
(emphasis added). Derik Smith states in his second affidavit: "Affiant believes Carl Owen
intentionally goaded and manipulated Affiant to build the fence to create Plaintiffs' trespass claims."
21. I frequently asked to sit down and discuss the issues in dispute with Smiths' attorney. Attorney
Chisholm refused to meet and discuss the issues unless we hired an attorney to discuss the issues
with Chisholm. Further, Defendant Derik Smith forbade Our from contacting and discussing
anything with him or his attorney. the only efforts Smiths made to resolve the boundary issue was to
make monetary demands from Our. Umeasonable demands are not resolution efforts. Derik Smith
states in his second affidavit: "Carl refused to survey his property or allow Defendants to survey
Plaintiffs property before Affiant built the fence."
22. My wife and I refused to have our property surveyed by the same surveyor that conducted the
survey in dispute. We proposed a survey of a neutral independent surveyor to survey both properties
and offered to split the cost even though Smiths' property is approximately 9 times the size of our
property. Smiths refused. They filed a motion asking to have the same surveyor of the Westerra Real
Estate disputed survey of March 23, 2018 survey our property and charge us for the survey. Their
umeasonable motion was denied. Derik Smith states: "Carl refused to seek legal counsel." Attorney
Chisholm does not accept that we have the constitutional right to represent ourselves. In fact, he has
repeatedly instructed us to hire a lawyer so he and the lawyer can discuss the dispute. He has refused
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to meet and discuss the issues with us unless we hired an attorney. The original presiding Judge in
this case informed him that we have theConstitutional right to represent ourselves. Derik Smith
states in his second affidavit: "The communications which were made through Defendants' counsel
and directly to Carl by email were not fruitful. Affiant told him to quit communicating directly with
Affiant because he refused to discuss the facts in a reasonable manner."
23. What an admission! First Defendant Derik Smith hires an attorney instead of attempting to
participate or engage in a meeting and discuss options or engage in a reasonable attempt to settle the
dispute . He then forbade us from communicating with him or his attorney which evidences that he
was not amicable to reasonable resolution. He also refused to carry out his threat in his demand
letter to take us to court to resolve the dispute. Yes, such communications which consisted only of
threats and demands from Derik Smith and his attorney were not fruitful and did not show any
degree of good faith on the part of Smiths or their attorney. Derik Smith states: "Affiant instructed
Defendants' attorney not to communicate with Owen further when it became apparent that Carl was
trying to elicit legal advice from our counsel with intention of resolving the case."
24. First Smiths hire an Attorney with the stated intention to take us to Court, then they do not follow
through with a July 17, 2018 10-day demand and then they instruct their attorney to not
communicate with us which the attorney complied with and refused to discuss matters in dispute
unless we hired an attorney to talk with him. Smiths then forbid us to communicate with them as
well. If those actions show Smiths efforts to attempt to resolve the dispute; Defendants have
employed a strange and different method of engaging in resolution attempts by refusing to
communicate and refusing to follow through on their 10-day demand letter and take us to Court.
Their actions closed off any possibility of reaching a resolution outside the Court. Derik Smith's
false stated reason of Carl Owen seeking legal advice from his lawyer for forbidding discussions
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and communication is patently false.
25. If my wife and I wanted to seek legal advice, Defendants lawyer would be last on our list. Besides
being unworthy of belief, the above statement is ludicrous as I never tried to elicit legal advice from
Smiths lawyer. Defendants made the decision to hire a lawyer presumably to take us to Court as
stated in their July 17, 2018 "demand letter". Their choice to pay legal fees was solely that of
Smiths and not something to bemoan as if they were forced to hire an attorney. Having the attorney
write a demand letter that Smiths did not follow through on does not seem to be worth an excess of
$1,200. What legal fees were incurred and what justified over $1,200 in fees? There certainly were
no court costs or filing fees paid by the end of August 2018. Normally, when a party hires an
attorney and makes a demand letter to take Court action; they act on it, especially, when the proper
way to resolve a dispute not settled out of Court is to seek judicial relief. Derik Smith could not have
a sincere belief, as he states, that he owned the property in which the fence was constructed as he
contradicts himself by showing a claimed boundary line on his Exhibit A and then building the
fence on an entirely different line to the north of the line shown on Exhibit A and B. See

Attachment 1 to this affidavit. Additionally, his "belief' does not justify his illegal acts of
trespassing onto known disputed land posted with no trespassing signs and fencing off and taking of
our personal property which is defined as theft. A bank robber or a burglar probably rationalizes and
believes that he is entitled to the bank's money or burglarized property; but the police and the D.A.
do not agree that a "belief', sincere or otherwise, justifies the theft of property or money. A sincere
belief does not seem a viable defense for admitted unlawful and willful trespassing and theft.
26. Most of our Court filings have been in opposition to the many pleadings and motions filed by
Defendants' attorney, who in fact, has avoided addressing the actual issues cited in the complaint so
far since we filed our Complaint in September of 2018. Defendants' filings have solely consisted of
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attempts to delay the Court process or strike our filings. His refusal to meet with us to discuss the
issues in the complaint unless we hire an attorney is evidence that he is not interested in constructive
discussions to resolve the Complaint issues. For over 8 months, Defendants' lawyer has refused to
sit down with us to discuss the issues and any possible resolution. Smiths' illegal acts of willful
trespassing and theft is squarely on Smiths' shoulders.
cJf.:First I warned Derik Smith against building a fence without Court approval at our fust meeting in
front of two witnesses. I placed no trespassing signs and agreed to go to Court to resolve the dispute.
I again agreed to resolve the matter in Court when we received Defendants' IO-day demand letter.
Mr. Smith refused to carry out his threat to seek a judicial decree and decided "out of frustration" to
take matters into his own hands by illegally trespassing on to known posted disputed property,
building a hostile barbed wire fence and stealing our personal property. He states in his second
affidavit that he built the fence without his lawyer's approval. He stated to my wife and I on
September 14, 2018 that his lawyer told him to build the fence. Had he hired a lawyer that would
have advised him to settle the matter in court instead of engaging in self-help, he would probably not
be out the $1,200 in legal fees he claims and the dispute would have been resolved by now.
c..t"2t.Derik Smith in a sworn deposition states that he did consult with his attorney about his intention to
build a fence. His lawyer would have either advised against that action or encouraged him to
proceed. I contacted the lawyer by phone and email and asked him to confirm or deny that he
instructed Derik Smith to build the barbed wire fence. To date, Smiths' attorney has failed to
respond. See Attachment~o this affidavit.
cJr..b
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Carl Owen <carleowen@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep 24, 2018, 1 :59 PM

to chisholm, Anita, me
Don,

I just received the below email this morning from your client Derik Smith. You notified
me on July 17, 2018 by a mailed letter that your office was representing Mr. and Mrs.
Derick Smith and demanded on behalf of Smiths that I remove my no trespassing signs
within 10 days. You further stated that if I failed to do so that they will take appropriate
action to have the court determine "that you are trespassing on their property, to have
the boundary line determined by a judicial decree and to have you reimburse them for
their costs and attorney fees".
I responded , did not comply with your demand and gave my address for legal filings
and have, as yet, not received any Court papers to have the Court determine the
boundary line. I would think as their representative that you would prepare the Court
documents when I refused to remove my no trespassing signs as you demanded . I
believe the Court should settle this dispute.
I had previously notified you and Derik Smith that I would not communicate further with
him and that any further correspondence regarding the boundary dispute must come
from you as his lawyer and representative. I notified you that I intended to represent
myself in the dispute. I notified you that if Smith did not remove the barbed wire fence
through my front yard by 1:00 P.M. that I would take legal action. It is now 2:00 P.M
and instead of removing the barbed wire fence, I received the below email from Derik
Smith threating that any communication to him or you will be dealt with accordingly. I
consider that a threat to me and my family. I am forwarding this email from Smith to you
as I have not received any notice from you that you are no longer representing him in
the boundary dispute issue.
Smith, Derik L September 24, 2018 10:38 A.M .

to me
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to me
Carl,
I will no longer tolerate malicious provocation, unfounded insult, and personal attacks directed at
me, my family and anyone representing me. Therefore , I formally request that you do not
contact me or Don Chisholm for any reason. This includes, but is not limited to, verbal, written,
electronic , direct and indirect communication. Any further communication will not be responded
to, will be considered harassment, and will be dealt with accordingly.
On September 14, 2018 when Smith installed a barbed wire fence through my front yard, I left
you a voice message and contacted you regarding his actions. In view of Smith's disregard for
further communications to come from you, he has now stated a veiled threat to me and my
family. I have never engaged in malicious provocation, unfounded insult, and personal attacks directed at
Smith, his family and anyone representing him as he alleged.

To that end, I need to know if you are still representing Smith in the Boundary dispute. I also need
to know if as
Smith stated to me on September 14, 2018 whether or not you instructed him to erect a barbed
wire fence
beginning at my driveway and fencing off a large portion of my front yard . Since I am representin
g myself and
my family and you are named as his representative in the boundary dispute, I request you respond
to this
notification as soon as possible.

You previously stated that you could not legally talk with me due to your mistaken belief that I
was represented
by counsel. I clearly informed you that I had not authorized or retained counsel and that I was
representing
myself in the boundary dispute. Later you stated that Attorney Gary Slette had given you permission
or
authorization to talk with me. As far as I am aware I have the right to represent myself and I gave
you
permission and authorization to talk with me. I am the only one who can give permission for you
to
communicate with me and I am now restating that you have permission to communicate with
me and I request
you do so as soon as possible unless you are no longer representing Derik Smith.

Sincerely,

Carl E. Owen

I\ t+ ~ c kMe /\.i 1-f' ec.~ e_ 2._
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From: <chisholm@pmt.org>
Date: Tue, Nov 20, 2018 at 11 :00 PM
Subject: The length of your southern boundary
To: <carleowen@gmail.com>
Cc: <deriksmith@packagingcorp.com>

Carl,
As I was thinking about the line of question you pursued in your
deposition of Derik Smith today it occurred to me that you have another
indispensable party issue in addition to your failure to join Northwest
Farm Credit Services, the lienholder on the Smith property. You seem to
believe that your southern boundary is 613 plus feet from the 16th section
corner of the northeast quarter of Section 7. You believe that to be
true, because of the error Lloyd Hess made in locating the 16th section
corner. Trevor Reno, his predecessor, Steve Pearson, and Dar Moon all
agree that the point Lloyd used as the 16th section corner is 3.8 feet west
and 1.1 foot south of the correct 16th section corner. Trevor Reno
provided that information to me, and I relayed it to you in my July 17
letter which was discussed in Derik's deposition.
If you measure from the pin wh ich is situated in the 125 west road ,
your southern boundary is the 609 foot figure in Derik's deed and not the
613 foot figure mentioned in your deed. Trevor Reno and Dar Moon both
say the southeast corner of you r property is at the same location under the
Hess survey or the Trevor Reno survey, because of the different starting
point in the 125 west road .
It wouldn't matter to Derik and Jessica if your southern boundary is
700 feet or 800 feet or if it extends to the end of the earth . Your common
boundary would still stop at the 609 foot figure measured from the pin in
the road . If your southern boundary were longer than that, the southeast
corner of your property would be further to the east. That would affect
Mike Child, but it wou ld not affect Smiths. If you believe your southern
boundary is 613 feet from the pin in the road , you need to join Mike Child ,
because the court cannot enter a decree taking some of his property and
giving it to you if you don't join him as a party.
The length of your southern boundary has nothing to do with the
strip of land you are trying to claim south of the boundary line
established by the Desert West survey of March 23, 2018. You will likely
save yourself some money if you will direct your attention to the real
issue at hand .
Don
(EMPHASIS ADDED IN FIRST PARAGRAPH)
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Donald J. Chishol m, Esquire
Chishol m Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley , Idaho 83318
Teleph one: (208)67 8-9181
Fax: (208)87 8-4998
Email: chishol m@pm t.org
ISB # 1134

Attorn ey for Defend ants

IN THE DISTRIC T COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA L DISTRIC T OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)

CARLE . OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

)

CASE NO. CV34-1 8-756

)

)
Plaint iffs,
vs.

)
)

DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,
Defend ants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION
TO THE PLAINT IFF'S MOTION
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES

)
COME NOW the Defend ants to respond to the Motion filed by
Plaint iffs for leave to file an Amende d Compla int adding a claim for
punitiv e damage s pursua nt to Idaho Code§ 6-1604 and the Court' s
Schedu ling Order dated April 20, 2019.
Punitiv e damage s are only availab le if the Defend ant proves by
clear and convin cing eviden ce, oppres sive, fraudu lent, malicio us or
outrage ous conduc t by the party agains t whom the claim for punitiv e
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damages is asserted . I.C.

6-1604.

The conduct of the Defenda nts Derik and Jessica Smith does not
meet the standard s upon which punitive damages are authoriz ed under
§ 6-1604 of the Idaho code in the context in which the action of the
Defenda nts was taken for the followin g reasons:
1.

Defenda nts purchase d their property with out notice of any

claim the Plaintif fs to the now disputed area.
2.

When Defenda nt Derik Smith was confron ted by Carl Owen on

April 21, 2018 and first notified of Plainti ff's claim to the disputed
area, Derik Smith provided Carl Owen with a copy of the survey which
establis hed Defenda nt's boundary .
3.

Defenda nt had only installe d a T-post on April 21, 2018

to mark the Desert West survey pin at the Southea st corner of the
Plainti ff's property after completi ng the purchase of the Dureau
property .
4.

Around June 6, 2018, Carl Owen parked a pickup and trailer

on Smith's property and refused to remove them.
5.

On or about June 20, 2018 Carl Owen built a "no trespass ing"

sign from T-posts, wire and yellow tape running approxim ately 24 feet
South of the surveyed Southea st corner of Plainti ff's property within
the surveyed boundar ies of the Defenda nt's property .

Carl Owen

claimed he had measured the East boundary of his property and the
South end was at the South end of his no trespass ing sign.

His

represen tations were false.
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6.

In spite of numero us reques ts made by the Defend ants

person ally, to Carl Owen, through emails to Carl Owen, through
letters from their counse l dated July 17 reques ting that a survey
of Owen's proper ty be made, Carl Owen refused to consen t to a survey
of his proper ty even at Defend ants' expens e before Defend ants built
the fence in Septem ber 14, 2018 and continu ed to refuse until the
court ordered Plaint iffs to allow a survey .
7.

Plaint iffs began asserti ng a claim that Defend ants did not

have the right to have their Minido ka Irrigat ion Distri ct irrigat ion
water deliver ed to them through a pump and pipelin e from the B-1 canal
past the West side of the Plaint iff's proper ty, in spite of the fact
that that system had been in place for more than 28 years and possib ly
more than 40 years.
8.

Plaint iffs refused to accept multip le reason able offers

includi ng an offer from Defend ants that Plaint iffs could acquire a
deed to the dispute d area by paying the cost of a survey . ( See August
15, 2018 letter from Defend ants' counse l and color photo attache d).
9.

Defend ants have made numero us reques ts of Carl Owen that

Owens have their proper ty surveye d or that Owens allow Defend ants
to have the proper ty of the Plaint iffs surveye d to determ ine whethe r
there was a legitim ate basis upon which Carl Owen was claimin g that
his surveye d bounda ry extende d South of the Defend ant's surveye d
bounda ry.
10.

Plaint iffs threate ned use of force agains t the Defend ants
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if the Defen dants did not honor the bound ary claime d by the
Plain tiffs.
11.

Defen dant Derik Smith notifi ed the Minido ka County

Sheri ff's office of his plan to have Deser t West Land Survey s insta
ll
laths as marke rs along the survey ed bound ary before constr ucting
a
fence on the 14 th of Septem ber 2018.
12.

The fence built by Defen dants was all within the survey ed

bound ary of the Defen dants.
13.

Contr ary to the assert ions by the Plain tiffs, the fence

did not interf ere with the Plain tiff's use and enjoym ent of
their
prope rty.

Defen dants have not caused or allowe d the Plain tiffs to

lose any of their person al prope rty.
14.

Plain tiffs had ignore d repeat ed reque sts by the Defen dants

that they employ couns el to repres ent them in resolv ing the matte
r.
Plain tiffs did not consu lt with couns el until after the fence
had
been built by the Plain tiff's and then declin ed to employ couns
el.
15.

Defen dants had incurr ed more than $1,200 in legal fees

regard ing the dispu ted area before const ructin g the fence and
had
consu lted with survey ors regard ing the accura cy of the Deser
t West
survey on which they had relied in making the decisi on to purch
ase
the Dureau prope rty.
16.

Plain tiffs refuse d to coope rate in any way in resolv ing

the dispu te.
17.

Under the circum stance s, Defen dants did not feel they
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should be required to file suit to obtain a judicial determination
of their boundary before exercising their right of possession.
Plai n tiff's assertions of false claims regarding their legal
description under the 1978 survey and their efforts to have the court
invalidate Defendant's existing irrigation easement has been costly
to the Defendants to oppose, and such claims are clearly without
merit. Plaintiffs have used their position as Pro Se Litigants to
inflict substantial economic damages on the Defendants by requiring
them to defend claims which are clearl y without any legal merit. It
would be unjust for the court to require the Defendants to prepare
to defend against the claim for punitive damages under the
circumstances.
Defendants request that the hearing on the Plaintiff's Motion
be denied or that a hearing on the Motion be deferred until the court
has ruled on the Summary Judgme nt Motions .
DATED this

Zt) day of May, 2019
Chisholm Law Office
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
,-) fI hereby certify that on the - '-,
&--V
' - - - - - - day of May , 2019 ,
I
se rved a tru e a nd correc t copy of the foregoi ng DEFENDANT'S
OPPOSITION TO THE PLAINT IFF'S MOTION FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES upon :

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rup ert , Ida ho 83350
Email : carleow en@gm ail.com
Email: ohiosta r46@gm ail.com
Kristen Anders
Northw est Farm Credit Servi ce Counse l
Email : kristen . ande r s@nort hwestfc s.com
Att orney( s) of record in the above- entitle d matter , by mailing a
copy thereo f in the United States mail , postag e prepaid by first
class ma il , i n an e nvelop e a ddresse d to said person (s) at the
foregoi ng addres s(es) and by email .
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Do na ld J. Ch ish ol m

Attorney at Law
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Ida ho 83318
Telephone (208) 678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998
Em ail : ohi sho 1m @p mt .or
g

Au gu st 15 , 2018
Mr. an d Mr s. Ca rl Owen
P.O . Box 723
Ru pe rt, Id ah o 83350
Re: De rik an d Je ss ic a
Sm ith - Pr op er ty Is su es
Pr op os al
an d Se ttl em en t
De ar Mr. an d Mr s. Owen,
I ha ve rev iew ed al l of
be en ex ch an ge d be tw ee n th e co rre sp on de nc e an d em ail s wh ich ha ve
in cl ud in g th e em ail in yo ur se lv es an d Mr. an d Mr s. De rik Sm ith ,
re ce iv e an y more di re ct wh ich yo u st at ed th at you di d no t wa nt
iss ue s in di sp ut e. In co mm un ica tio n fro m Sm ith s re ga rd in g th eto
rec om me nd ed th at yo u comy Ju ly 17 , 20 18 , le tte r to you I
yo ur at to rn ey ta lk to ns ul t wi th yo ur own le ga l co un se l an d ha
ve
me re ga rd in g th is m at
ha ve no t do ne so .
te r. Ap pa re nt ly you
You ha ve ha d a mi sta ke
th e So ut he rn Id ah o lan n un de t'.s tan din g of th e di sc re pa nc y be tw ee
The on ly di ffe re nc e be d su rv ey an d th e De se rt West lan d su rv ey . n
Id ah o La nd Su rv ey in cotw ee n th e two su rv ey s is th at So ut he rn
fe et we st an d L 1 fe etrre ct ly lo ca te d th e 1/ 16 se ct io n co rn er 3. 8
so ut h of th e co rre ct lo
er ro rs pl ac e th e we st
ca tio n,
Th os e
en
d
of yo ur so ut h bo un da ry
so ut h of th e co rre ct so
ab
ou
t
1
fo
ot
fo r th e di ffe re nc e in ut h bo un da ry fo r yo ur pr op er ty an d ac co un
fe et un de r th e De se rt th e le ng th of yo ur so ut h bo un da ry of 60 9.9 t
4
So ut he rn Id ah o su rv ey West su rv ey an d 61 3.7 5 fe et un de r th e
wh
ich
wa
s
us
ed fo r th
fo r yo ur pr op er ty .
e so ut he as t co rn er of e le ga l de sc rip tio n
same po in t on bo th suTh
yo ur pr op er ty is
e
we st en d re du ce s to zerv ey s. The di sc re pa nc y of 1. 1 fe et at thth
e
ro
fe
et
at
th
e
ea st en d of yo ur so ut h
bo un da ry .
You ha ve re ce nt ly ra
d an iss ue ab ou t th e bu
ru nn in g fro m th e MID ise
rie d ma in lin e
ca
pr op er ty . The pi pe lin na l to th e no rth we st co rn er of Sm ith s'
ye ar s pr io r to th e tim e ex ist ed in it s pr es en t lo ca tio n fo r many
e yo u pu rc ha se d yo ur pr
op er ty fro m th e
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ban kru ptc y tru ste e.
You knew or sho uld hav e known
of its
exi ste nce bec aus e of the obv
and the con nec tio n to Sm ith s'iou s po int of div ers ion at the can al
Sm ith s' px op ert y. Em plo yee s ma inl ine at the nor thw est cor ner of
hav e adv ise d you of Sm ith s' of the Mi nid oka Irr iga tio n Di str ict
rig ht to con tin ue to use and
pip eli ne acr oss you r pro pe rty
ma int ain
rem ove it or rec eiv e com pen and tha t you do no t hav e a rig ht to
sat ion for its con tin ued exi ste
use .
nce and
You hav e no t pa id pro per ty
wit h the po ssi ble exc ept ion tax es on any of the Sm ith s' pro per ty,
of the 1.1 foo t sli ve r wh ich
to zer o at the eas t end of you
tap ers
r pro per ty, so you do no t hav
cas e of adv ers e po sse ssi on .
e a
acq uie sce nce of adj oin ing pro As per son s cla im ing a bou nda ry by
pro ve by a pre pon der anc e of per ty ow ner s, you wo uld hav e to
agr eem ent has bee n cre ate d. the evi den ce tha t a bou nda ry by
lin e has bee n con str uct ed by Th at commonly ari ses when a fen ce
ma int ain ed for many yea rs wit one of the pa rti es and has bee n
tha t the fen ce has become the h app are nt agr eem ent of the pa rti es
of sm all po rti on s of the Sm bou nda ry lin e. The int erm itte nt use
lin e did not int erf ere wit h ith pro per ty sou th of you r bou nda ry
Sm ith s or the ir pre dec ess ors the use of the Sm ith pro per ty by
in int ere st. Mere acq uie sce nce
inc ide nta l use of on e's pro per
in
ty doe s not cre ate an agr eed
bou nda ry.
In my Jul y 17, 201 8, let ter
I po int ed
tha t lit iga tio n is
exp ens ive .
I hav e han dle d a num ber ofout
pro
per ty lin e dis pu tes in
wh ich the att orn ey fee s hav e
gre
atl
y
exc
eed
ed
the val ue of the
pro per ty in qu est ion .
Alt hou gh I am con vin ced tha
t Sm s wo uld
pre va il on the iss ue s you hav
e rai sed , Sm ith s hav e aut hoith
to make the fol low ing set tle
riz ed me
me nt pro po sal to you .
En clo sed is a co lor pho toc opy
ori gin all y pro vid ed wit h no tat of an ae ria l pho tog rap h you
Th ere is an ov al wh ich De rik ion s you pla ced on -~be pho tog rap h.
Sm ith add ed wh ich ide nti fie s
gra pe pat ch. Sm ith s are wi llin
you r
pa rce l ou tlin ed in red and col g to qui tc; lai m the lon g nar row
ore d in blu e to you j_f you me
fol low ing con dit ion s:
et the
1. 'l'h at you em plo y De
En gin eer ing at you r exp ens e ser t West Land Sur vey s or Moon
to sur vey the blu e pa rce l ou
red , beg inn ing at the tru e 16t
tlin ed in
by De ser t West Lan d Su rve ys. h sec tio n cor ner co rre ctl y loc ate d
Pin in 125 West Ro ad. De rik The 16 th cor ner is ma rke d by ste el
sou the ast cor ner and eas t bouSm ith wa nts to be pre sen t when the
nda ry sta ke s are set for the
sur vey .
2. You mu st qu itc lai m to Sm
ith s the pa rce l the y pur cha sed
sav e and exc ept the blu e par
cel
ou
tlin ed in red wh ich Sm ith s wi
con vey to you .
ll
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3. You mus t exe cut e a rec ord
Smi ths rig ht to con tinu e to use , abl e inst rum ent ack now ledg ing
ma inta in, rep air and rep lac e the
bur ied mai nlin e pump and con nec tion
nor thw est cor ner of Sm iths ' pro per s from the MID can al to the
ty.
Wit h the exc ept ion of exe cut ing the
qui tcla im dee d to the Smi th
pro per ty and the per man ent eas eme
nt
for the irri gat ion pip elin e
and div ers ion wor ks all you nee d
to
do
wil l be to pay the cos t of
the sur vey and pro vid e cop ies to
me.
Sm
iths wil l pay my fee s for
the pre par atio n and rec ord ing of
the doc ume nts.
Rul e 408 of the Ida ho Rul es of Evi
den ce, thi s off er of sett lem ent
can not be use d in any jud icia l pro
cee
you are ent itle d to any of the ben din g as an adm issi on tha t
or the val ue of the par cel of pro efit s whi ch hav e bee n off ere d
per ty, whi ch is bei ng off ere d to
you .
If you wis h to acc ept thi s off er
ple ase not ify me by let ter or
ema il by 5:0 0 p.m . on Wed nesd ay,
Aug
sur vey for com ple tion by Sep tem ber ust 22, 201 8 and sch edu le the
14, 201 8.
If the off er is acc ept ed, we wil
sig nat ure wit hin ten bus ine ss dayl hav e the doc ume nts pre par ed for
pro vid ed wit h the sur vey and leg als of the tim e my off ice has bee n
ref err ed to her ein not bee n sign ed des crip tion . If the doc ume nts
and rec ord ed by Sep tem ber 30,
201 8, thi s off er wil l exp ire.

Ver y Tru ly You rs,

~ ;· ~

Don ald J. fhis hol m

nw
Ee: col or aer ial pho to
Cc: Sm iths
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Electronically Filed
5/20/2019 1:51 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chisholm , Esquire
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
Telephon e: (208)678 -9181
Fax: (208)878 -4998
Email: chisholm @pmt.or g
ISB # 1134

Attorney for Defenda nts

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-18 -756

Plaintif fs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,

DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION
TO THE PLAINTI FF'S MOTION
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Defenda nts.

COME NOW the Defenda nts to respond to the Motion filed by
Plaintif fs for leave to file an Amended Complai nt adding a claim for
punitive damages pursuan t to Idaho Code§ 6-1604 and the Court's
Schedul ing Order dated April 20, 2019.
Punitive damages are only availabl e if the Defendan t proves by
clear and convinci ng evidence , oppressi ve, fraudule nt, maliciou s or
outrageo us conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive
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damages is asserted.

I.C.

6-1604.

The conduct of the Defendants Derik and Jessica Smith does not
meet the standards upon which punitive damages are authorized under
§ 6-1604 of the Idaho code in the context in which the action of the
Defendants was taken for the following reasons:
1.

Defendants purchased their property without notice of any

claim the Plaintiffs to the now disputed area.
2.

When Defendant Derik Smith was confronted by Carl Owen on

April 21, 2018 and first notified of Plaintiff's claim to the disputed
area, Derik Smith provided Carl Owen with a copy of the survey which
established Defendant's boundary.
3.

Defendant had only installed a T-post on April 21, 2018

to mark the Desert West survey pin at the Southeast corner of the
Plaintiff's property after completing the purchase of the Dureau
property.
4.

Around June 6, 2018, Carl Owen parked a pickup and trailer

on Smith's property and refused to remove them.
5.

On or about June 20, 2018 Carl Owen built a "no trespassing"

sign from T-posts, wire and yellow tape running approximately 24 feet
South of the surveyed Southeast corner of Plaintiff's property within
the surveyed boundaries of the Defendant's property.

Carl Owen

claimed he had measured the East boundary of his property and the
South end was at the South end of his no trespassing sign.

His

representations were false.
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6.

In spite of numerous requests made by the Defenda nts

persona lly, to Carl Owen, through emails to Carl Owen, through
letters from their counsel dated July 17 requesti ng that a survey
of Owen's property be made, Carl Owen refused to consent to a survey
of his property even at Defenda nts' expense before Defenda nts built
the fence in Septemb er 14, 2018 and continue d to refuse until the
court ordered Plaintif fs to allow a survey.
7.

Plaintif fs began assertin g a claim that Defenda nts did not

have the right to have their Minidoka Irrigati on District irrigati on
water delivere d to them through a pump and pipeline from the B-1 canal
past the West side of the Plainti ff's property , in spite of the fact
that that system had been in place for more than 28 years and possibly
more than 40 years.
8.

Plaintif fs refused to accept multiple reasonab le offers

includin g an offer from Defenda nts that Plaintif fs could acquire a
deed to the disputed area by paying the cost of a survey. ( See August
15, 2018 letter from Defenda nts' counsel and color photo attached ).
9.

Defenda nts have made numerous requests of Carl Owen that

Owens have their property surveyed or that Owens allow Defenda nts
to have the property of the Plaintif fs surveyed to determin e whether
there was a legitima te basis upon which Carl Owen was claiming that
his surveyed boundary extended South of the Defenda nt's surveyed
boundary .
10.

Plaintif fs threaten ed use of force against the Defenda nts
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if the Defenda nts did not honor the boundary claimed by the
Plaintif fs.
11.

Defenda nt Derik Smith notified the Minidoka County

Sheriff 's office of his plan to have Desert West Land Surveys install
laths as markers along the surveyed boundary before construc ting a
fence on the 14 th of Septemb er 2018.
12.

The fence built by Defenda nts was all within the surveyed

boundary of the Defenda nts.
13.

Contrary to the assertio ns by the Plaintif fs, the fence

did not interfer e with the Plainti ff's use and enjoyme nt of their
property .

Defenda nts have not caused or allowed the Plaintif fs to

lose any of their persona l property .
14.

Plaintif fs had ignored repeated requests by the Defenda nts

that they employ counsel to represen t them in resolvin g the matter.
Plaintif fs did not consult with counsel until after the fence had
been built by the Plainti ff's and then declined to employ counsel.
15.

Plaintif fs had incurred more than $1,200 in legal fees

regardin g the disputed area before construc ting the fence and had
consulte d with surveyo rs regardin g the accuracy of the Desert West
survey on which they had relied in making the decision to purchase
the Dureau property .
16.

Plaintif fs refused to coopera te in any way in resolvin g

the dispute.
17.

Under the circums tances, Plaintif fs did not feel they
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should be require d to file suit to obtain a judici al determ ination
of their bounda ry before exerci sing their right of posses sion.
Plaint iff ' s asse r tions of false claims regard ing their legal
descrip tion under the 1 978 survey and their effort s to have the c ourt
invalid ate Defend ant's existin g irrigat ion easeme nt has been costly
to the Defend ants to oppose , and such claims are clearly withou t
merit. Plaint iffs have used their positio n as Pro Se Litiga nts to
inflic t substa ntial econom ic damage s on the Defend ants by requiri ng
them to defend claims which are clearly withou t any legal merit . It
would be unjust for the court to require the Defend ants to prepar e
to defend agains t the claim for punitiv e damage s under the
circum stances .
Defend ants reques t that the hearing on the Plaint iff's Mo tion
be denied or that a hearing on the Motion be deferre d until the c ourt
has ru l ed on the Summar y Judgme nt Motion s.
DATED this

Zt) day of May, 2019
Chishol m Law Office
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

-z»f.-.

I hereby certify that on the
day of May , 2019 , I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S
OPPOSITION TO THE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES upon :
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
Email: ohiostar46@gmail.com
Kristen Anders
Northwest Farm Credit Service Counsel
Email: kr isten.anders@northwestfcs.com

Attorney(s) of record in the above-entitled matter, by mailing a
copy thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid by first
class mail, in an envelope addressed to said person(s) at the
foregoing address(es) and by email.
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Donald J. Chisholm
Att orn ey at Law

223 East Main Street

P.O. Box 1118
Bu rley , Ida ho 83318
Tel eph one (208) 678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998

lilma.il: chi sho lm ljp mt ,or
g

Au gu st 15 , 2018
Mr. an d Mr s. Ca rl Owen
P.O . Box 723
Ru pe rt, Id ah o 83350
Re: De rik an d Je ss ic a
Sm ith - Pr op er ty Is su es
Pr op os al
an d Se ttl em en t
De ar Mr. an d Mr s. Owen,
I ha ve rev iew ed al l of
be en ex ch an ge d be tw ee n th e co rre sp on de nc e an d em ail s wh ich ha ve
in cl ud in g th e em ail in yo ur se lv es an d Mr. an d Mr s. De rik Sm ith ,
re ce iv e an y more di re ct wh ich you st at ed th at you di d no t wa nt
iss ue s in di sp ut e. In co mm un ica tio n fx:om Sm ith s ;re ga rd ing th to
e
rec om me nd ed th at yo u comy Ju ly 17 , 201B, le tte r to you I
ns
ul
t
wi
th
yo ur own le
yo ur at to rn ey ta lk to
me re ga rd in g th is m at ga l co un se l an d ha ve
ha ve no t do ne so .
te r. Ap pa re nt ly you
You ha ve ha d a mi sta ke
th e So ut he rn Id ah o lan n un de rst an di ng of th e di sc re pa nc y be tw ee
The on ly di ffe re nc e be d su rv ey an d th e De se rt West lan d su rv ey n
Id ah o Land Su rv ey in cotw ee n th e two su rv ey s is th at So ut he rn .
fe et we st an d L 1 fe etrre ct ly lo ca te d th e 1/ 16 se ct io n co rn er 3.
8
s.o uth of th e co rre ct lo
er ro rs pl ac e th e we st
ca tio n.
Th
os
e
en
d
of
yo
ur
so ut h bo un da ry ab ou t 1
so ut h of th e co rre ct
fo ot
fo r th e di ffe re nc e in so ut h bo un da ry fo r yo ur pr op er ty an d ac co un
fe et un de r th e De se rt th e le ng th of yo ur so ut h bo un da ry of 60 9.9 t
4
So ut he rn Id ah o su rv ey W est su rv ey an d 61 3.7 5 fe et un de r th e
wh
ich
wa
s
us
ed fo r th
fo r yo ur pr op er ty .
e so ut he as t co rn er of e le ga l de sc rip tio n
same po in t on bo th suTh
yo ur pr op er ty is
e
we st en d re du ce s to zerv ey s. The di sc re pa nc y of 1. 1 fe et at thth
e
ro
fe
et
at
th
e
ea st en d of yo ur so ut h
bo un da ry .
You ha ve re ce nt ly ra
d an iss ue ab ou t th e bu
ru nn in g fro m th e MID ise
rie d ma in lin e
ca
pr op er ty . The pi pe lin na l to th e no rth we st co rn er of Sm ith s'
ye ar s pr io r to th e tim e ex ist ed in it s pr es en t lo ca tio n fo r many
e yo u pu rc ha se d yo ur pr
op er ty fro m th e
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ban kru ptc y tru ste e.
You knew or sho uld hav e kno
wn of its
ex ist en ce bec aus e of the ob
and the co nn ect ion to Sm ithvio us po int of div ers ion at the can al
Sm ith s' pro pe rty . Em plo yee s' ma inl ine at the no rth we st co rne r of
hav e ad vis ed you of Sm ith s' s of the Mi nid oka Irr iga tio n Di str ict
pip eli ne acr oss yo ur pro pe rig ht to co nti nu e to use and ma int ain
rty and tha t you do no t hav
rem ove it or reo eiv e com pen
e
sat ion for its co nti nu ed ex a rig ht to
use .
ist en ce and
You hav e no t pa id pro pe rty
wi th the po ssi ble ex cep tio n tax es on any of the Sm ith s' pro pe rty ,
to zer o at the ea st end of of the 1.1 foo t sli ve r wh ich tap ers
cas e of adv ers e po sse ssi on . yo ur pro pe rty , so you do no t hav e a
acq uie sce nce of ad joi nin g pro As pe rso ns cla im ing a bou nda ry by
pro ve by a pre po nd era nce of pe rty ow ner s, you wo uld hav e to
agr eem ent has bee n cre ate d. the evi den ce tha t a bo un dar y by
lin e ha s bee n co nst ruc ted by Th at commonly ari se s when a fen ce
ma int ain ed for many ye ars wi one of the pa rti es and has bee n
tha t the fen ce has become theth ap pa ren t agr eem ent of the pa rti es
of sm all po rti on s of the Sm bo un dar y lin e. The int erm itt en t use
lin e did no t int erf ere wi th ith pro pe rty sou th of yo ur bo un dar y
Sm ith s or th eir pre de ces sor the use of the Sm ith pro pe rty by
inc ide nta l use of on e's pros in int ere st. Mere acq uie sce nc e in
pe rty do es no t cre ate an agr
bo un dar y.
eed
In my Jul y 17 , 201 8, let ter
I po int ed
exp ens ive .
I hav e han dle d a num ber ofou t tha t lit ig ati on is
pro pe rty lin e dis pu tes in
wh ich the att orn ey fee s hav
e
gre
atl
y
exc
eed ed the va lue of the
pro pe rty in qu est ion .
Alt hou gh I am con vin ced tha
pre va il on the iss ue s you hav
t Sm ith s wo uld
to make the fol low ing set tle e rai sed , Sm ith s hav e au tho riz ed me
me nt pro po sal to you .
En clo sed is a co lor ph oto
y of an ae ria l ph oto gra ph you
or igi na lly pro vid ed wi th cop
no
tat
Th ere is an ov al wh ich De rik ion s you pla ce d on the ph oto gra ph .
gra pe pa tch . Sm ith s are wi Sm ith add ed wh ich ide nti fie s yo ur
pa rce l ou tli ne d in red and lli ng to qu itc ;la im the J,ong nar row
co lor ed in blu e to you i.f you
fol low ing co nd itio ns :
me et the
1. 'l'h at you .employ
En gin eer ing at yo ur exp ensDe ser t West Lan d Su rve ys or Moon
red , beg inn ing at the tru e e to sur ve y the blu e pa rce l ou tli ne d in
by De ser t West Lan d Su rve ys,16 th sec tio n co rne r co rre ctl y loc ate d
Pin in 125 West Road. De rik The 16 th co rne r is ma rke d by ste el
sou the ast co rne r and ea st bo Sm ith wa nts to be pre sen t when the
un dar y sta ke s are se t for the
sur ve y.
2. You mu st qu itc lai m to Sm
ith s the pa rce l the y pu rch ase
sav e and ex cep t the blu e pa
rce
l
ou
tli ne d in red wh ich Sm ith s d
con vey to you .
wi ll
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3. You mu st exe cut e a rec
Sm iths rig ht to con tin ue to useord abl e ins tru me nt ack now led gin g
bur ied ma inl ine pump and con nec, ma int ain , rep air and rep lac e the
nor thw est cor ner of Sm ith s' pro tio ns from the MID can al to the
per ty.
Wit h the exc ept ion of exe cut ing
pro per ty and the per ma nen t eas the qui tcl aim dee d to the Sm ith
em ent for the irr iga tio n pip eli
and div ers ion wo rks all you nee
ne
the sur vey and pro vid e cop ies d to do wi ll be to pay the cos t of
the pre par ati on and rec ord ing to me. Sm iths wi ll pay my fee s for
of the doc um ent s.
Rul e 408 of the Ida ho Ru les of
Evi den ce, thi s off er of set tle me
can not be use d in any jud ici al
pro
cee din g as an adm iss ion tha t nt
you are en titl ed to any of the
or the val ue of the par cel of ben efi ts wh ich hav e bee n off ere d
pro per ty, wh ich is bei ng off ere
you .
d to
If you wis h to acc ept thi s off
em ail by 5:0 0 p.m . on We dne sdaer ple ase no tify me by let ter or
y, Au gus t 22, 201 8 and sch edu
sur vey for com ple tio n by Sep tem
le the
ber 14, 201 8.
If the off er is acc ept ed, we wi
ll hav e the doc um ent s pre par ed
sig nat ure wit hin ten bus ine
for
ss day s of the tim e my off ice
pro vid ed wit h the sur vey and leg
has bee n
ref err ed to her ein not bee n sig al des cri pti on . If the doc um ent s
ned and rec ord ed by Sep tem ber
201 8, thi s off er wi ll exp ire
30,
.

Ver y Tru ly Yo urs ,

~l~

Do nal d J. Ch ish olm

nw
Ee: col or aer ial pho to
Cc: Sm iths
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On:05/23/2019 3:30 p.m.
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: ft.,,,Ju,,.,.,,.z

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN &ANITAR. OWEN,pro se

Case No.: CV 34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFF REPLY TO DEFENDANTS'

vs.

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR

DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R. SMITH,
Defendants.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND REQUEST TO
DISMISS

MAY23,2019
COMES NOW PLAINTIFFS, hereafter Owens, and replies in opposition to
Defendants' opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Punitive Damages. Defendants Response in
opposition is premature and should be stricken because Owens have only asked for Court leave
to amend their Complaint. The correct time for Defendants to oppose is if and when the Court
grants leave to Amend. Then Defendants can file opposition to the Amended Complaint and
address the punitive damages cited in the Amended Complaint and address the cited punitive
damages. Defendants suffer no prejudice to Owens' request for leave to amend to include
punitive damages. Their opposition reply should be stricken as premature.
l. Defendants' Statement: "Punitive damages are only available if the Defendant proves by

clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by
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the party against whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted. LC. 6-1604."

Plaintiffs' Response: Owens would not have requested leave to file for punitive damages if
Defendants' conduct and actions did not meet the definition. Malicious and outrageous
conduct of trespassing, stealing and damaging Owens' property (both real and personal) is a
fact provable by admissible evidence in Owens motion and in the record. Defendants had no
compelling reason after threatening to take Owens to Court on July 17, 2018 in a demand
letter to build a hostile barbed wire fence over the disputed property marked clearly with "no
trespassing" signs installed to prevent more punitive damages until the Court decided the
issues. Defendants grew impatient and erected the fence because as they state: "Derik Smith
grew tired of waiting". (The ball was in his court. Why wait? He could have filed in
Court at any time. Why not take Owens to court as he threatened to do to resolve the issue?)
His lawyer says he built the fence out of frustration. His lawyer says that Derik believes that
Carl Owen goaded him into building the fence to support his trespassing claim. (Carl Owen
immediately agreed to Derik's threat to take him to Court and recommended that he do so.
That is not goading Derik to build a hostile fence.) Owens wanted to settle the matter in
Court before any damaging actions were taken by Smiths. There was never a need to
trespass, build a fence through disputed property and steal Owens personal property. That
action was unnecessary to state a claim and certainly meets the requirement of malicious and
outrageous conduct by Smiths.
2. Defendants' Statement: "Defendants purchased their property without notice of any claim
the Plaintiffs to the now disputed area."

Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants statement is false. They state that they visited and walked
the property many times prior to purchase. They claim that there was no evidence that the
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property they were claiming north of the alfalfa field was occupied, possessed or used by
anyone. Owens had a visible garden spot, a visible grape patch on wire fence (that Smiths
fenced over) a riding lawnmower, fencing supplies, garden tools, lumber, miscellaneous
metal stock, bright red gas cans and other personal property visible and clearly on the mowed
and maintained property that Smiths intended to lay claim to and threatened to take Owens to
Court to obtain a Court decree. The highly visible items above gave more than sufficient
notice that the disputed property was being used, maintained and occupied. Before
purchasing the alfalfa field to the south of Owens' property, Derik Smith made no attempts to
discuss the highly visible items on the property belonging to Owens that he intended to
claim.
3. Defendants' Statement: "When Defendant Derik Smith was confronted by Carl Owen on
April 21, 2018 and first notified of Plaintiff s claim to the disputed area, Derik Smith
provided Carl Owen with a copy of the survey which established Defendant's boundary."

Plaintiffs' Response: Owens don't believe the date was April 21 , 2018; however, Carl Owen
notified Derik Smith that the survey he had was in dispute with a much older 1978 survey
with different survey bearings and a completely different legal description; thus the dispute.
Having two competing and different surveys at issue with opposing and different survey
bearings and legal descriptions does not make Smiths survey right and Owens wrong. Derik
Smith's claim that his survey "established" his boundary is false. His shared boundary with
Owens was established when the previous owner of Owens property David Nichols was
deeded what is now Owens property on November 7, 1979. The long standing berm between
Owens' property and the alfalfa field and the boundary trees planted by David Nichols
established the boundary which was accepted for decades by previous owners. David Nichols
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acquired what is now Owens' property from his parents. His parents split off the alfalfa field
from a larger parcel which included what is now Owens' property. The intentions of his
parents were clear. They deeded David Nichols the property north of the alfalfa field berm up
to the center of the B-1 irrigation canal. A large tree at the east portion of David Nichols
property was divided with the north half representing David Nichols property and the south
half representing along with the berm the alfalfa field. David Nichols owned, used and
maintained the property from the northern berm of the alfalfa field and William and Eva
Nichols owned the alfalfa field to the south of the dividing berm. At no time during that
period of time did William and Eva Nichols claim any of David Nichols property north of the
berm of the alfalfa field.

Four years later William and Eva Nichols deeded the alfalfa field

to Walter A. Woodworth. Walter A.Woodworth bought the alfalfa field with the clear
understanding in 1983 that he was buying a visible well defined farmable alfalfa field up to
the northern berm and the large tree to the east portion of both properties and south of David
Nichols planted boundary trees. From April of 1983 until he sold the alfalfa field to Albert
and Mary Ann Dureau in 1989. Walter A. Woodworth farmed the alfalfa field up to the
northern berm and made no claims or objections to David Nichols use and maintenance of
the property north of the alfalfa field berm. Walter A. Woodworth sold the alfalfa field to
Albert and Mary Ann Dureau in 1989. During the period of 1989 up until Albert and Mary
Ann Dureau sold the alfalfa field to Smiths in April of 2018 (29 years) , they farmed the
alfalfa field up to the northern berm and never made any claims or objections against the
previous owner, David Nichols or Carl and Anita Owen for their use and maintenance of the
property north of the alfalfa field berm. David Nichols possessed, used and maintained all
the property north of the alfalfa field berm from November 7, 1979 until September 8, 2008
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when Owens bought the property.During those 29+ years David Nichols possessed, mowed,
maintained cultivated, irrigated and used the property north of the alfalfa field berm up to the
center of the B-1 irrigation canal. David Nichols maintained and harvested grapes from a
grape patch on a wire fence that had been planted and established long before he bought the
property . He cultivated and planted a long standing garden spot that run alongside the grape
patch east to three trees. He fertilized the garden and shared the bounty and the grapes with
neighbors and friends. He maintained and harvested an asparagus patch north of the berm up
to his driveway. Owens continued possession!, maintenance and use of all the property
north of the alfalfa field just as David Nichols had done up until September 14, 2018. On
that day Smiths erected a barbed wire fence that has closed off and claimed the south end of
both the garden spot and the grape wire fence, a large portion of Owens front yard. The fence
took a large quantity of Owens personal property north of the berm and went up onto Owens
driveway impeding egress and ingress violating the agreed upon boundary for over 40 years
prior to Derik Smith's claim. Also, aerial photos throughout the record clearly show a distinct
dividing line between the two properties.(the berm and the boundary trees).
4. Defendants' Statement: "Defendant had only installed a T-post on April 21, 2018 to mark
the Desert West survey pin at the Southeast comer of the Plaintiffs property after completing
the purchase of the Dureau property."

Plaintiffs' Response: Owens dispute the date, however, Carl Owen along with two witnesses
confronted Derik Smith placing a T post in the middle of Owens' east property and
immediately placed his claim of Owens property in dispute. Derik and Jessica Smith later on
September 14, 2018 placed an unnecessary hostile barbed wire fence over the property that
was posted and known to be in dispute in Owens' absence. The fence was not necessary as
5
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the dispute was already recognized. Smiths could have raised their claim in a Court filing and
not caused Owens' damages and loss of personal property. Smiths act of building the fence
was an act of outrageous and malicious conduct in disregard for the law. He and his attorney
seem to think that his "getting tired of waiting" and having "frustration" is a sufficient
defense for unlawful acrts of trespassing and theft .. After their demand letter of July 17, 2018
to take Owens to Court over the dispute, they had plenty of time to follow through and file
for a court decree as they threatened. Instead they pre-planned and chose to erect a hostile
barbed wire fence though Owens front yard up onto their driveway in Owens absence. A
jury hearing testimony and viewing the admissible evidence and credible testimony in the
case may well disagree with Derik Smith and his lawyer's belief that he had the right to
trespass onto known posted disputed property and steal Owens' highly visible personal
property and impede their use of their front yard and driveway. The T post cited turned into a
hostile 3-strand barbed wire fence that damaged Owens' real property and took Owens'
personal property fo which Smiths had no ownership claim.
5. Defendants' Statement: "Around June 6, 2018, Carl Owen parked a pickup and trailer on
Smith's property and refused to remove them."

Plaintiffs' Response: While the date is inaccurate, Carl Owen never parked a pickup and
trailer on Smiths' property. The pickup and trailer referred to was parked by Owens' garden
spot to haul wood and limbs from three downed trees. Two witnesses were present and
helped Carl Owen in harvesting the wood from the trees to give to a friend. Easily proven
false statements made by Smiths do not strengthen their case.
6. Defendants' Statement: "On or about June 20, 2018 Carl Owen built a "no trespassing"
sign from T-posts, wire and yellow tape running approximately 24 feet South of the surveyed
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Southeast comer of Plaintiff s property within the surveyed boundaries of the Defendant's
property."

Plaintiffs' Response: The "no trespassing" signs were put in place in April of 2018. When
Derik Smith stated in front of two witnesses that he intended to build a fence from the T post
he placed on Owens east property west to 125W Road to keep his kids from getting into the
B-1 Canal, Carl Owen notified Derik Smith his claim was in dispute and posted the property
in dispute and informed Derik Smith that the dispute would have to be resolved in Court.
The "no trespassing signs were erected to mitigate the damages to the disputed property. A
2018 survey for Westerra Realty showing different survey bearings and a different legal
description from Owens' 1978 survey and legal description does not establish Smiths'
ownership of the disputed property. The seller of the Alfalfa field had on file and reocorded
different described property than that Derik Smith purchased. The seller's survey bearings
and legal description recorded and on file differed from the survey bearings and legal
description on the March 23, 2018 erroneous survey. The proper method to resolve the
dispute was described in Smiths' lawyer's letter of July 17, 2018 attached to Smiths'
opposition to Owens' request to amend to include punitive damages: Take the matter to Court
for a judicial resolution. From July 17, 2018 until September 14, 2018 (when Smiths built the
hostile fence) they had sufficient time to prepare a Summons and Complaint to resolve the
dispute. They chose not to do so. Instead, Smiths engaged in unlawful self-help and
trespassed onto known disputed property and built a hostile 3-strand barbed wire fence taking
a large portion of Owens' front yard causing damages and stealing a great deal of Owens'
personal property in their absence.
7. Defendants' Statement: "Carl Owen claimed he had measured the East boundary of his
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property and the South end was at the South end of his no trespassing sign. His
representations were false."

Plaintiffs' Response: Throughout this case, Smiths have offered conclusory and
unsupported statements as being true. The above statement is false as Owens' made no such
statement. Both parties agree that the competing surveys have different measurements ,
survey bearings and coordinates as well as different legal descriptions for the same boundary
in dispute. The record will reflect that Smiths' attorney has accused both Carl and Anita
Owen of lying, misrepresentation, having no respect for him or the Court, engaging in
chicanery against the Court and failing to hire a lawyer to talk with him. He has accused
Owens of being stupid, foolish, not having intelligence, talking out of both sides of our
mouths and other derogatory attacks. He has stated in open Court that Owens' filings and
pleadings are "garbage". His pattern of engaging in vicious personal attacks on Owens
instead of addressing the facts and issues in the Complaint is not in accordance with the Bar
Association guidelines of professional behavior and ethics. His aggressive and disparaging
attacks to Owens in Court are not in keeping with the Civil behavior required by the Fifth
Judicial District Court's stated guidelines of addressing issues instead of disparaging
opposing parties. The first Judge assigned to this case recused himself after Smiths' attorney
accused him of not treating Smiths fairly after the Judge mildly admonished him for his
character attacks to Owens. Smiths' attorney insinuated that they would claim bias against the
presiding judge. Admissible evidence and credible testimony should decide the facts and
outcome instead of unsubstantiated and false statements without any admissible evidence that
Smiths' attorney continually makes.
8. Defendants' Statement: "In spite of numerous requests made by the Defendants personally,
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to Carl Owen, through emails to Carl Owen, through letters from their counsel dated July 17.
requesting that a survey of Owen's property be made, Carl Owen refused to consent to a
survey of his property even at Defendants' expense before Defendants built the fence in
September 14, 2018 and continued to refuse until the court ordered Plaintiffs to allow a
survey."
Owens' Response: Smiths wanted to have Desert West Land Surveys conduct a survey of
Owens' property and charge Owens for the survey. The survey of March 23, 2018 survey in
dispute due to different survey bearings and different legal description than Owens' survey
and legal description for the same boundary was conducted by Desert West Land Surveys.
Owens, of course, disagreed to have the same Survey firm that conducted the erroneous and
disputed survey of March 23, 2018. Owens countered by agreeing to have a joint survey of
the two properties in dispute to settle the issue and split the cost evenly. Smiths refused and
rejected that solution to the dispute. They filed a motion to force Owens to have a survey
done by the same surveyor who performed the March 23, 2018 survey that Owens placed in
dispute and have Owens pay for the survey by the same surveyor. Their motion was denied
based on Owens objections to such a biased survey as normally the same surveyor's second
opinion agrees with his first opinion. The first presiding judge denied the motion and the
current judge approved the survey over Owens' objections after Smiths renewed their motion
without any evidence to overcome the previous denial . Thee original presiding judge recused
himself after being accused of bias and unfairness by Smiths attorney.
9. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs began asserting a claim that Defendants did not have the
right to have their Minidoka Irrigation District irrigation water delivered to them through a
pump and pipeline from the B-1 canal past the West side of the Plaintiffs property, in spite of
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the fact that that system had been in place for more than 28 years and possibly more than 40
years."

Plaintiffs' Response: The buried irrigation pipeline was constructed and installed in the
winter of 1979 and spring of 1980 by the previous owner of Owens' property, David Nichols.
David Nichols and his wife Jackie Lynn Nichols were granted the easement and right of way
to construct, install and maintain the irrigation works and the buried pipeline through
Minidoka Irrigation District (MID) 40 foot right of way. While David Nichols did not require
an easement to bury the pipeline on their own property, the Highway District approved the
installation within their Road right of way. See Susan Allen's Affidavit and Attachment 6 to
David Ike Nichols' Affidavit. The pipeline and all associated rights went to Owens as David
Nichols successors when they purchased the property including the irrigation works and the
buried pipeline. Smiths, in keeping with their pattern of taking what they want instead of
what they own, have laid claim to Owens' irrigation works and their buried pipeline and
claim falsely that the pipeline belongs to them and that they have a permanent easement .. In
fact, when the irrigation works and pipeline were constructed and installed in 1979, the
alfalfa field now owned by Smiths was then owned by William and Eva Nichols. They had
no ownership interest in the property David I. Nichols acquired on November 7, 1979 and in
which the irrigation works and pipeline were installed. In fact, Defendants were not even
born at that time. There is no beginning point for Smiths to claim ownership of or a
permanent easement as they have stated for Owens' irrigation works and buried pipeline. In
fact, Smiths do not own any irrigation equipment including piping, hoses, wheel lines and
associated irrigation equipment and have no standing to claim Owens' pipeline buried on
their property as theirs. Defendants argue that the pipeline was installed on the Highway
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District's right-of-way. So what? That fact does not convey ownership of the pipeline to
Smiths. The highway district authorized the buried pipe to be placed under what is now
Owens west property and within the Highway District's road right-of-way in 1977. See
Susan Allen's Affidavit which includes that authorization.
10. Defendants Statement: "Plaintiffs refused to accept multiple reasonable offers including an
offer from Defendants that Plaintiffs could acquire a deed to the disputed area by paying the
cost of a survey. (See August 15, 2018 letter from Defendants' counsel and color photo
attached)."
Plaintiffs' Response: Plaintiffs never refused to accept any reasonable offers as the only
offers made by Defendants were demands for Owens to give them money, quitclaim property
to Defendants and to incur unnecessary costs. I.R.C.P 408 precludes introduction of
unsuccessful settlement discussions into the case in an attempt to influence the Trier of Fact.
Mediation or prior settlement offers are not admissible. Smiths definition of reasonable offers
differ greatly than Owens. They damaged Owens property and stole personal property and
their solution was to have Owens pay money to them.
11. Defendants' Statement: "Defendants have made numerous requests of Carl Owen that
Owens have their property surveyed or that Owens allow Defendants to have the property of
the Plaintiffs surveyed to determine whether there was a legitimate basis upon which Carl
Owen was claiming that his surveyed boundary extended South of the Defendant's surveyed
boundary."
Plaintiffs' Response: Carl Owen never claimed that his surveyed boundary extended
onto Defendants' property. Defendants, from the start and in motions and pleading
statements, have identified themselves as the victims and Owens as the perpetrators. Owens
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brought the present action against Defendants for specific acts of trespassing onto known
disputed property, theft and damages caused to Owens and their property both real and
personal. When Defendants threatened to take Owens to Court, Owens agreed with that
resolution. Defendants never took any action to settle the matter in Court and instead
engaged in unlawful acts causing damages which necessitated Owens taking legal action to
protect further damage to them and their real and personal property. Defendants had ample
opportunity from their 10-day demand letter of July 17, 2019 until September 14, 2018 to
initiate legal action if they had threatened to do. They did not take legal action and instead
engaged in unlawful and illegal self-help by committed unlawful acts of willful trespassing,
theft, and damages to Owens' real and personal property. Defendants refused then, and have
until now refused to address the actual issues cited in the Complaint. Owens have never
claimed, as Defendants falsely state, that their surveyed boundary extended south of
Defendants' boundary. Owens have stated that Defendants' 2018" 88" degree survey
bearing (from out of the blue) overlaps Owens' long standing survey bearing of 89 degrees
which has been on file since 1978 and 2008 respectively. Additionally, for over 40 years the
berm and the boundary trees were accepted as the common boundary now in dispute.
12. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs threatened use of force against the Defendants if the
Defendants did not honor the boundary claimed by the Plaintiffs."

Plaintiffs' Response: This statement is entirely false.Defendants can show no threats of
force against Defendants. Owens have never threatened any use of force against the
Defendants. In July 17, 2018, Defendants threatened to take Owens to Court over the
disputed property and Owens readily agreed to that as a correct resolution. Defendants
habitually make false conclusory statements that they cannot back up with any substantial
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admissible evidence.
13. Defendants' Statement: "Defendant Derik Smith notified the Minidoka County Sheriffs
office of his plan to have Desert West Land Surveys install laths as markers along the
th
surveyed boundary before constructing a fence on the 14 of September 2018."

Plaintiffs' Response: Installing laths as markers would have caused no substantial harm to
Owens. The Minidoka Sheriffs office has no ownership interest in Owens' property. A
reasonable person would conclude that plans and acually placing laths or survey stakes on
someone's property would include notifying the property owner. Further, the lathes or survey
stakes were not placed by a licensed professional surveyor or under the direct supervision of
a licensed professional surveyor as required by Idaho Professional Survey standards and
ethics. The fact is that Defendants, on the same day the survey stakes were placed, built a
hostile barbed wire fence through Owens' front yard and up onto their driveway taking
numerous items of personal property of Owens in their absence. This evidences willful,
malicious and outrageous damaging conduct by Defendants deserving of punitive damages.
14. Defendants' Statement: "The fence built by Defendants was all within the surveyed
boundary of the Defendants."

Plaintiffs' Response: The surveyed boundary was in dispute and marked with highly visible
"no trespassing" signs to prevent more unlawful taking of Owens property until the matter
could be resolved in Court.
15. Defendants' Statement: "Contrary to the assertions by the Plaintiffs, the fence did not
interfere with the Plaintiffs use and enjoyment of their property. Defendants have not caused
or allowed the Plaintiffs to lose any of their personal property."

Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants' attorney's conclusion and opinion is irrelevant. Only
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Owens can testify to their loss of enjoyment and use of their property. The lawyer cannot
make such conclusions and has refused to meet with Plaintiffs to discuss damages caused by
Defendants despite numerous invitations to do so. The lawyer has stated that he will not meet
with Owens unless they hire an attorney to talk with him. Defendants closing off and taking
Owens' personal property by erecting their fence is admitted and is undisputed. Since they
unlawfully took control over Owens' property, numerous items fenced off have gone
missing. Defendants deny that they took the missing items but they assumed responsibility by
taking possession to safeguard the items until the dispute was resolved and they failed to do
so. Idaho theft rules and elements are clear and unambiguous. One should not take property
not belonging to them and not expect to be held accountable.
16. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs had ignored repeated requests by the Defendants that
they employ counsel to represent them in resolving the matter. Plaintiffs did not consult with
counsel until after the fence had been built by the Plaintiffs and then declined to employ
counsel."

Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants' lawyer has repeatedly refused to meet with or discuss the
Complaint issues with Owens unless they hire an attorney. He is obsessed and believes that it
is beneath his dignity to discuss the matters with non-attorneys who have the right to
represent themselves. Additionally, Defendants have forbade Owens from communicating
with either Defendants or their attorney. When Owens attempted to consult with an attorney,
Smiths lawyer dissuaded the lawyer from even meeting with Owens by relaying a false onesided version of the dispute. Such resistance and improper actions have made any form of
resolution or settlement impossible.
17. Defendants' Statement: "Defendants had incurred more than $1 ,200 in legal fees regarding
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the disputed area before constructing the fence and had consulted with surveyors regarding
the accuracy of the Desert West survey on which they had relied in making the decision to
purchase the Dureau property."

Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants claim that they have incurred more than $1200 in legal
fees by the end of August, 2018 (Derik Smith's second deposition). Since they threatened to
take legal action in July 17, 2018 and then failed to do so, it is hard to believe that they
incurred more than $1200 in legal fees by the end of August 2018. Additionally, they have a
duty to mitigate their costs with good faith efforts which they have not done. A charge of
$1200 to prepare a demand letter is obviously excessive and outside the norm.
18. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs refused to cooperate in any way in resolving the
dispute."

Plaintiffs' Response: Plaintiffs are the injured party due to Defendants' unlawful actions.
Plaintiffs attempted in good faith to resolve, but they admit to not cooperating by acceding to
Defendants' unreasonable demands to incur unnecessary expenses and give money to
Defendants to settle damages that Defendants caused. Plaintiffs offered to minimize damages
to them if Defendants would only remove their hostile barbed wire fence until the dispute
could be settled in Court.
19. Defendants' Statement: "Under the circumstances, Defendants did not feel they should be
required to file suit to obtain a judicial determination of their boundary before exercising
their right of possession."

Plaintiffs' Response: Self-Help in a boundary dispute is highly disfavored by the
Courts. Defendants' proffered justification for not carrying out their threat to take Plaintiffs
to Court based on their "beliefs" or "feelings" demonstrates that they have no regard for the
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Court and prefer to take matters into their own hands due to "being tired of waiting" and
being "frustrated".
20. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs assertions of false claims regarding their legal
description under the 1978 survey and their efforts to have the court invalidate Defendant's
existing irrigation easement has been costly to the Defendants to oppose, and such claims are
clearly without merit."

Plaintiffs' Response: The issue is in a legal setting yet Defendants' attorney has already
made a decision normally reserved for a Judge or Trier of Fact that Plaintiffs' claims are
without merit. Plaintiffs' so called "false" claims are supported with credible witnesses,
admissible evidence and facts while all Defendants offer is bare assertions and conclusory
unsubstantiated statements. Defendants complain of expenses incurred to oppose the facts
and damaging results of their actions. They cite an irrigation easement and claim ownership
of Owens' buried irrigation pipeline, yet they have been challenged on those claims and have
offered no admissible evidence to prove ownership or having an easement to Owens'
pipeline. See attachment 6 to David I. Nichols' Affidavit which clearly shows the easement
was granted to David Nichols and his wife. When Owens purchased their property, the buried
pipeline became theirs along with the granted easement and right-of-way by MID. Defendant
Derik Smith assessed the value of the property in dispute in his first deposition as $2,000.
Yet, he claims to have spent more than $2,000 in legal fees to oppose proven facts and
admissions in the record. The disputed property is not farmable and of no value to his alfalfa
field; however, the disputed property which is now fenced unlawfully by Defendants takes
part of Owens' front yard and impedes their egress and ingress on their driveway. Loss of
Owens' personal property alone caused by Defendants unlawful, outrageous and malicious
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actions exceed Derik Smith's estimation of a $2,000 value. Additionally, the property
originally claimed has increased considerably by the property taken by Defendants' fence as
the aerial photos in the record clearly shows the fence well north of the original calim.
21. Defendants' Statement: "Plaintiffs have used their position as Pro Se Litigants to inflict
substantial economic damages on the Defendants by requiring them to defend claims which
are clearly without any legal merit."

Plaintiffs' Response: Being prose is a disadvantage rather than an advantage as
Defendants' lawyer repeatedly insinuates. Again, Defendants' lawyer disparages Plaintiffs
for representing themselves. He again assumes the position of a Trier of Fact by declaring
that Owens' claims against Defendants' actions are without legal merit. Idaho laws on
trespassing, theft and damages are clear and unambiguous. Proven damages due to unlawful
actions have legal merit. Plaintiffs have never required Defendants to defend claims. Owens
have not claimed anything except their real and personal property. Plaintiffs were forced to
file for relief from the Court due to Defendants willful and illegal acts of trespassing and
theft. There is a well known saying: "If you can't do the time, don't do the crime".
Defendants could have just followed through on their intention stated in their July 17, 2018
demand letter to take Owens to Court and they could have minimized their cost. They chose
to force Owens to file for relief from the damages caused by their free choice and deliberate
planned decision to commit illegal acts instead of letting the Court resolve the dispute.
22. Defendants' Statement: "It would be unjust for the court to require the Defendants to
prepare to defend against the claim for punitive damages under the circumstances."

Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants know full well that the burden for proving punitive
damages is on Owens. Owens can meet the burden with facts, admissible evidence and
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credible testimony from eye-witnesses with first-hand knowledge before a jury. Defendants
state that it would be unjust to have to prepare to defend against Owens' claim for punitive
damages. Owens state that Defendants should be held accountable for their unjust actions and
that they have no viable defense against planned willful and illegal acts.
23. Defendants' Statement: "Defendants request that the hearing on the Plaintiffs Motion be
denied or that a hearing on the Motion be deferred until the court has ruled on the Summary
Judgment Motions."
Plaintiffs' Response: Defendants have employed every delay tactic in the book to delay
Plaintiffs from getting to a jury trial. Further delay on Owens' request for leave to amend to
include punitive damages causes no prejudice to Defendants as they have reveled in their
ability to delay the trial proceedings so far. They seek to deny Owens' motion for leave to
amend. They have not offered any valid reason to oppose Owens' motion. If they can
discredit Owens' claim for punitive damages;, they should make their attempt to the jury who
will make the damages award based on Owens being able to prove punitive damages due to
Defendants' malicious and outrageous conduct. This can be proven due to the fact that their
September 14, 2018 unlawful actions were entirely by their choice and deliberately planned..
If, on the other hand, they are concerned about a potential jury award of up to $250,000, they

have the opportunity to offer a reasonable settlement before a jury trial and avoid that risk.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl E. Owen

and

Anita R. Owen
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of PLAINTIFFS, REPL y TO DEFENDANTS, OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS, MOTION
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND REQUEST TO DISMISS was mailed via U.S. Postal Service First
Class Mail to the following on May 23, 2019:
Donald J. Chisholm
223 East Main Street
PO Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318

~ S.&w~

Carl E. Owen
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On:05/24/2019 1:02 p.m.
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone:208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com

Filed

By: fi".,,,,,fo,,.,.,,.&

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN & ANITA R. OWEN, pro se

Case No.: CV 34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFF MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

vs.
DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R. SMITH,
Defendants.

MAY24, 2019

COMES NOW PLAINTIFFS, hereafter Owens, and motions for injunctive relief in the above
captioned case pursuant to I.R.C.P. 65.

BACKGROUND
1. In April of 2018, Defendants claimed that they owned part of the property occupied, possessed
used and maintained by Owens for over 10 years which included a garden spot, a grape patch, a
front yard , an asparagus patch and a driveway. Owens informed Defendants ,with two witnesses,
that their claim was in dispute and would have to be adjudicated in Court. Owens then posted
and erected no trespassing signs on the disputed property. Defendants claimed that they owned
a portion of Owens east property, a portion of the garden spot and the grape patch. They claimed
that they owned the entire asparagus patch and a portion of Owens driveway. On July 17, 2018,
1
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Defendants mailed a demand letter to Owens to remove their no trespassing signs or Defendants
would take the matter to Court to obtain a Judicial decree to settle the dispute. Owens refused to
remove the "no trespassing signs and notified Defendants that they agreed with Defendants plan
to settle the matter in Court. Defendants did not take legal action from July 17, 2018 to
September 14, 2018. They decided to take matters into their own hands, ignored the posted no
trespassing signs and on September 14, 2018 and built a barbed wire fence from the east portion
of Owens property through their front yard up to Owens driveway while Owens were absent
without a judicial decree. The fence closed off a portion of Owens garden spot, a portion of their
grape patch, a portion of their front yard, their entire asparagus patch and ended on the edge of
Owens driveway. The fence enclosed all of Owens garden tools, a riding lawnmower, fencing
supplies, lumber, gas cans and other personal property of Owens. Owens filed the current case
with the Court on September 25, 2018 after the Defendants refused to remove their fence until
the matter could be resolved in Court. The fence has now been in place for over 8 months and
Owens have suffered irreparable harm to Owens and their real and personal property. Since the
fence was erected depriving Owens of their personal property closed off by the fence, several
items have gone missing.

REQUEST FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
2. Since September 14, 2018 the fence erected by Defendants without benefit of a judicial decree
or order has injured and caused damages to Owens, their vehicles and their pets. Owens do not
have sufficient room to turn their vehicles around in their front yard. The property enclosed and
claimed by Defendants fence has not been mowed or maintained and unsightly tall grass and
noxious weeds have taken over what prior to September 14 , 2018 was regularly mowed,
maintained and kept in good shape by Owens for over 10 years. Owens riding lawn mower
2
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enclosed and captured by the fence has not been serviced and maintained since September 14,
2018 and may have to be replaced as repairs may exceed the cost of replacement.
3. The jury trial is not scheduled until September 11, 2019. Owens have cultivated the portion of
their garden spot not taken by Defendants fence and are ready to plant the garden but are
constrained from using their water rights to irrigate the garden and their west property. If Owens
use their water rights to water the garden, water will flow through the fenced portion up to the
berm between Defendants alfalfa field and Owens property. Defendants have claimed and fenced
from the berm to the north for approximately 38 feet.
3. If Owens are not able to use their water rights and maintain their east property, garden spot,
grape patch and their asparagus patch and surrounding area which was in their use and
possession for over 10 years prior to Defendants claiming and fencing off those crops,
irreparable injury, harm and loss of the crops will occur if Owens have to wait until the
September 11, 2019 jury trial to regain their food producing crops.
4. Owens gave notice of their request on May 7, 2019 to Defendants Counsel for Defendants to
remove the offending and harmful fence until the disputed property claimed by the fence can be
resolved at trial in September, 2019. Defendants would suffer no prejudice by removing the
fence until the dispute can be resolved at trial. Owens would be able, as justice requires, to tend
and gather their crops and regain room to turn around in their front yard and leave and enter
their home using their driveway which the fence impacts until the dispute can be resolved.
Defendants, through their Counsel refused to remove the fence on May 16, 2019. The fence is
not necessary to establish a claim and was done through self-help instead of filing for a judicial
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decree. Defendants took approximately 3 hours to erect the fence and it can be removed in
considerably less time.
5. Owens had no opportunity to prevent the fence from being erected on their posted property as
they were not provided prior notice by Defendants and were not home on the day the offending
fence was erected. Defendant Derik Smith stated on September 14, 2018 that he had consulted
with his attorney and that his attorney had instructed him to build the fence. During Owens
possession and use of the property in dispute for over 10 years, they were able to plant and
harvest their food crops and had unimpeded access to park and turn their vehicles around in their
front yard and free and unimpeded access to their driveway. Owens are entitled to the requested
relief until the matter is resolved in September, 2019 at trial. The property claimed by
Defendants fence can remain in dispute until the issues are resolved at trial. Defendants will
suffer no harm or prejudice due to injunctive relief being granted Owens, especially since they
have taken no steps to maintain the claimed property since September 14, 2018, a period of 8
months. Owens have suffered harm due to the offending fence as their east property has
deteriorated due to lack of irrigation since the dispute began in April of 2018, a period of 13
months. The fence closed off the access of Owens tractor and implements going from their east
property to their west property for maintenance and upkeep of their west property. Once the
dispute is settled at trial, Owens will have to cultivate and replant their east property and replace
personal items captured and taken by Defendants fence. Damages caused by the fence continue
to accrue.
6. Defendants have either taken or allowed numerous items of Owen's property enclosed and
captured by the fence to be taken . Since the fence was erected depriving Owens of their ,
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garden tools, fencing supplies, gas cans, moving dolly, lumber and assorted metal objects have
gone missing from Defendants control.
7. Owens Christmas tree planted in their front yard by the previous owner ,David Nichols , was
enclosed by Defendants fence. Owens were not able to decorate and enjoy their Christmas tree in
2018.
8. Removal of the offending fence until the dispute can be resolved by the jury will not prejudice
Defendants and will allow Owens to plant their garden and maintain the disputed portion by
mowing and removing the noxious weeds ,
9. Owens have attached to this motion an affidavit and a proposed order for injunctive relief
restoring Defendants claimed property to Owens possession until the dispute can be resolved at
jury trial.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl E. Owen

and

Anita R. Owen

Attached: 1. Proposed Order for Injunctive Relief and a Writ of Injunction
2. Joint Affidavit of Owens
5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

C-t~
I certify that a copy of th¼:, re::11111tt3c.:tD::9efuiidants Briefiu suppoft oftheir MOTION FOR
-f tu :r""" tJ Cf l v f::._ /l /!: l- t f:_f. C{tl-,
$-HMTl UaiY:ff:IDGMFN=f was mailed via U.S. Postal Service First Class Mail to the following
on May 25, 2019:

Donald J. Chisholm
223 East Main Street
PO Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
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PROPOSED ORDER
Having reviewed Plaintiffs Motion for Injunctive Relief and Defendant's response, the following
ORDER is entered.

ORDER
Defendants are ordered to remove the barbed wire fence in dispute by June 1, 2019. The
dispute is a matter of record and removal of the fence until the matter can be resolved at
trial will cause no harm to Defendants claim of the disputed property but will allow
Plaintiffs to plant and irrigate their annual garden, remove noxious weeds from the
disputed property and mow, irrigate and maintain the disputed property until the dispute
is decided in Court.
Entered this day of _____June, 2019

Judge Michael Tribe
Presiding Judge Fifth Judicial District In and for The County of Minidoka
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JOINTAFFIDA VIT OF CARLE. OWEN AND ANITA R. OWEN
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen state:
Having been sworn in and under penalty of perjury say:
1. We are competent and know the following statements to be true.

2. We have possessed, used and maintained the property now fenced and in dispute since
September 8, 2008.
3. The previous owner of our property, David I. Nichols possessed used and maintained
the property in dispute for 29 years prior to our purchase of the property.
4. The previous owner's parents, William and Eva Nichols owned the property now in
dispute for over 10 years and possessed, used and maintained the property.
5. We irrigated the property now fenced off and in dispute for over 10 years using our
water rights up to the berm separating our property and the alfalfa field to the south of our
residence. We have had to cease irrigating our east property and our front yard due to
Defendants erecting a 3-strand barbed wire fence and claiming the property from the east
portion of our property through our front yard and up and onto our driveway.
6. Since the Defendants are claiming the property fenced off by them on September, 14,
2018, our east property containing a grape patch and garden spot has deteriorated due to
lack of irrigation and will have to be cultivated and replanted in grass once the dispute is
settled in Court.
7. The fenced off area in dispute is now overgrown by tall weeds and noxious weeds since
Defendants have not maintained the property in dispute that they have claimed by erecting
a barbed wire fence. The disputed property was possessed and maintained prior to
Defendants claim by Owens and the previous owners for over 40 years.
8. This Spring we cultivated our garden spot except for approximately 20 feet which is
closed off by Defendants fence and the garden is now ready to plant. We were unable to
use our garden spot in 2018 due to Defendants claim of a portion and their erection of the
barbed wire fence preventing us from using our water rights without the water going onto
the disputed property. The berm separating ours and Smiths property used to stop and
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control our irrigation water from going onto the alfalfa field, but a fence will not stop
irrigation water.
9. We have supplemented our food and reduced our food costs by growing crops in our
garden spot and harvesting our grape patch and asparagus patch for over the past ten
years.
10. Injunctive relief of having the fence removed until the dispute is settled in Court will
allow us to use our long established garden spot and grape patch and will have no adverse
impact or prejudice to Defendants . They built the fence in dispute within 3 hours and it
can be removed much faster.
11. It is too late in the season to recover asparagus from our asparagus patch as the fence
has prevented us from harvesting the asparagus for this year. However, preventing us from
watering and caring for our grape patch and garden will deprive us of food.

C~ ~ - D~~
{)~;(~
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

nr:tc\cfu

State
County of fv\•s;:;, dnQ ,
. _ "' _
On this~ day of~,inicj ('&",::\ 4,~y..,ye-f:,
personally appeared be(ore me,
who is personally known to me,
r,..,
~hose identity I verified on the basis of..!
".J
~~~.
_whose identity I verified on the oath/affirmation of _ _ _ __
acredible witness,
to be the signer of th
he/shesignedi ~,Lil,4:'~~~~..t.:::.~:f.:;::~ :;;;;;:

a.·:.------

My Commission
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Electronically Filed
6/3/2019 3:55 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chisholm, Esquire
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
Telephone: (208) 678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998
Email: chisholm@pmt.org
ISB # 1134

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants.

Come now the Defendants to move to amend the Answer and
Counterclaim they filed on November 6, 2018 in Response to the
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint.
The first amendment is to the Third Defense stated under
paragraph 9 in which Defendants alleged that the surveyor for Idaho
Land Surveys incorrectly located the southwest corner of the NEl/4
of the NEl/4 of Section 7 approximately 1.1 feet South and 3.8 feet

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - PAGE 1
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West of the correct location, and that as a result, the southern
boundary of Plaintiffs' property overlaps the northern boundary of
Defendants' property by approximately 1 foot at the County Road
right-of-way. Those statements were the result of the
miscommunication between Trevor Reno and Defendants' counsel. The
correction will say that the surveyor for Idaho Land Surveys
incorrectly located in the southwest corner of the NEl/ 4 of the NEl/ 4
of Section 7 approximate 1.1 feet North and 3.8 feet West of the
correct location, and that there is no overlap between the 1978 survey
of Plaintiffs' property and the 2018 survey of Defendants' property.
The error is explained in the Affidavit of Trevor Reno submitted in
support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
The second amendment is to add the Ninth Defense that the
Defendants were bona fide purchasers for value and without notice
of the claim of the Plaintiffs to a portion of the property purchased
by Defendants, and that Defendants' title to the portion of
Defendants property now claimed by Plaintiffs is superior to the
claim of the Plaintiffs.

The claim of the Plaintiffs was not a matter

of public record at the time Defendants purchased their property,
and Defendants did not have actual notice of Plaintiffs' claim to
a boundary other than the surveyed boundary before they purchased
their properties.
Defendants asserted their claim that they are bona fide
purchasers for value of their property without notice in their Motion

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - PAGE 2
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for Summary Judgment.
protective filing.

The Motion to add the Ninth Defense is a

The defense of bona fide purchaser for value

without notice is not listed as an affirmative defense under rule
8 ( c) ( 1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Defendants also move to add a paragraph to their Counterclaim
alleging that Defendants are bona fide purchasers of their property
for value and without not ice of Plaintiffs' claims to a portion of
Defendants' property.

The added paragraph will be numbered as

Paragraph 3, and existing Paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 will be re-numbered.
Oral argument on this Motion is requested.
DATED this ·2).A- day of June, 2019.

Donald J. Chisholm
Attorney for Defendants

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - PAGE 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

""7,..,,..-

I hereby certify that on the _ ,0
_ _ _ day of June,
2019,
I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S MOTION
TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM upon:
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Email: carleowen@gmai l .com
Email: ohiostar46@gmai l .com
Kristen Anders
Northwest Farm Credit Service Counse l
Email: kristen.anders@northwe st fc s.com

Attorney(s) of record in the above-entitled matter, by mailing a
copy thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid by first
class mail, in an envelope addressed to said person(s) at the
foregoing address(es) and by email.

Donald J. Chisnolm

DEFENDANT' S MOT I ON TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - PAGE 4
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Electronically Filed
6/3/2019 3:55 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chisholm, Esquire
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
Telephone: (208)678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998
Email: chisholm@pmt.org
ISB # 1134

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,

DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION
TO MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF

Defendants.

COME NOW the Defendants to oppose the Motion of the Plaintiff
for Injunctive Relief on the following grounds and reasons:
1.

The issue of ownership of the property acquired by the

Defendants by their deeds is the subject of opposing Motions for
Summary Judgment scheduled for hearing June 10, 2019.

Plaintiffs'

claims of ownership of the property Plaintiffs wish to use and occupy
pending trial are presumptively owned by Defendants.

DEFENDANTS OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF - PAGE 1
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2.

Plaintiffs are responsible for the delays which have

occurred in resolving this matter by refusing to allow their property
to be surveyed from April 21, 2018 until the survey was ordered by
the court on March 11, 2019 over Plaintiffs' objections and by
claiming falsely that the Southeast corner of their property is some

20 feet further from the middle of the MID B-1 canal than it is.
3.

The Plaintiffs only have water rights for 1.84 acres of

their original 3.09 acre parcel.

They are not allowed to use MID

water on the property included in Defendants deed nor use Defendants'
MID water right to water that property.
4.

Defendants have consistently authorized Plaintiffs to

remove their personal property from Defendants deeded property.
5.

Plaintiffs have substantial acreage adj a cent to the garden

spot which they could have used for their garden instead of
cultivating up to the property line of the Defendants.
6.

None of the damages alleged by Plaintiffs in their Motion

for Injunctive Relief are irreparable damages.
7.

Plaintiffs have failed to mi ti gate their alleged damages.

Defendants respectfully request a hearing and an opportunity
for oral argument on Plaintiff's Motion.
DATED this

3,0,...day of June, 2019.

Attorney for Defendants

DEFENDANTS OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF - PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the
·3
day of June, 2019,
I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S
OPPOSITION TO THE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF upon:
,Al.,

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
Email: ohiostar46@gmail.com
Kristen Anders
Northwest Farm Credit Service Counsel
Email: kristen.anders@northwestfcs.com

Attorney(s) of record in the above-entitled matter, by mailing a
copy thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid by first
class mail, in an envelope addressed to said person(s) at the
foregoing address(es) and by email.

Donald J. C
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Electronically Filed
6/3/2019 3:55 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chishol m, Esquire
Chishol m Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley , Idaho 83318
Teleph one: (208)67 8-9181
Fax: (208)87 8-4998
Email: chishol m@pm t.org
ISB # 1134

Attorn ey for Defend ants

IN THE DISTRIC T COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA L DISTRIC T OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE . OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-1 8-756

Plaint iffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,

DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT
WITNESSES

Defend ants.

Defend ants notify the court and the Pro Se Plaint iffs that
the only expert witnes s they intend to call for trial will be
Trevor Reno, the Idaho License d Survey or, whose affida vit has
been filed in suppor t of Defend ants' Motion for Summar y
Judgme nt.

The affida vit contain s the educat ional history ,

licensu re and work experie nce of the witnes s and the testimo ny
he is prepare d to presen t on behalf of Defend ants.

DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES - PAGE 1
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Defen dants reserv e the right to ident ify rebut tal exper ts
if Plain tiffs ident ify any exper ts not now disclo sed .
DATED this ~

day of June , 2019 .

Donald J . Chisno lm
Attorn ey for Defen dants

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certif y that on the
S,,,_)r day of June,
2019 , I served a true and corre ct copy of the forego ing
DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES upon:
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Ruper t , Idaho 83350
Email : carleo wen@ gmail. com
Email: ohiost ar46@ gmail. com
Kriste n Ander s
Northw est Farm Credi t Servic e Couns el
Email: kriste n.ande rs@no rthwe stfcs.c om
Attorn ey(s) of record in the above -entit led matte r , by mailin
g a
copy thereo f in the United States mai l , postag e prepa id by
first
class mail , in an envelo pe addres sed to said person (s) at the
forego ing addre ss(es) and by email .

Donald J . Chisho lm
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
51h JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

On:06/07/2019 4:09 p.m.
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: //4,,..fa,,.,,.z

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife

PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF fDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN & ANITA Case No.: CV 34-18-756
R. OWEN, pro se

Plaintiff,
PLAINTIFF RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

VS.

DERIK L. SMITH AND
JESSICA R. SMITH,

JUNE 7, 2019

Defendant

COMES NOW Plaintiff hereafter Owens and opposes Defendants Motion to Amend
Answer and Counterclaim for the following reasons:
1. Owens filed their lawsuit against Defendants on September 25, 2018 and served Defendants
with the Summons and Complaint on the same day. Defendants never filed a proper answer or
counterclaim during the allotted 21 days admitting or denying the charges in Owens Complaint.
They could have and should have abided by I.R.C.P 8 (b) and simply filed an answer, in
response to Owens Complaint, denying or admitting whether or not that Defendants pre-
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absence, erected a hostile barbed wire fence through Owens front yard and up onto their
driveway, deprived and stole personal property of Owens and caused extensive damages to
both real and personal property. Instead, Defendants embarked in a lengthy and voluminous
campaign to obfuscate, divert attention from the Complaint issues and delay prompt resolution of
the Complaint.
I.R.C.P. 8 {b} Defenses; Admissions and Denials.

(1) In General. In responding to a pleading, a party must:
(A) state in short and plain terms its defenses to each claim asserted against it;
and;
(B) admit or deny the allegations ass~rted against it by an opposing party.
Defendants are bound to fol1ow Court procedures and Idaho Rules on Civil Procedure. The
Summons served on Defendants was clear and unambiguous and clearly stated:
"If your written response is an Answer, it must state the things you agree with and those you
disagree with that are in the Complaint".
Defendants concentrated on side and non-issues and avoided addressing the issues in the
Compliant.

2. Defendants plan throughout this case was to divert attention from the actual issues in Owens
complaint and delay having Defendants answer to their illegal actions of Trespass, Theft and
causing damages to Owens real and personal property. The Complaint was filed on
September 25, 2018 (over 8 (eight) months ago). Now Defendants want to fu11her delay a
jury decision based on actual facts and admissible evidence and further obfuscate and delay a
prompt resolution of the Complaint by amending their answer and counterclaim at this late
stage. Their original answer and counterclaim failed to properly address the Complaint issues
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with admissions or denials. They have no valid way to address and deny the actual issues and
damages because in sworn depositions, interrogatories and documentation, they admit that
they pre-planned their trespassing. They were notified the that their claim of property was in
dispute in person with witnesses and in writing, they saw the posted "No Trespassing signs",
they ignored the signs and came onto known disputed property in Owens absence, they
engaged in unauthorized self-help, fenced off and deprived Owens of a large volume of their
personal property including their front yard, they enclosed Owens riding lawnmower, garden
tools , fencing supplies and lumber and impeded Owens driveway. Defendants admissions of
the actual facts in Owens Complaint make further amendments simply another delay tactic
that does nothing but avoid the actual issues and fails to advance resolution of the
Complaint. Defendants throughout have based their newly invented survey bearings on an
alleged error at the Point of Beginning(POB) at the west of Owens property. They repeatedly
stated that Darr Moon , Steve Pearson and Trevor Reno claim that Owens POB on their
survey should be 3.8 feet to the West of the corner marker in the middle of 125W road and
1.1 foot south of the established marker in the middle of I 25W Road. Now they wish to
change their repeated assertion due to what they describe as a "miscommunicatio n".
Throughout this case, they have been asked to produce proof of the supposed error at the
POB and thus far have offered no admissible evidence to support their claim.
3. Defendants have failed to address the issues charged in the Complaint:

Trespassing- The disputed property was clearly posted with "No Trespassing" signs in April
of 2018. Defendant Derik Smith was advised by Carl Owen that the property that he was
claiming north of the berm separating the two properties was in dispute and that if he wanted
to claim any property north of the berm , recognized and accepted for over 40 years as the
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boundary between the two properties , that he would have to do it legally through the Courts.
This notification was witnessed by two people, Jesse Vaughn and David Anderson. Carl
Owen then erected "No Trespassing Signs" on the disputed property north of the highly
visible berm accepted for over 40 years as the accepted boundary now in dispute. On July 17
of 2018 Defendants attorney sent Owens a l 0-day demand letter stating that if Owens did not
remove the "No Trespassing Signs" that Defendants would take Owens to Court to obtain a
judicial decree. Owens replied that they agreed to resolve the matter in Court and gave their
address for receipt of Defendants Summons and Complaint. Instead of following through on
their threat to take Owens to Court , Defendants waited until September 14, 2018, they
planned to engage in self-help, ignored the posted no trespassing signs, came onto Owens
property in their absence, picnicked on Owens front yard and built a hostile 3-strand barbed
wire fence through Owens property going through their front yard and up onto their
driveway. The fence enclosed a great deal of Owens personal property. Their illegal actions
were captured on a trail camera, some of which have been provided to the Court in previous
pleadings and responses.
4. Defendants in sworn depositions under oath stated that they were aware that their claim of
property was in dispute at the time they planned and built the fence. They admit seeing the
highly visible "No Trespassing Signs" , they admit in depositions under oath that they knew
trespassing and theft was a crime. They admit building the fence while Owens were not at
home. They offer differing statements regarding seeing evidence that Owens were
occupying, using and maintaining the property in dispute. In depositions they state that they
saw no evidence that Owens were possessing and using the property in dispute on their
many visits to the property prior to purchase. However, on September 14, 2018 they not only
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saw the evidence but fenced in and deprived Owens of the evidence: their garden patch, their
water rights, their grape patch and fence, their riding lawnmower, two bright red gas cans ,
fencing supplies, garden tools, lumber, Owens asparagus patch and intruded onto Owens
driveway impeding Owens ingress and egress. On their many visits to the property before
purchase of the alfalfa field; they could not have avoided seeing and having ample notice
that Owens were possessing, using and occupying the disputed property that they fenced in
without a Court Order or Decree. Jdaho law and case precedent is clear on the crime of
trespassing and engaging in self-help in an ongoing dispute. There are only two kinds of
trespassing (Innocent and Willful). Defendants cannot claim innocent trespassing. On
September I 4, 2018, Defendant Smith stated that he had planned and decided to build the
fence because he was tired of waiting and that his attorney instructed him to build the fence .
Defendants claim. Owens were forced to take Court action due to Defendants unlawful
actions.

Theft: Defendants admit in depositions under oath that they understood that theft is a crime
under Idaho Law. On September 14, 2018, they took personal property belonging to Owens
by enclosing the property within their hostile barbed wire fence. They had no ownership
interest in the property and they knew the property belonge-d to Owens. Idaho law is clear
and unambiguous that it is unlawful to take property and deprive the owner of the property.

DA MAG ES: Defendants unlawful actions of September I 4, 20 I 8 was captured by a
surveillance camera. Owens have suffered extensive damages due to Defendants actions.
They now have a front yard captured by Defendants barbed-wire fence. Their ability to turn
their vehicles around in their yard is impeded. Their ingress and egress to their residence is
impeded by the fence which goes through their front yard and up onto their driveway. Their
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from them and
personal property enclosed by the unlawful self-help fence has been deprived
will likely have
a large portion is now missing. The riding lawn mower captured by the fence
ance. Owens
to be replaced due to over 8 months of weather exposure and lack of mainten
their
property value has decreased greatly due to the barbed wire fence running through
alfalfa and
property. Owens east property has grown to seed and has been overtaken by
rights to
noxious weeds due to Defendants fence depriving Owens of using their water
irrigation
irrigate up to the long established boundary of the berm which prevented Owens
of a portion of
water from going onto Defendants Alfalfa field. Owens have been deprived
maintain food
their garden patch and grape patch which has affected their ability to plant and
with new
crops. The east portion of Owens property will have to be cultivated and planted
to have the fence
grass seed once the dispute is settled. Owens have filed for injunctive relief
removed until the dispute is settled to mitigate further damages.
Owens
Owens Buried Irrigation Pipeline-Defendants have claimed and are using
easement, and
irrigation pipeline that they hold the Minidoka Irrigation District right-o f way,
ants state that
ownership which is buried on Owens land going under their dri veway. Defend
e, the alfalfa
the pipeline has been there for a long time. Prior to hi-jacking Owens pipelin
le to them .
field owned by Defendants was irrigated by ditch irrigation which is still availab
that they
Owens have a Ford pick-up truck that has been on their property for a long time
seldom use but that does not give Defendants the right to claim or take the truck.

addressing the
5. Defendants have successfully evaded addressing their unlawful acts by not
s and pleadings
issues raised in Owens Complaint for over 8 months by filing numerous motion
against admitted
and legal maneuvering. They can offer no viable affirmative or legal defense
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violations ofldaho law on trespassing and theft. Their stated counterclaims and requested
amendments are invalid as Owens merely posted "No Trespassing" signs on property used,
owed used and possessed north of the berm between the two properties in dispute and caused no
damages to Defendants. The signs were placed in an attempt to prevent or mitigate further
damages to Owens property until the matter could be settled in Court which the Defendants
stated was their intention on July 17, 2018. They are solely liable for their willful and intentional
decision to take matters into their own hands, engage in unauthorized self-help, trespassing ,
stealing and causing damages. No amount of attempts to create a diversion from the actual issues
in the Complaint will mitigate their admitted unlawful acts. The real issues in the Complaint
need to be brought to a jury to decide upon and assess damages. Owens have filed for leave to
add punitive damages since Defendants willfully and intentionally made the decision to violate
the Idaho laws of trespassing and theft instead of letting the Courts decide the issues as they
stated was their intent. All damages to Owens real and personal property would have been
avoided if Defendants had done as they threatened on July 17, 20 l 8 and filed in Court for a
judicial decree based on their l 0-day demand letter. They chose instead to take the law into their
own hands instead of using the Court process to state their claim on Owens property.
6 .. Their proposed amendment of adding a defense of: "Defendants were bona fide purchasers
for value and without notice of the claim of the Plaintiffs to a portion of the property purchased
by defendants" is not a valid affirmative defense to trespassing and theft as admitted by
Defendants Motion . Additionally, Defendants in sworn depositions have stated that they made
many visits to the Alfalfa field prior to their purchase. On their many visits to the Alfalfa field,
they could not have missed the evidence that Owens were possessing, maintaining , occupying
and using the property north of the benn. The property was mowed and well maintained. A 40+
7
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year old garden spot was easily visible. A 40+ year grape patch and fence was highly visible (and
later fenced over). Owens path from their east property for their tractor and implements used to
maintain their West property was highly visible (and later fenced off). Owens fencing supplies,
garden tools, metal supplies and lumber was highly visible. Owens had two bright red gas cans
and a large riding lawnmower that was highly visible. Owens front yard trees including their
Christmas tree and driveway was highly visible. Owens long standing boundary trees along their
driveway was highly visible. The seller's legal description recorded and on file described the
alfalfa field property for sale was completely different from the March 23 , 2018 Westerra Realty
survey in dispute and had entirely different survey coordinates. Owens presented an affidavit
from the previous owner of their property for 29 years under oath which rebutted all of
Defendants stated "defenses" and "claims". The previous owner, David Nichols grew up
approximately I 00 yards from Owen's Northern boundary and has first-hand knowledge of the
two properties in dispute as his parents owned both properties for years before they deeded what
is now Owens property to David Nichols. In 1979 David Nichols parents split off the alfalfa field
as a separate agricultural parcel but maintained ownership until 1983. David Nichols was
granted a deed on November 7, 1979 for residential property with an existing front yard and a
driveway which Defendants are now claiming as theirs. Two days later on November 9, 1979
David Nichols obtained permission for construction of the buried pipeline that now belongs to
Owens. David Nichols obtained the easement and right-of-way from Minidoka Irrigation
District(MTD) for all rights to the Irrigation works and buried pipeline which was installed on
MI D's 40 foot right of way at the B-1 Irrigation Canal and now belongs to Owens but is claimed
by Defendants. See attachment 6 to David Nichols affidavit.
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7. Owens oppose Defendants Motion to further muddy the water, complicate the issues, delay
the case further and divert attention from the actual issues in the complaint and addressed in
Owens Motion for Summary Judgment with facts not in dispute. Damages to Owens real and
personal property continue to increase the longer the Complaint issues are not addressed and
decided by a Trier of fact. The Mueller report consisted of 448 pages over a two year period.
Defendants tactics to delay with numerous filings and pleadings while avoiding addressing the
actual Complaint issues and facts supported with admissible evidence and credible testimony
has far exceeded Mueller's report thrice over. Defendants in their voluminous motions and
pleadings have failed to controvert Owens admissible evidence and facts presented in their
summary judgment motion and in responses to Defendants numerous attempts to obfuscate and
delay resolution of the Complaint. Owens request that Defendants Motion to Amend their
Answer and Counterclaim be denied based on the above reasons. Owens deserve the opportunity
to present their case to a jury to have the opportunity to regain and recover damages for
Defendants wrongful and unlawful actions.

Respectfully submitted ,

I

( ~t.cO
Carl E. Owen

~

and

Anita R. Owen
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

r hereby certify that on the 6th day of June 7, 20 I9 that I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Response to Defendants Motion to amend Answer and Counter Claim by first class
mail to:

Donald J. Chisholm
223 East Main Street
PO Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318

s/ Carl E. Owen
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
phone: 208-430-3206
email: carleowen@gmail.com
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1

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN

&

ANITA R. OWEN,

)
)

prose,
Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.
DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R.

)

SMITH,

)
Defendants.

------------------

Case No. CV 34-18-756

)
)

DEPOSITION OF JESSICA RENAE SMITH
MAY 21, 2019

REPORTED BY:
CATHERINE L. PAVKOV, CSR NO. 638
Notary Public
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matter.
APPEARA NCES:
For the Plaintiffs:
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BY: CARLE. OWEN
276 North 125 West
Post Office Box 723
Rupert, Idaho 83350
carleowen@gm ail.com
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For the Defendants:
Chisholm Law Office
BY: DONALD J. CHISHOLM
223 East Main Street
Post Office Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
chisholm@pm t.org
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Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen, prose

11

20
21
22
23

3

24

Also Present:

25

ANITA OWEN and DERIK SMITH

JESSICA RENAE SMITH,
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said
cause, testified as follows:

4

Pavkov, Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public
within and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled

8
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1
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District Court, 715 G Street, Rupert, Idaho, commencing
at 12:50 p.m., on May 21, 2019, before Catherine L .

7
9

Page 4

THE DEPOSITION OF JESSICA RENAE SMITH was taken
on behalf of the Plaintiffs at the Minidoka County

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. OWEN:
Q. Good afternoon, Jessica.
A. Hello.
Q. I just want to go over a couple of things
before we get started. Would you give your full name
and how you'd like it to be shown on the deposition.
A. Jessica Renae Smith. Jessica Smith is
fine.
Q. Okay. And during the deposition if you
need clarification on any question, please ask for
clarification. If you don't ask for clarification, I
will assume that you understand the question.
You're not to consult with your attorney
on questions.
And please give a verbal answer to my
questions.
Have you had a deposition taken before?
A. No.
Q. Have you taken any medication or drugs
today which would give you any reason to not give a full

Page 3

1

I N D E X

1

2

3

TESTIMONY OF JESSICA RENAE SMITH:

4

Examination by Mr . Owen

Page 5

PAGE
4

5

Examination by Mr . Chisholm

67

6

Further Examination by Mr. Owen

68
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8

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

9

9

10

E X H I

11

Exh 1

12
13

B I

T S

10

Copy of colored photograph

24

Exh 2

Copy of colored photograph

26

12

Exh 3

Copy of colored photograph

26

13

11

14

Exh 4

Copy of colored photograph

34

15

Exh 5

Easement for Construction and Maintenance

42

14
15

16
17
18

Exh 6

Affidavit of Max Vaughn Minidoka County

56

16
17

19

Exh 7

September 24, 2018, e-mail from Carl Owen

62

18
19

20
21
22

23

of Irrigation Systems
Assessor
to Donald Chisholm

20
21
22
23

24

24

25

25

and truthful answer to questions?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever been involved as a party in
a lawsuit, other than this one?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever been arrested?
A. No.
Q. Accused of a crime?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Have you ever appeared in court
regarding a violation of the law?
A. No.
Q. Are you familiar with the Idaho law
regarding trespassing?
A. Yes, just as the general people.
Q. Okay. Are you familiar with the Idaho law
regarding theft?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you consider trespassing or
theft a crime?
A. Yes.
Q. Were you born in Idaho?
A. No.
Q. Where were you born?
A. Colorado.
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How long have you lived in Minidoka

County?
A. Since August 2017.
Q. On September 14 of 2018, last year, did
you participate in building a barbed-wire fence?
A. Yes.
Q. Who was with you on September 14th when
the fence was built?
A. Derik and my two boys, Henry and Jack.
Q. How old are Henry and Jack?
A. Now or back then?
Q. Now?
A. Henry is five and Jack is nine months.
Q. Okay. I forgot to mention, if you need to
take a break at any time, just let us know and we'll
take a short break.
A. Okay.
Q. Did you review any documents prior to this
deposition?
A. I looked at a few of our e-mail
correspondences back and forth, just to try to refresh
my memory as best as possible.
Q. Okay. Did you bring the requested
documents with you for this deposition?
A. The ones that I had, yes.
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penalties for trespassing or theft?
A. No.
Q. Do you recall being served with legal
papers on September 25th of last year?
A. Yes.
Q. At that time, did you call the Rupert
police on me?
A. I did not.
Q. You did not? Do you know who did?
A. Yes.
Q. Who did?
A. Derik Smith.
Q. And what was the reason ?
A. We felt unsafe .
Q. Okay. For what reason did you feel
unsafe?
A. Because you were driving past our house
and we didn't know why, multiple times.
Q. You say multiple times. Approximately how
many times did you see me driving past your house ?
A. In the afternoon, at least two, maybe
three times, in front of the house.
Q. And how do you know it was me?
A. Because I had seen you before and
recognized you. And we knew -- you know, had seen your
Page 9
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Q.
A.

Q.

1
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4

I'm sorry?
The ones that I had, yes.
Okay. Could I have those? Okay. Thank

you.
Are you employed?
No.
A.
Q. Have you had prior farming or agricultural
experience?
A. No.
Q. Have you served in the military?
A. No.
Q. Did you bring any other papers, other than
these papers, today?
A. No.
Q. And were you coached by anyone on how to
answer deposition questions?
A. Derik and I talked about possible
questions that you might ask. But not coached.
Q. Okay. Are you aware of the penalties for
trespassing or theft?
MR. CHISHOLM: I object as to relevance.
The law is the law. Go ahead and ask your question.
But objection.
MR. OWE N: Okay. Your objection is noted.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Are you aware of the
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pickup.

Had we ever met prior to that day?
A. I had seen -- we had not met with formal
words . But I had seen you the day that Derik placed
stakes at our survey marks.
Q. Did I give you any reason to be fearful of

Q.

me?
A. I didn't know why you would be driving
past our house multiple times within a few minutes. So
anyone who drives past my house , I would be fearful.
Q. And you observe people driving past your
house ?
A. Yeah.
Q. Can you recognize someone from your house
in the highway or in the road?
A. Yes. And I was just getting home at that
moment.
Q. Have I ever made any threats to you?
A. To me personally?
Q. To you?
A. Not to my face.
Q. Any other method of making any threats to
you, instead of to your face?
A. I know that Derik and I had felt
threatened. I can't tell you any off the top of my head
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right now.
Q. Yeah, I'm talking about any specific
threat that I might have made to you?
3
A. I can't tell you any right now.
4
Q. Have most of our meetings been here in the
5
courtroom?
6
A. In this -1
Q. Area?
8
A. In this area, yeah. Yes.
9
Q. Could you tell me where the threats might
10
11 have occurred, what location?
A. Via e-mail, correspondence.
12
Q. But you don't recall the content?
13
A. No.
14
Q. On the day you were served legal papers,
15
16 did you tell the police, the Rupert police that two men
were walking past your house and you felt fear?
17
A. No. I did not speak with the police.
18
Q. Do you know if your husband told the
19
2 o police that two men -A. I wasn't with him.
21
Q. He wasn't at your home?
22
A. I was inside and taking care of my kids.
23
24 Derik was outside talking to the police.
Q. Okay. So you did not see two men walking
25
1

2
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Q. Did you make any offers for the property
in the fall of 2017?
A. I did not do any communication with the
realtor. So I can't tell you the exact dates. I don't
remember when we made an offer. We did make some in -but I don't remember the exact dates.
Q. Okay. Did you sign those offers?
A. I signed one, that I remember. But I
don't remember the date.
Q. When you bought the property in 2018, what
was your intended use for the property?
A. To build a house and raise our boys on a
farm. And for me to gain some farm experience.
Q. Have you built a house on the property?
A. No.
Q. Do you own your residence now?
A. Yes.
Q. And it is located in Rupert?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have intention ofraising crops on
the property?
A. You're talking about the one we bought in
2018?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes.
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past your house on the day you received the legal
papers?
A. I noticed -- I don't know. I can't recall
if it was two men. I did notice you and the person that
served our papers.
Q. Okay.
A. I believe that was a woman. My memory
tells me it was a woman.
Q. Okay. Was the lady who served the papers
polite?
A. Pardon?
Q. Was the lady polite who served the papers?
A. I didn't receive them.
Q. Okay. You say you knew my vehicle. What
type of vehicles do I own?
A. A red Dodge pickup. A silver Jeep, I
believe it's a Liberty, those. Are the ones that I've
seen.
Q. Okay. Do you know the license numbers of
our vehicles or my vehicles?
A. No.
Q. When you brought -- when you bought
property in April of 2018, when did you first become
interested in purchasing the property?
A. In the fall of 2017.
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Q. Okay. Was Westerra Realty the firm you
were dealing with when you bought the property?
A. Yes.
Q. Did anyone at Westerra Realty describe the
property you purchased as an agricultural parcel or an
alfalfa field?
A. I couldn't say for certain. I assume so.
But I don't remember the exact listing.
Q. You gave me a copy of a Land/Farm
Agreement with Lind Gamer?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall when you first met Lind
Gamer?
A. To be honest, I don't think I've ever had
a conversation with Lind, personally.
Q. So you did not meet him face-to-face?
A. No.
Q. Was this Land/Farm Agreement on file with
the county or the courthouse?
A. No.
Q. Do you pay Lind Gamer in installments or
all at one time?
A. I'm not -MR. CHISHOLM: Object to the form of the
question. The landlord doesn't pay the tenant.
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MR. OWEN: She's given me a Land/Farm
Agreement for payment to Lind Garner. My question is
whether she pays him on a one-time payment or on an
installment type of plan?
MR. CHISHOLM: Let me look at the
document.
THE WITNESS: Lind pays us. But I'm not
aware of the specifics.
MR. CHISHOLM: Yeah, the tenant pays the
landlord. Not the landlord paying the tenant.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) The agreement says the
lease will be for $200 an acre for the 25.7 farmable
acres. So Lind pays you and Derik $200 per acre; is
that your understanding?
A. May I see the paper? Derik is the one who
has set this up. But according to this paper, yes, it
says the lease will be $200 an acre.
Q. Did Lind approach you and Derik regarding
the lease or did you approach -- did you and Derik
approach him?
A. I've not spoken with Lind. So I could not
answer.
Q. Do you recall the final purchase price you
agreed to pay for your property that you purchased?
A. I can't recall.
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than 25 acres.
Q. Is the property you own now planted in
alfalfa?
A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware that -MR. CHISHOLM: I object to that question.
There's only part of it that is in alfalfa, and you know
that. So the whole property -- if you're trying to ask
is the whole property in alfalfa, is that a trick
question?
MR. OWEN: No, it's not a trick question.
I just asked -MR. CHISHOLM: Some of it, obviously.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) It's described as farmable.
And what crop is growing on the farmable portion?
A. Farmable, alfalfa.
Q. Thank you. Are you aware that portions of
the alfalfa has been under water in 2018 or 2019?
A. Describe under water.
Q. Water on top of the field, standing on top
of the field?
A. I have not observed that.
Q. Okay. Do you have flood insurance on the
property you purchased?
A. I assume so. But I couldn't say.
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Q.

1

A.

2
3
4

Was it more than or less than 200,000?
I believe more than.
Q. Did you make a down payment on the
property?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know how much?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Do you know how much you financed, the
amount financed?
A. I can't recall.
Q. Before you purchased the property, did
anyone give you a copy of the seller's legal description
for the property?
A. Derik handled all the interactions with
the real estate agent. So I'm not sure.
Q. Did you ever meet or talk with the seller
of the property?
A. No, not personally.
Q. The farm agreement states that the lease
will be $200 an acre for the 25 .7 farmable acres. Were
you ever told that the property consisted of any
property outside the farmable acres?
A. Yes.
Q. And who told you that?
A. When we signed on our land, it was more
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Q. Do you have crop insurance?
A. We're currently leasing it. So I do not
think so.
Q. Have you met any of the workers who farmed
the alfalfa field?
A. No.
Q. Prior to your purchase, did you make
several trips out to view the property before you
purchased?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you walk along the northern boundary
of the property that adjoins my property?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you observe my garden patch?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe my grape patch?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe the grape wire fence?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe that north of the alfalfa
field berm that grass was mowed and maintained?
A. When are you speaking? Before we
purchased?
Q. Yeah, your trips out to view the property.
A. It was the end of winter, so I wouldn't
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have noticed mowed grass.
Q. Okay. Did you observe several metal fence
posts leaning against the tree at the end of the grape
wire fence?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe my riding lawn mower close
to the alfalfa field berm?
A. Not that comes up in those -- in my memory
of those trips before we purchased the property.
Q. After you purchased the property, did you
observe my riding lawn mower?
A. I have seen your riding lawn mower.
Q. Does your fence enclose a portion of my
riding lawn mower?
A. Define enclose.
Q. Does your fence come over any portion of
my riding lawn mower?
A. The wires go across the very top. But we
specifically did not string three strands to protect
your lawn mower that was laying on our property, to give
your personal property that was laying on our side
respect.
Q. Had I not placed the property that you
claim is your property in dispute?
A. Define --
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claim on the property?
A. He did not say dispute.
Q. Okay. On your trips to the property, did
you observe several garden tools, like hoes, shovels or
rakes, picks, leaning against a tree close to the
alfalfa field?
A. Talk about -- I need a timeline on which
trips. Before we bought the property or after?
Q. Let's say, first, before, before you
bought the property?
A. No.
Q. You said you made visits. On those
visits, did you see rakes, shovels, hoes?
A. No.
Q. After you bought the property, did you see
garden tools and -A. I did not, no. I noticed a sea container,
a big like container that goes on ocean vessels, a sea
container and a lawn mower, some pallets, but not in
this disputed land. That's all I can remember.
Q. And you -A. And the post up against the -- I guess I
did see some posts right by the grape patch on the day
that we were building the fence.
Q. You saw some -Page 21
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MR. CHISHOLM: I object. It calls for a
legal conclusion.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Did you know that I had
placed your claim of the property that was fenced in
dispute?
A. At what point?
Q. At any point?
A. I think there will be different answers to
that question.
Q. It's just, simply, did you know or did you
not know? So it could be a "yes" or "no" answer.
A. I saw that you placed no-trespassing signs
after we had purchased the property, if that's what you
mean by in dispute.
Q. No, that's not what I mean. What I mean
is, when your husband came out to put a post on the
property, at that time I placed the property in dispute.
Did he share that information with you?
A. Yes.
Q. Thank you.
A. He mentioned that you wanted -- that he
had sent the survey to you and you said that you might
want to take us to court, the first time that we met
you.
Q. And did he say that I had disputed his
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From what I remember.
-- fence posts?
A. I believe so, yes.
Q. They're called T posts, metal T posts?
A. Yes.
Q. So you were present during the fence
building; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And in the disputed area, you did not see
hoes, rakes, shovels, picks?
A. Not that I noticed.
Q. Did you observe several pieces of metal
stock in the disputed area?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe a round white cylindrical
hollowed wooden hoe by the garden tools?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe a moving dolly?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe several wide wooden planks
close to the garden tools, some lumber?
A. No.
Q. Did you observe a tall fir tree in my
front yard?
A. I can't say.
A.

Q.
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MR. CHISHOLM: Object to the form of that
question. You're asking her to say it's in your front
yard. You can ask her if she observed a tall fir tree
and you can ask her where it was located. But you can't
ask her if it was in your front yard because that
assumes a legal question.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) I'm going to show you a
picture showing the fir tree I was describing. It's on
the right-hand side of the picture. Would you take a
look at that, please.
A. This one?
Q. This one, yes. Do you recall seeing that
now?
A. Yes,Ido.
Q. And did the fence enclose that fir tree?
A. I'm hesitant about the word enclosed.
Q. Okay. Use whatever word you want to. Is
the fence on -A. Separate, your property -Q. Is the fence on which side of the fir
tree, on the front side or the back side?
A. It's on the north side.
Q. Okay. Do you see the fence lines going
past the fir tree?
A. Yes.
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Q. So are you claiming that pile of trash as
part of your property?
A. That pile of trash is on our property. We
are not claiming it. You've been free to remove it at
any point.
THE WITNESS: Do we need to put that in?
MR. CHISHOLM: Well, it would be
appropriate if you did.
MR. OWEN: It's already in the record.
MR. CHISHOLM: It isn't in the record of
this deposition.
MS. OWEN: It's already in the record.
MR. CHISHOLM: Why don't you make it an
exhibit to the deposition.
THE WITNESS: It was a different picture.
MR. CHISHOLM: That's the appropriate way
to do it, Carl, is just mark it as a deposition exhibit
and it will become part of the deposition and everybody
will know exactly what everybody was talking about.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Let's mark this as
Exhibit No. 1.
(Exhibit 1 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) I'm going to show you a
picture that was taken by your camera on the 14th of
September, September 14, 2018, it's marked on the
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1
Q. So would that indicate to you that the
2
fence was enclosed -- I mean, the fir tree was enclosed
3
within your fence or by your fence?
4
A. Again, I'm hesitant with the question -5
or the word enclosed.
6
Q. Okay. How would you -- is the tree inside
1
the disputed area that you fenced off?
8
A. According to this picture, what I see, is
9
that the fir tree is on our property.
10
Q. Okay.
11
A. South of the fence.
12
Q. So the tree is south of the fence?
13
A. Correct.
14
Q. Okay. Thank you. On that same picture,
do you notice some broken boards and some trash right at 15
16
the base of the fir tree?
17
A. Are you talking about this?
18
Q. That's right at the base of the fir tree,
19
a pile of broken cedar boards and some utility wheels,
20
that sort of thing, trash?
21
A. Yes, I do see that now.
22
Q. Did you see that when you built the fence?
23
A. Yes, I did. Earlier, you had asked me if
24
I saw it, and I didn't remember it in my memory. But
25
seeing this picture, it does come back.
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bottom. It's taken by your camera. If you'd take a
moment to look at that.
A. Okay.
Q. Is that you pictured in the lawn chair or
the camp chair?
A. Yes.
Q. And at that time, does the lawn mower, my
lawn mower, have wires going over, under, around or
through it?
A. I can't tell specifically on this picture.
It's not clear.
Q. You don't see the wire laying on the
ground by the lawn mower?
A. I mean, this might be. But to say for
certain, no.
Q. Did you pull the wire over that lawn
mower?
A. I did not. I helped hold the wire so that
it would not hurt your lawn mower.
Q. Did you suffer any injuries from the
barbed wire?
A. No.
Q. So you say you held the wire. Did you
pull the wire to the next fence post?
A. I did not.
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Q. I want to show you another picture from
your camera.
MR. CHISHOLM: Can we mark that one, Carl?
Just so that we can keep the deposition -MR. OWEN: Don, these pictures have
already been entered in the record.
MR. CHISHOLM: I know. But they're not
identified in this deposition. We're talking about
specific photos that you're showing her in this
deposition, and you're not tying them back to anything.
So a good deposition has the picture that they're
talking about attached as an exhibit so you know exactly
which photo you were asking her about so later you're
not creating confusion by showing her a different
picture and trying to make it that picture that was
discussed in the deposition. Everybody else does it
that way, Carl.
MR. OWEN: Can we go off the record for
just a moment?
(Discussion held off the record.)
(Exhibits 2 and 3 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. This has been marked
as Exhibit 3. Would you take a look at that?
MR. CHISHOLM: Let's go back on the record
and say that the photograph of the September 14 photo
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Q. When you say on your property, had we
not -- had I not placed that claim in dispute prior to
you fencing the property?
A. Can you rephrase that? I feel like it
might be a trick question. I want to make sure I'm
answering it.
Q. No, I'm not trying to do any trick
questions. I'm just trying to ask you, prior to you
building the fence, had I placed the property that you
were claiming by the fence in dispute? That's a "yes"
or "no."
A. Can you repeat the question, please?
Q. Sure. Before you built the fence, you
said that was your property that you fenced in, had I
placed that claim in dispute that it was your property,
had I said, no, I don't agree that that's your property?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So when you describe it as your
property, it was actually property in dispute; is that
correct?
A. No. I don't see it that way.
Q. Okay. I'll leave it at that.
A. I see it as we had had legal documents
saying that was our land. And you had not provided
anything else, besides no-trespassing signs. That's
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has now been marked as Exhibit 2. Because that didn't
get into the record because we were off the record when
we agreed to do it. So do you agree with that, Carl?
MR. OWEN: Sure.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. In this picture,
Jessica, does that show the wire going over my lawn
mower?
A. Yes.
Q. Thank you. You were there when the wire
was put over the lawn mower?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you think of maybe pushing the lawn
mower back some so it wouldn't be enclosed by the wire?
A. Yes, we considered that. But I felt like
that would have been more rude. I thought, I won't even
touch his stuff that's on our property. We'll just
leave it here so that way there's no harm by us
potentially moving and having something break.
Q. So you didn't touch the lawn mower while
you were on the property?
A. No. We were very careful of the stuff,
your personally properties that was lying on our
property, to not touch it or -- as to just not mess with
your stuff.
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where, in my mind, it came into dispute. But that
doesn't make it your land by putting posts up.
3
Q. So you saw the no-trespassing signs before
4
you built the fence?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. What did that indicate to you?
7
A. That you had placed no-trespassing signs
8
on property that we had had surveyed as ours, legal
9
documents saying it was our land.
10
Q. Could you surmise that I had placed that
11
property in dispute by placing no-trespassing signs?
12
A. I don't know.
13
Q. Okay. When the fence was installed, did
14
you help install the metal T post containing the wire?
15
A. No. I just had a brand-new baby and
16
shouldn't have, no.
11
Q. Do you recall where you purchased the
18
metal fence posts?
19
A. Derik bought them from a man off of
2 o Craigslist.
21
Q. Do you think you might have some receipts
22
for the purchase?
23
A. No.
24
Q. You said previously you were careful with
25
the property that you enclosed by the fence that
1

2
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belonged to me, you were careful with it; is that
2 correct?
A. When I said careful, I meant we did not
3
4 touch it.
Q. So you didn't touch my personal property
5
6 that was on the south of the fence?
A. I feel like you're trying to get tricky
7
agam.
8
9
Q. No, I'm not trying to get tricky. Either
10 you touched part of the personal property or you did
11 not. It's a straightforward question.
MR. CHISHOLM: Asked and answered. She
12
13 said she didn't.
14
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) I didn't hear that answer.
15 Is that your answer, that you did not?
A. I did not touch your personal property.
16
17
Q. Since the fence has been built, quite a
pieces of my personally property have gone. Do you
few
18
19 know what happened to them?
A. No, I do not.
20
Q. So you did not take them?
21
A. I did not.
22
23
Q. So you did not take them?
A. I did not. If it was important to me, I
24
25 wouldn't have left it laying out.
1
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fence on my yard that on the south side of the fence
there's personal property. Okay? Do you a agree to
that?
A. My fence -Q. My fence .
A. Why don't you repeat the question for me.
Q. The fence you erected on September 14th
that's shown on the exhibits, my personally property is
on the south of that fence; is that correct?
MR. CHISHOLM: Answer out loud.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
MR. OWEN: Well, I'm getting different
answers to the same question.
MR. CHISHOLM: I'm just telling her not to
nod her head, Carl. I told her to answer aloud.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) When the fence was built,
someone came out and placed survey stakes along the
fence line. Did you see that person who placed the
survey stakes?
A. No.
Q. Were you present at the fence line the
entire time the fence was being erected?
A. No.
Q. How long would you say you spent there?
A. I can't be for certain. I took Derik
Page 33
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Q. Do you have anything on your front yard at
your residence?
A. Not that -- no. Grass.
Q. Do you have anything in your back yard?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And you leave it out?
A. Yes. But it's enclosed by a fence .
Q. It's fenced by a fence?
A. Yes.
Q. And was not my property fenced off by a
fence as well?
A. Not completely, no.
Q. So my personal property that was on the
south side of the fence was not fenced off? In other
words, it wasn't -- I don't understand your answer.
A. Ours is completely gated in. You would
have to walk through -Q. You mean like a circular -A. A vinyl fence .
MR. CHISHOLM: I object to that question.
It's so confusing.
MR. OWEN: It's not confusing, Don.
MR. CHISHOLM: It is confusing. You're
talking about your yard, her yard.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) I'm talking about your
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lunch and had to leave to pick up my son from -- be home
when my son got home from school. So maybe two hours.
Q. Okay. Could it have been more than two
hours?
A. I can't say for certain. I don't remember
when I arrived.
Q. Do you know if the person who placed the
survey stakes was a surveyor or not?
A. I was not there. I do not know.
Q. I understand. Do you know whether or not
he was a surveyor, to your knowledge?
A. Will you repeat the question, please?
Q. Sure. There was a person that came onto
the land and placed survey stakes. To your knowledge,
do you know ifhe was or was not a surveyor?
A. I know him as Jarom of Desert West. I
can't say what title he holds.
Q. So that would be a, no, you don't know if
he was or wasn't a surveyor; would that be your correct
answer?
A. I do not know ifhe was a surveyor or not.
Q. Thank you. Did you pay the person to
place the survey stakes?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know how much?
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A. I do not.
Q. Could it have been more than $200?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did you pay cash or check?
A. I did not pay. I do not know.
Q. Who paid?
A. Derik handled that.
Q. Okay. There's some large wooden posts
that shows on the exhibit. We call them railroad ties.
Did you purchase those railroad ties or large wooden
stakes?
A. Derik did, yes.
Derik did? Do you know how much he paid
Q.
for those?
A. I do not.
Q. Do you know where they were purchased
from?
A. I believe the man off of Craigslist.
MR. OWEN: We'll mark this picture as
Exhibit 4, I believe, is the next exhibit.
(Exhibit 4 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) The large wooden stake
shown on this picture, does that appear to be one of the
stakes used for the fence?
A. You're referring to this large piece right
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did you and your husband come in different vehicles?
A. Yes.
Q. What vehicle were you driving?
3
A. My car, a black Pilot.
4
Q. Did you wear gloves during the building of
5
the fence?
6
A. No. Not that I remember.
7
Q. Do you know my neighbor Dave Pinther?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. How well do you know Dave Pinther?
10
A. I could recognize him. I don't know if he
11
12 knows specifically who I am.
Q. How did you come to meet Dave Pinther?
13
A. We go to the same church.
14
Q. Do you know anyone employed by the Rupert
15
sheriffs office?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. And who is that?
10
A. Mr. Hubsmith and Mr. Pinther and maybe
19
2 o Mr. Jones. I'm not sure if they're still with the
21 sheriffs office.
MR. CHISHOLM: What was the second name?
22
THE WITNESS: Jones. Hubsmith, Jones and
23
Pinther.
24
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) And how do you know
25
1
2
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next to the survey marker?
Q. Right. It's called a railroad tie.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Thank you. Do you know who placed
the large wooden post?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. Derik.
Q. Thank you. When the fence was being
built, did you have any concern that the fence would
impede my wife's and my ability to tum our vehicles
around in our front yard?
A. No.
Q. You didn't have concern that that might
impede that?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Were you concerned that the barbs
on the barbed-wire fence might cause injury to our
outdoor pets?
A. No. I think barbed wire is a
commonly-used fence item. So if animals had injury at a
place where we put the fence, they're probably going to
have injury throughout the county because there's a lot
of barbed wire.
Q. When you came to the fence building site,

Mr. Hubsmith?
A. We go to church with him.
Q. Do you know Sheriff Snarr?
3
A. No.
4
Q. Do you know anyone employed by the Rupert
5
police department?
6
A. No.
7
Q. On the day you were served legal papers,
8
did you know any of the police officers who arrived to
9
talk with me?
10
A. I did not see them. And I do not know
11
12 anyone in the Rupert police office.
Q. I'm going to show you a document that's
13
14 identified as Exhibit 1 on your -- on Derik's, your
15 husband, his deposition. If you'd take a moment to
familiarize yourself with that. It's in the record as
16
Exhibit 1 on Derik Smith's deposition. And that
17
18 deposition was held November 20th, 2018.
Does that document look familiar to you?
19
A. I recognize Derik writing it. But I
2o
21 don't -- yes, I guess.
Q. Okay. Could I see the document?
22
MR. CHISHOLM: What's the date?
23
THE WITNESS: July 27, 2018.
24
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) On Page 2, it shows a
25
1
2
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picture, an aerial photo, with a black line drawn.
Would you take a look at that.
3
A. Okay.
4
Q. And on the exhibit, it says the black line
5
connects the two points of my survey. This line clearly
6 shows where our boundary is between these points. Do
7 you agree with that?
8
A. Who is saying that, I'm sorry, is that
9 Derik?
10
Q. It's underlined, yeah.
11
A. So what was the question again?
12
Q. Okay. The black line you see on the
13 photograph says that the black line clearly shows that
14
our property is between these points. Do you agree with
15 that?
16
A. I mean, according to a rough sketch, not a
17 legal document, yes.
18
Q. Okay. If you look at the picture again,
19 you notice the fir tree right here in the picture. Do
20 you see that?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. Does it appear to be north of the line or
23 south of the line?
24
A. It appears to be north.
25
Q. Okay.
1

2
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was her statement.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I said it's not a
legal document. Something you just do to the best of
4
your ability on a computer. But I think I'll maybe
5 speak for Derik that ultimately we would rely on the
6 survey line, more than an aerial photo.
7
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) I was simply showing where
8 the statement was made and if you did or did not agree
9 with it. I wasn't portraying it as anything other than
10 a statement made by Derik Smith.
11
A. Okay. And I'm just clarifying where I
12 stand.
13
Q. You said before you came, you reviewed
14 some e-mail correspondence between myself and you and
15 Derik?
16
A. And Mr. Chisholm, yes.
17
Q. And Mr. Chisholm?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. In that e-mail correspondence, do you
20 recall a claim that you owned an irrigation pipe that's
21 buried on my property?
22
A. Repeat the question, please.
23
Q. In the correspondence that you reviewed,
24 do you recall seeing correspondence that -25
A. Say it slower probably.
1
2
3
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A. I would say that this is a picture that
seems like Derik sketched to give a rough idea. I don't
think it counts as any legal document.
Q. Well, it's an aerial photo and his
statement says that this line clearly shows where our
boundary is between these points. And I'd ask you if
you agreed with that statement that your husband made?
A. According -- I don't know. In the
context, I think Derik was trying to show a rough idea
to give you an idea. I think you're trying to twist it
and make it different -Q. I'm not trying to twist it. I'm reading
the exact statement word for word. It says, this line
clearly shows where our boundary is between these
points. I'm not trying to twist anything. It's just a
statement that he made and it's in writing and it's on
Exhibit I of his deposition ofNovember 20, 2018.
A. Okay.
MR. CHISHOLM: She already answered the
question. She said it's an approximation by Derik. But
she didn't say it's a legal document. She didn't say it
was drawn to scale. So she's answered your question.
MR. OWEN: I did not mention a legal
document.
MR. CHISHOLM: She answered that. That
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Q.

Pardon me?
Can you say it slower?
Q. Sure. You said you reviewed
correspondence.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Within that correspondence, did you see a
document saying that you owned or claimed an irrigation
pipe that is buried on my property?
A. Are you referencing a specific e-mail?
Q. Have you ever seen a claim made by you or
Derik or Mr. Chisholm that the irrigation pipe buried on
my property is yours?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
A. Can you repeat the question? I want to
make sure I got that right. Or I can review it later?
MR. CHISHOLM: Well, this is the time to
correct an answer.
THE WITNESS: Will you say it one more
time?
MR. OWEN: Is it possible to read back
that question?
COURT REPORTER: Yes.
(Testimony read by Reporter.)
THE WITNESS: Yes.
A.
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Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. Thank you. I'm
going to show you a document that we can mark as
Exhibit 5.
(Exhibit 5 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Take a moment to review
that.
A. Okay.
Q. Would you read, for the record, the first
paragraph of that document?
A. Know All Man By These Presents that we,
Minidoka Irrigation District, of Minidoka County, State
of Idaho, do hereby grant and convey to David I. and
Jackie Lynn Nichols, his successors and assigns, a
right-of-way and easement for the construction and
continued operation, maintenance, repair, alteration,
inspection and replacement of irrigation pipeline or
systems, on and across the following premises belonging
to the said Grantors in Minidoka County, State ofldaho,
in the following location.
Q. Okay. And at the bottom of that page,
would you read the date?
A. Right here?
Q. It says, on this -A. 9th day of November, 1979.
Q. Okay. Did you own property in the area in
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Q. Thank you. Do you hold any right-of-way
or easement for that pipeline?
A. It is my understanding that the State
protects my rights. I don't need an easement.
Q. Let me ask the question again. Do you
hold any right-of-way or easement for the irrigation
works or pipeline cited on that document?
MR. CHISHOLM: I object to the question.
Because you're asking for a document, and she has an
easement to their property that is not a document. So
it's a legal question you're asking her.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) We agree that there's a
pipeline that goes under my driveway, so far is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. For that pipeline, do you hold any
easement or right-of-way for that pipeline?
A. Did you just ask me this question?
Q. I'm trying to ask you the question, but
Mr. Chisholm objected. I haven't got an answer to the
question yet.
A. Okay. Ask me the question one more time.
Q. The pipeline going beneath my driveway
that's buried, do you have, in your possession, an
easement or a right-of-way for that pipeline?
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1979?
A. No.
Q. Okay. After reading that first paragraph,
would you agree that the easement was granted to
David I. Nichols and Jackie Lynn Nichols for the
pipeline?
A. That's what it says here.
Q. Okay. And how did you and your husband
obtain an easement for that pipeline buried on my
property?
MR. CHISHOLM: I object to the question
because that doesn't identify which pipeline it is. And
you're trying to make it sound like it's the pipeline
that was on the Smith property. There's no indication
in that document that is the same pipeline. So you're
grasping at straws and you're misleading her as to what
that represents. Let's go off the record for one
second.
(Discussion held off the record.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Are you aware that the
buried pipeline that is being used to irrigate your
field goes through my property?
A. I'm a city girl. But I -- it's my
understanding that there is a pipeline that goes
underneath your driveway, yes.
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A. No. It's my understanding that the State
protects my water rights; that I don't need an easement
from you.
Q. I didn't say from me. I said, do you hold
any easement or right-of-way?
A. I'm not aware. We might. I don't know.
Q. Would you be able to produce it, if you do
have it?
A. Yes. I don't know.
Q. I'm sorry. I didn't hear.
A. Produce what? An easement?
Q. The easement or the right-of-way, if you
have one, would you be able to produce it?
MR. CHISHOLM: I think Judge Tribe will
produce it for you, Carl. It's in the motion for
summary judgment.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. I'm going to ask the
question one more time. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. If you do possess an easement or a
right-of-way for the pipeline we just discussed, would
you be able to produce that to us?
A. I could produce the State document that
protects my water rights and is in my understanding an
easement from the State. I could find that for you.
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Q. Okay. But could you answer the question,
please? If you have an easement or a right-of-way,
would it be possible for you to retrieve that and
produce a copy of it to us?
A. I could produce a copy of the rights that
I have from the State that protect my water rights.
Q. I'm not talking about rights from the
State. We're talking about an easement or a
right-of-way. Would you be able to produce that, if you
have it?
A. I feel like you're trying to twist my
words.
Q. Just asking, if you have it, would you be
able to produce it?
MR. CHISHOLM: Why don't you say, if she
has it, will you produce it? That's all you need.
MR. OWEN: I'm trying to get that answer.
MR. CHISHOLM: You keep jamming the
question up. Ask it, if you have a document which
establishes the right-of-way for that easement, will you
produce it, and she will answer, yes, she will, if she
has it, and that will be done.
MR. OWEN: You know what, Mr. Chisholm,
I'd like to ask you to refrain from so many objections
and extraneous comments. I'd like to ask a simple
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sections?
A. We have started -- Derik has started. So
I do not know a lot of it. But from my understanding,
we've gone to an informational meeting to see what would
be entailed to subdivide our property.
Q. Into a certain number of pieces?
A. We're exploring our options, yes.
Q. To divide it into several pieces?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know how many pieces?
A. We're working with a lot of different
options we've discussed.
Q. Have you requested a certain amount of
subdivisions or pieces?
A . Derik went to that meeting. I believe
it's six or seven pieces, but I'm not certain.
Q. Okay.
A . It's on that paperwork that I gave you.
Q. Okay.
A. You know as much as I do on that.
Q. And do you recall when the meeting was
held?
A. This morning.
Q. This morning?
A. Yes. But I was not in attendance.
Page 49
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question and get a simple answer. And I'd like that on
the record.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) If you have a document that
3
gives you an easement or a right-of-way for the pipeline
4
we just discussed, will you please produce it, yes, you
5
will or, no, you won't?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. Thank you. Do you and your husband own
8
9 any irrigation equipment, such as hoses, pipes,
10 connections, wheel lines or risers used on the alfalfa
field you own?
11
A . Personally, I believe, no. I believe they
12
are Lind's.
13
Q. Okay. Have you or your husband applied to
14
the planning and zoning committee to subdivide the
15
16 alfalfa field you own in 2018 or '19?
MR. CHISHOLM: Object to the form of the
11
18 question. They own the property. They don't own just
the alfalfa field . That's my objection to the form of
19
2 o the question.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Do you own an alfalfa
21
field?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Okay. Have you applied with the planning
24
25 and zoning committee to subdivide that field into
1
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Q. Okay. This says seven lots. Does that
sound right?
A. Yeah.
Q. And do you intend to develop it with
houses on those lots?
A. It's my understanding that we would sell
the lots, and individuals could do what they wanted with
their acreage. We would not personally be developing
the land into houses.
Q. Okay. So you'd maybe sell it to a
developer and they would build houses?
A. We have not discussed selling it to a
developer, no.
Q. Do you know if there will be a community
meeting talking about the proposal?
A. I'm not sure of the exact process.
Q. Do you believe that the legal dispute
we're in right now might impact the subdivision of the
property?
A. It's my understanding that we would not do
anything until this dispute is settled.
Q. Okay. Have you reviewed any data on the
availability of the water table at the property you own
close to mine?
MR. CHISHOLM: I object on the grounds
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that that's outside of the scope of what we're here
about.
MR. OWEN: What was the foundation again?
MR. CHISHOLM: You're asking questions
outside the scope of what we are here about. This isn't
6 a zoning hearing. This is in preparation for a
7 subdivision hearing.
8
MR. OWEN: The property is in dispute and
9 I'm asking a relevant question.
10
MR. CHISHOLM: What's the relevance?
11
MR. OWEN: The water table surrounding the
12 area.
13
MR. CHISHOLM: Relevant to what, though?
14
MR. OWEN: Relative to if a subdivision on
15 the current property, if it's going to affect the water
16 table.
17
MR. CHISHOLM: That has nothing to do with
18 this boundary dispute that we're talking about.
19
MR. OWEN: It certainly does. It could
20 affect my property and the surrounding properties as
21 well.
22
MR. CHISHOLM: They haven't filed an
23 application for a subdivision approval. And you'll have
24 the right of a public hearing if they go forward with
25 that.
1
2
3
4
5
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Q. Retain, hire, hire him to represent you?
A. I would feel comfortable that spring of
2018, we hired him.
Q. For what purpose?
A. Correspondence with you. And just to make
sure we were within our legal rights.
Q. Do you recall a demand letter that was
sent to my wife and I to remove our no-trespassing
signs?
A. I've seen the document, yes.
Q. Do you recall in that demand letter a
statement that you and Derik would take us to court?
A. I have seen that statement, yes.
Q. Okay. Why did you not pursue that plan?
A. Because we had legal documents that said
that this was our land, and you did not produce anything
else. So I don't know what I would have taken you to
court for.
Q. Well, at that time, we were in a dispute
about who owned the disputed land. Would that have been
the reason to take us to court?
A. My character is to not have the
confrontation. So, no, I do not think I would have
personally engaged a court battle over land.
Q. So you didn't necessarily authorize a
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So far, they've had a preliminary meeting
of some kind. But the public gets notice of any formal
application for a subdivision plat. So that would be
plenty of time for you to make whatever objections you
want. But it's not relevant to these proceedings.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Your objection is noted.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Would you answer the
question, please. Have you researched any data
concerning the water table and the impact on that water
table if this application goes through?
A. I have looked at well depths in the area,
when we were considering building our own home. I have
not -- I don't have that expertise. And it's just Derik
is doing an informational meeting. I have not been a
part of it.
Q. Okay. Have you talked to any of the
surrounding neighbors on your plans for possible
subdivision?
A. I have not been a part of that. So the
answer 1s no.
Q. Okay. Did you hire an attorney in July of
2018?
A. Don was our attorney. I can't be for
certain -- I know we used him prior to that. But I
don't know what you'd count as hire.
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court document to be filed against my wife and I?
A. I don't think there was a court document
filed. When are you talking, maybe?
Q. Okay. July of '17, we received a demand
letter saying that if we did not remove our
no-trespassing signs, that you and Derik would take us
to court to get a judicial decree. Do you recall that?
A. I remember seeing Don write that, yes.
Q. Okay. So what changed your plan, if you
were going to court to get a judicial decree, what
caused the change in plans?
A. That nothing had been produced. That that
land, in my eyes, was my land; and you had not produced
a legal document to show that it was otherwise.
Q. Did you contemplate when you built the
fence that there would be a court issue?
A. No.
Q. You thought perhaps we would just not
challenge the claim?
A. I mean, it was -- for all I could see, we
had proven with our legal documents that that was our
land. And I -- will you repeat the question?
Q. I'm not sure I remember the question right
now.
When we started, I asked you if you didn't
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understand a question to ask for a clarification. But
you're answering the question and then you're asking me
to repeat the question.
Let me think for just a moment.
MR. CHISHOLM: Why don't we take a break
for a minute. I would like to take a restroom break
myself.
MR. OWEN: Sure. Let's go off the record
and take a little break.
(Recess taken.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Jessica, did you know why
you had a survey done of -- or why Westerra Realty had a
survey done of the property you purchased?
A. Yes.
Q. Why was that?
A. To see where our boundaries were on the
land that we were purchasing.
Q. And did you see the previous boundaries
and legal descriptions that were on file for the
property you purchased?
A. I did not.
Q. Are you aware that the survey bearings and
legal description changed after the survey ofWesterra
Realty on March of 2018?
A . I'm now aware, yes.
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documentation before showing up today that there was a
statement in that communication saying that the tax
assessor required you to have a survey done to describe
your property that you'd purchased?
A. I didn't review that in -- that was not
one of the documents that I reviewed. And I do believe
it was the tax assessor.
Q. That required a survey?
A. That the plot did not close.
MR. OWEN: Okay. I'd like to mark this as
Exhibit 6.
(Exhibit 6 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) This is an affidavit of, at
that time the tax assessor, Mr. Max Vaughn. Would you
read that?
A. Okay.
Q. Did you notice on that document that the
tax assessor said that they'd made a suggestion for a
surveyor?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Thank you. Do you know Mr. Mike
Childs or Michael Childs?
A. I know of him.
Q. Have you met him?
A. I do not believe so.
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Q. You are aware? Okay. And do you know why
the survey bearings and the boundary and the legal
description changed?
A. It's my understanding that the 1978 survey
was not done correctly. There needs to be a new point
of beginning, I believe.
Q. So you believe that's the reason that the
survey boundaries and legal description changed after
the W esterra survey?
A. I'm not a surveyor.
MR. CHISHOLM: I object to the form of the
question. The boundary didn't really change. The
description did change, for the most part.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. Do you believe that
that's the reason why the description of the property
that would change survey bearings was caused?
A. I'm not a surveyor. I don't know.
Q . You mentioned the 1978 survey. Are you
aware that the 1978 survey had a different description,
different legal description than your legal description
you obtained when you bought the property?
A. That's the way it's been explained to me.
Q. That's the way it's been explained to you?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Okay. Do you recall when you reviewed the
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Q. What do you know about Mr. Michael Childs?
A. That his property borders ours on the east
end.
Q. Does it also border my wife and l's
property?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Have you ever driven by my house
using the 125 West road?
A. Yes. Because our property -- we drive
past our property, and to get out, we have to pass by
yours.
Q. Okay.
A. We like to check the progress of the
alfalfa.
Q. How often?
A. Frequently.
Q. Maybe twice a week, perhaps?
A. Not me, no, I don't drive past twice a
week.
Q. Have I ever called the police on you for
driving past my property?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Have you ever served as a juror or
a witness at a trial?
A. No.
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Q. Have you read the motions and pleadings
filed with the Court concerning this dispute?
A.
Most of them, yes.
Q. I'm going to show you an e-mail that's
already in the record as of November 20, 2018. It's
Exhibit No. 3 to Derik Smith's deposition. So it's
already in the record. I'd just like you to familiarize
yourself with that.
Okay.
A.
Q. Have you seen that document before?
A.
Yes.
Q. The document cites malicious provocation,
unfounded insult and personal attacks directed at me, my
family and anyone representing me. Do you have an
understanding of what that means?
A. Yes. I couldn't give you a specific
example. But I know, as an observer, I've seen the
impact that correspondence between you and Derik and you
and Don has had on them.
Q. In that document, it says that Derik says,
I formally request you do not contact me or Don Chisholm
for any reason. At that time, was Don Chisholm
representing you and Derik?
Yes.
A.
Q. If I'm forbidden to contact either Derik
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Q. Had we been at home, would you have
attempted to build a fence?
I believe that was our intent that day,
A.
yes.
Q. Was there any reason you didn't
communicate with us your intent to build a fence on the
14th of September?
A. It hadn't seemed productive prior. I
don't know.
Q. But was there a reason why you didn't say,
hey, we're going to build a fence?
A. Not a specific reason, no.
Q. Do you know when the camera was installed
on the property pointing toward our house?
A. The best I can give you is fall of 2018.
I don't know.
Q. Fall of 2018?
A. Yes.
Q. Was it in place prior to building the
fence?
I don't know.
A.
Q. Was there a reason for surveilling our
property, my wife and I's property?
A. It was my understanding that Derik wanted
surveillance on the fence. Not specifically your
Page 61
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or Don Chisholm, how would I correspond?
I believe this was before you sued us,
A.
correct?
Q. It's the day the fence was built on
September 24th.
I think the fence was built on the 14th.
A.
I'm sorry. You're right, the fence was
Q.
built on the 14th. So September 24th was the date
before I filed suit against you.
A. Uh-huh. Correct.
So do you agree that this forbids me to
Q.
communicate with Don Chisholm or Derik?
I think -- I mean, Derik wouldn't have
A.
known that the next day you were going to sue him. So
I'm sure if you asked him today, he would say that you
could communicate with his attorney because we were
sued. You have the right since you're representing
yourself.
But on September 24th, I was forbidden to
Q.
communicate; is that correct?
A. That's what he wrote.
Q. Okay. Thank you. On the date of
September 14th when the fence was built, how did you
know that my wife and I were not at home?
Wedidn't.
A.
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property.
Q. So you think the camera was in place prior
to building the fence?
A. Yes. But I couldn't tell you specific
dates. Derik was the one that installed it.
Q. Would you consider that an invasion ofmy
wife and I's privacy?
It was not intended that way.
A.
Q. Could it be construed that way?
A. If you wanted to see it.
MR. CHISHOLM: Objection. Hypothetical.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. If I were to build a
camera at the edge of your property pointed towards your
house, would you consider that an invasion of privacy?
A. Tell me again, please.
Q. If I built a camera pointed at your house
and recorded video and movements, would you consider
that an invasion of privacy?
A. Yes.
Q. Thank you. We're about ready to wrap this
up, Jessica. I know you're tired. I'm tired.
MR. OWEN: Can we go off the record for
just one moment? I need to find a document to enter
into the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
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Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. I think this will
pretty much wrap it up. I want to show you a document
that's a letter -- okay. I'm going to show you a
document that's an e-mail that I sent to your attorney
on September 24, 2018. And I had attached a copy of
this document you'd already seen about the -A. Uh-huh.
Q. So I'd like you to review that and take a
moment to take a look at it. And then I think we're
going to wrap this up.
A. Okay.
MR. CHISHOLM: Let's make that a
deposition exhibit, just so everybody knows what we're
talking about.
MR. OWEN: Sure. Would you make this the
last exhibit, which will be Exhibit 7, I believe.
(Exhibit 7 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) When you read this
document, did you get the understanding that I was okay
with your demand letter to go to court?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you receive a copy of this letter to
Mr. Chisholm?
A. I believe so.
Q. Okay. When you received that, it was on
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why we did not file against you guys was I don't -- I
didn't believe there was any reason to. In my mind,
that land had been proven by us to be our land, with
legal documents.
Q. Okay. Do you know why the demand letter
was sent if you felt that there was no need to take us
to court?
A. From you or from Mr. Chisholm?
Q. Mr. Chisholm sent us a demand letter to
either comply with taking down the no-trespassing signs
or you and Derik would take us to court.
A. I think it was either in hopes that you
guys would take down your no-trespassing signs and
accept that our surveyed documents with the recorded
description was correct or that you would prove
otherwise with a legal document such as a survey.
Q. The demand letter was sent July 17, 2018.
Did you instruct Mr. Chisholm not to follow through on
the demand letter to take us to court?
A. I -- specifically, no. Derik has been the
one that has mainly interacted with Mr. Chisholm. I've
kind of been on the sidelines.
Q. Do you know ifDerik instructed
Mr. Chisholm to not comply with the statement that you
and Derik would take Anita and I to court?
Page 65
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September 24th, the day before I filed the lawsuit, did
that make you and Derik decide to either not file
against my wife and I or to -- in other words, I agreed
to let the Court settle the issue. Was there a reason
why you didn't accept that agreement?
MR. CHISHOLM: Counsel, you've got sort of
a compound question. One is, you haven't asked her when
she received that. She doesn't even know whether she
received it the day that you sent it to me. And you
filed the suit the next day. So who knows -- the way
you're asking the question, you've got it all garbled
up.
Q. (BY MR. OWEN) Okay. I'll try to break it
down into little small pieces. Okay?
A. Thanks.
Q. You said that you recall receiving or
seeing this document?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there a reason, when you saw this,
that you did not take my wife and I to court to settle
the dispute?
A. I don't recall when I exactly read that.
I have read it since -- I'm familiar with that document.
Q. Okay.
A. I guess in response to your question of
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A.

I don't know.

MR. CHISHOLM: Mr. Owen, you're
misrepresenting the facts completely.
After I wrote that letter in July, there
was negotiations that you put into the record yourself.
And when negotiations were ongoing, there was no reason
to be filing a suit because the hope was that something
would get resolved. And then you raised the new issue
about the pipeline and things didn't get resolved. But
that -- you're leaving all that out. You're acting like
I needed to file suit 10 days later, in spite of the
fact that there were ongoing -MR. OWEN: How would you describe a demand
letter, Mr. Chisholm?
MR. CHISHOLM: Well, I can make a demand;
and then if circumstances change, I'm not bound to do
something in 10 days. There's no contractual
obligation. We're just dealing with the facts as they
were. And you were negotiating different kinds of
resolutions.
MR. OWEN: Did Mr. and Mrs. Smith instruct
you not to follow through on taking us to court?
MR. CHISHOLM: Just hadn't gotten around
to saying go ahead.
MR. OWEN: From July to September?
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MR. CHISHOLM : Well, look at, you've had
2 in the record the letter I wrote back to you on the,
3
what, 15th or 18th of August. You know all this stuff
4
that you're making up is not the facts.
5
MR. OWEN: I'm making up the story?
6
MR. CHISHOLM : Yeah, you're making a false
7
impression that nothing happened after my July 17th
8
letter, 10 days later, and that I should have filed suit
9
that day. That's contrary to what was going on.
10
MR. OWEN: Didn't I contact you and tell
11
you I was okay with going to court and settling it in
12 court?
13
MR. CHISHOLM : Well, you probably were.
14 But we're talking about on the 24th of September, and
15 I'm supposed to file before you file the next day?
16
MR. OWEN: No. I contacted you right
17 after your demand letter, I responded and said, fine,
18 let's do it, let's take it to court and resolve the
19 issue.
20
MR. CHISHOLM : That's still not a
21 contract. There's no obligation for me to go ahead
22
based on you -23
MR. OWEN: But do you recall me giving you
24 that information saying I was okay with going to settle
25
it in court, that I --
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moved closer to the railroad tie.
MR. CHISHOLM : Okay. I don't have any
other questions.
MR. OWEN: I've got one remaining
question.
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FURTHER EXAMINAT ION
QUESTION S BY MR. OWEN:
Q. Do you recall when I showed you this
picture that I was talking specifically about the
railroad tie?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And you identified that railroad
tie as part of the fence that you erected?
A. Yes.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Thank you.
COURT REPORTER : Would you like to
purchase a copy, Mr. Chisholm?
MR. CHISHOLM : Yes, please. And she'd
like to read and sign.
(Deposition concluded at 2:48 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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MR. CHISHOLM : Well -MR. SMITH: Were you done with Jessica?
MR. CHISHOLM : Yeah, I've got a couple of
questions for Jessica, if you're through with questions
for her?
MR. OWEN: Sure.
MR. CHISHOLM : Can I have the photographs ,
please?
MR. OWEN: Yes.
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EXAMINAT ION
QUESTION S BY MR. CHISHOLM :
Q. Jessica, you were shown Exhibit No. 4.
This is a picture of a red Dodge pickup sitting next to
a fence. And do you know when that picture was taken?
A. I don't.
Q. Okay. And is that -- is the fence post,
the wooden fence post that Mr. Owen referred to -A. The railroad tie.
Q. The railroad tie that's standing
vertically next to the pickup. And when the fence was
built on September 14, was there any gravel driveway
anywhere as near to that railroad tie as is shown in
that picture?
A. No. It appears that the driveway has
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CERTIFICA TE OF WITNESS
I, JESSICA RENAE SMITH, being first duly sworn, depose
and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition consisting of Pages 4 through 68; that I have
read said deposition and know the contents thereof; that
the questions contained therein were propounded to me;
and that the answers contained therein are true and
correct except for any changes that I may have listed on
the Change Sheet attached hereto .
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ , 2019.
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JESSICA RENAE SMITH
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ _ day

of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2019.
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NAME OF NOT ARY PUBLIC
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR - -----RESIDING AT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
- -----
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Filed: June 10, 2019 at 1:36 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
By: Ilse Juarez Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
Carl Owen, Anita Owen
Plaintiff,
vs.
Derik Smith, Jessica Smith
Defendant.

Case No. CV34-18-00756

JUDGE: Tribe, Michael P.

DATE: June 10, 2019

CLERK: Ilse Juarez

LOCATION: District Courtroom 1

HEARING TYPE: Motion for Summary Judgment

COURT REPORTER: Patricia Hubbell

Court Minutes

Parties:
Carl E Owen; Anita Rose
Owen

Attorney:

Carl E Owen; Anita Rose Owen

Derik L Smith; Jessica R Smith

Attorney:

Donald J. Chisholm

Hearing Start Time: 9:31 AM
Journal Entries:
- Court calls case: all parties are present, anything preliminary?
-Mr. Chisholm comments: nothing to discuss
-Mr. Owen comments: filed motion first so should I go first?
-Court comments: court will decide order, don't want to overlap motion, Mr. Owen's motion will
go first then Mr. Chisholm's.
-9:34 Mr. Owen comments: don't plan to argue motions, they speak for themselves
-Court comments: plaintiff hasn't filed motion with notice of hearing, if plaintiff wants court to
consider them you need to file a notice of hearing
-9:36 Mr. Owen comments: References to issues in complaint
-court inquires: how will plaintiff show defendants trespassed
-Mr. Owen responds: references to affidavit by Mr. Nickle, took personal property, built barb wire
fence through garden & driveway, continues statement
-9:43 court inquires: how does plaintiff claim right to property?
-Mr. Owen responds: walked the property with previous owner who explained property limits
when property was purchased
-Court inquires: does plaintiff claim to pay taxes on property?
-Mr. Owen responds: we have, references to inability to irrigate east property
-Court inquires: when was the last time garden was planted?
-Mr. Owen responds: 2016
-9:48 court inquires: has plaintiff appraised property?
-Mr. Owen comments: have spoken to real estate agent, references to motion censored
cameras installed by defendant's, continues statement
-9:52 court comments: is there another way to get the water
-Mr. Owen responds: field was irrigated by ditches
1
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-Court comments: are ditches accessible?
-Mr. Owen: ditches exist, haven't been used in years
-9:53 Mr. Chisholm Responds: diversion of pipeline was granted in 1977, 2 years before Mr.
Nickle owned property, pipeline issue symbolizes bad faith of plaintiff, nothing to support that
issue, plaintiff says in deposition that plaintiff relied on 1978 survey, title to property is in dispute,
plaintiff didn't pay property taxes or water assessment to property in dispute, continues with
statement
-10:06 courts: what was the error?
-Mr. Chisholm responds: explains error on survey, incorrectly located southwest corner of the
property, had it 3.8 ft. to the west and 1.1 ft. north of where it should have been.
-10: 12 court comments: issue 4 says pipeline is maintained by plaintiff
-Mr. Chisholm: plaintiff never used irrigation pipe
-10:13 Mr. Owen responds: researched with county and there is no error
-Mr. Chisholm: OBJECTS to plaintiff's statement
-court comments: Court will make decision on what has been filed
-10:15 Mr. Owen: references to 1978 and 2018 survey bearings
-Court comments: Trevor Reno affidavit shows survey is simply wrong
-Mr. Owen comments: doesn't explain how survey is wrong, references to Mr. Chisholm's
argument,
10:17 Mr. Chisholm OBJECTS to plaintiff's statement
-Court comments: want to only hear argument about summary judgment
-Mr. Owen comments: for over 40 years property has been used and maintained by previous
owners and myself,
-Court inquires: the dispute between the surveys is what you're using to say defendants were
trespassing?
-Mr. Owen responds: references to errors from surveys, boundaries are in dispute
-10:20 Court comments: how can smith's trespass property boundary in dispute?
-Mr. Owen responds: defendants built barb wire and trespassed
-Court comments: anything further?
-Mr. Owen comments: No
-10:21 Mr. Chisholm responds: references to law of boundaries by agreement, boundaries have
to be unknown, and there has to be an agreement to change boundaries, boundaries were
known, continues statement, no documentation to show agreement to show boundaries
-10:39 Mr. Owen responds: summary judgment motion and briefs were filed according to Idaho
law,
-Mr. Chisholm comments: haven't received paperwork
-court comments: want to clarify on when it was filed, and if Mr. Chisholm has received it.
-Mr. Chisholm comments: have not received papers through mail yet
-10:44 Mr. Owen comments: mailed documents to Mr. Chisholm, continues with statement
-Mr. Owen comments: there is no evidence to establish boundary by agreement
-Court finalizes: will take motion under advisement and will issue written decision
Recess:10:51

COURT MINUTES
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

On:07/29/2019 3:34 p.m.

Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
Husband and Wife
PO Box 723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com

Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: ft.,.,J,,m-e..&

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN &ANITAR. OWEN,pro se

ICase No.: CV 34-18-756

Plaintiff,
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM

VS.

DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R. SMITH,
Defendant

COMES NOW Plaintiffs, hereafter Owens, pursuant to Judge Tribe's Scheduling Order,
Notice of Trial Setting and Initial Pre-Trial Order of April 22, 2019 and submits Owens' Pre-trial
Memorandum regarding the issues set forth in I.R.C.P. 16(c)(2).
1. I.R.C.P. 16(c)(2) states that the Court may consider the following at the Pre-trial Conference:
(A) The status of mediation or ADR;
(B)

The disposition of any pending Motions

(C)

The possibility of obtaining Admissions of Fact

(D) Stipulations regarding the Authenticity of Exhibits
(E)

The advisability of any advanced rulings from the Court concerning the
admissibility of Exhibits

(F)

The Avoidance of unnecessary proof and of cumulative evidence

PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM - 1
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(G) The necessity of amendments to the pleadings pursuant to Rule 15(b)
(H) The formulation and simplification of the issues to be presented at trial, including

the elimination of abandoned or unsustainable claims and defenses;
(I)

The identification of witnesses and exhibits;

(J)

The pre-marking of exhibits and procedures for the handling of exhibits, in
conformance with Idaho Court Administrative Rule 71;

(K) Jury instructions and jury selection issues;
(L)

The need for an interpreter for any party or witness;

(M) The need for pre-trial briefing, and filing deadlines, if necessary;
(N) The availability and use of any technology in the courtroom; and

(0) Any other matter which would aid in the fair and efficient resolution of the case.
2. Owens confirm that they wish to proceed to jury trial as demanded by both parties and as
cited in the manner required by the Scheduling Order. Owens will be representing themselves
pro se. Owens agree that Carl Owen will be the pro se representative for Plaintiffs and hereby
state that Carl Owen has the authority to enter into stipulations and admissions regarding all
matters that may be reasonably anticipated. The issues required to be addressed by I.R.C.P.
16 (c)(2) and listed above and identified as (A) through (0) are addressed below:
(A) ADR/Mediation was ordered. Both parties participated. Mediation was not
successful in resolving the issues of the complaint.
(B)

Plaintiffs have addressed pending motions by filing motions, responding to replies
to Plaintiffs motions and responding to Defendants motions. Owens are prepared
to further address any motions pending by either party.
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(C) Owens held depositions and engaged in discovery through interrogatories,
depositions, admissions and production requests and submitted a statement of
"facts not in dispute" in their Summary Judgment Motion. Owens will provide
Defendants' representative with proposed admissions of fact and any admissions
of fact accepted by Defendants will be filed to reduce the volume of exhibits
regarding any admissions of facts obtained.
(D) Owens will submit a list of exhibits to Defendants that they intend to rely upon
relevant to the complaint issues and request stipulations to the authenticity of the
exhibits. Owens will either file a joint stipulation of planned exhibits authenticity
or submit the exhibits at trial for admission.
(E)

Any advanced rulings by the Court at the Pre-Trial Conference regarding
admissibility of any proposed exhibits will potentially reduce the time required at
trial.

(F)

Owens will make every effort to avoid unnecessary proof and of cumulative
evidence.

(G) Owens have submitted a request for leave to amend their complaint to include
punitive damages and Defendants have submitted a motion to further amend their
answer and counterclaim which Owens have opposed as the proposed amendment
is outside the 21-day timeframe cited in I.R.C.P. 15 and the proposed amendment
is not listed as an affirmative defense as admitted in Defendants' Motion.
(H) Owens believe the necessary and vital issues to be decided from Plaintiffs view
are listed below. Owens have responded to Defendants' CounterClaim issues and
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defenses in their Summary Judgment Motion and Brief along with a Statement of
Facts not in Dispute.
Issue 1: Trespassing
Issue 2: Theft
Issue 3: Damages Caused (including pending reauest for leave to amend the
complaint to include punitive damages t
Issue 4: Surveillance and Invasion of Owens' Privacy
Issue 5: Use of Owens buried Water Irrigation Pipe
(I)

Owens will provide a listing of all witnesses and proposed exhibits currently
identified and available as Attachment (1 ). Owens reserves the right to
supplement with rebuttal witnesses and rebuttal exhibits once Defendants identify
their witnesses and proposed exhibits.

(J)

Owens will pre-mark exhibits with numbers to identify their exhibits per the
scheduling order and in conformance with Idaho Court Administrative Rule 71.

(K) Proposed Jury instructions and Issues are provided as Attachment (2).

(L)

Owens require no interpreter.

(M) Owens request the opportunity to file a pre-trial brief regarding issues accepted
and identified for trial at the Pre-trial Conference.

tN) Owens intend to show at trial relevant photographs provided in discovery
regarding the trial issues using a laptop computer and a memory stick.
(0)

Owens will be prepared to address any other matter which would aid in the fair
and efficient resolution of the case.

Attachment (1) Witnesses and Proposed Exhibits
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM - 4
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Attachment (2) Proposed Jury Instructions and issues

Respectfully submitted.

~~Qw~~t~
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on July 29, 2019 I mailed a copy of this Pre-Trial Memorandum via U.S. First
Class Mail to:
Donald J. Chisholm, Counsel for Defendants
P.O. Box 1118
223 East Main St.
Burley, Idaho 83318
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ATTACHMENT (1) OWENS WITNESSES AND LIST OF EXHIBITS
WITNESSES
1.DAVID NICHOLS- PREVIOUS OWNER OF OWENS' PROPERTY IN DISPUTE. HE
WILL TESTIFY IN SUPPORT OF HIS AFFIDAVIT ATTACHED TO OWENS:
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION AND HIS PERSONAL FIRST-HAND
KNOWLEDGE OF THE COMPLAINT ISSUES
2. DAVID ANDERSON- HE WILL TESTIFY AS A WITNESS THAT DERIK SMITH
WAS NOTIFIED THAT ms SURVEY AND LEGAL DESCRIPTION WAS IN ERROR
AND IN CONFLICT WITH OWENS' SURVEY AND LEGAL DESCRIPTION. HE
WILL ALSO TESTIFY WITH FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPERTY IN
DISPUTE AND OWENS' POSSESSION, USE, AND MAINTENANCE OF THE
DISPUTED PROPERTY. HE WILL TESTIFY OF PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
REGARDING THE FENCING OFF OF OWENS' PERSONAL PROPERTY AND REAL
PROPERTY AND THE TAKING OF OWENS' PERSONAL PROPERTY.
3. JESSE VAUGHN-NEIGHBOR AND WITNESS TO OWENS NOTIFICATION THAT
THE PROPERTY CLAIMED BY DERIK SMITH WAS BEING PLACED IN DISPUTE.
HE WILL ALSO TESTIFY TO HIS PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF OWENS'
POSSESSION, USE.CULTIVATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY IN
DISPUTE. HE OWNS ADJOINING PROPERTY AND CAN SPEAK WITH FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPERTY IDSTORY OF BOTH OWENS' AND
SMITHS' PROPERTY. HE WILL ALSO TESTIFY WITH FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE
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TO SMITHS' PLACEMENT OF A TRAIL CAMERA THAT INVADED OWENS'
PRIVACY.
OWENS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO SUPPLEMENT ANY ADDITIONAL WITNESSES
AND EXHIBITS NECESSARY TO REBUT DEFENDANTS WITNESSES AND
UNKNOWN EXHIBITS.
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LIST OF RELEVANT EXHIBITS
EXHIBIT NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF EXIDBIT AND RELEVANCY
EXHIBIT 1-DAVID NICHOLS' AFFIDAVIT UNDER OATH ATTACHED TO OWENS'
SUMMARY JUDGEMENT MOTION. RELEVANT TO ALL 5 ISSUES IDENTIFIED AT
PAGE 4 ABOVE (ITEM H).
EXHIBIT 2-ATTACHMENT 6 TO EXHIBIT 1 ABOVE-RELEVANT TO ISSUE 5
IDENTIFIED AT PAGE 4 ABOVE. (OWENS' PIPELINE ON THEIR PROPERTY)
EXHIBIT 3-1978 SURVEY SHOWING BOTH PROPERTIES IN DISPUTE AND THREE
OTHER PROPERTIES AFFECTED BY THE SURVEY.RELEVANT TO ALL FIVE
ISSUES IDENTIFIED AT PAGE 4 ABOVE.
EXHIBIT 4- LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS AND DEEDS OF DAVID NICHOLS, CARL AND
ANITA OWEN, WALTER WOODWORTH, MARY ANN DUREAU AND DERIKAND
JESSICA SMITH SHOWING DIFFERENT AND RELEVANT SURVEY BEARINGS
AND COORDINATES ON FILE AT THE COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE AND THE
HISTORY OF CONVEYANCES OF THE PROPERTIES IN DISPUTE.
EXHIBIT 5- WESTERRA REAL TY SURVEY OF MARCH 23, 2018 SHOWING A
DISCLAIMER.RELEVANT TO THE BOUNDARY DISPUTE.
EXHIBIT 6-OWENS' AND SMITHS' TITLE INSURANCE POLICIES SHOWING
DIFFERENT AND CONFLICTING LEGAL DESCRIPTION AND SURVEY BEARINGS
AND COORDINATES THAN THE WESTERRA REAL TY SURVEY OF MARCH 23,
2018. RELEVANT TO THE PROPERTY BOUNDARY DISPUTE.
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM - 9
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EXHIBIT 7- OWENS' TRESPASSING COMPLAINT FILED AT THE MINIDOKA
SHERIFF'S OFFICE ON SEPTEMBER 14, 2018 DOCUMENTING SMITHS
TRESPASSING ONTO KNOWN DISPUTED POSTED PROPERTY WHILE OWENS
WERE NOT AT HOME.
EXHIBIT 8- OWENS REPORT OF THREATS MADE BY DERIK SMITH FILED Al
THE MINIDOKA SHERIFF'S OFFICE.
EXHIBIT 9: SEPTEMBER 14, 2018 PHOTOGRAPHS OF DERIK AND JESSICA
SMITH, WITH THEIR FAMILY PRESENT, ERECTING A BARBED WIRE FENCE ON
OWENS' FRONT YARD CLOSING OFF OWENS' REAL AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY.
EXHIBIT 10- PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING OWENS' PROPERTY AND SMITHS'
PROPERTY BEFORE AND AFTER THE ERECTION OF THE BARBED WIRE FENCE
THROUGH OWENS' FRONT YARD AND UP ONTO THEIR DRIVEWAY.
EXHIBIT 11-MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT (MID) PHOTOGRAPHS
SHOWING OWENS' AND SMITHS' PROPERTY DATING BACK TO 1978.
RELEVANT TO VISIBLE DIVIDING LINES OF PROPERTIES IN DISPUTE.
EXHIBIT 12-PHOTOGRAPH OF OWENS' POSTED "NO TRESPASSING SIGNS" AND
DEFENDANTS' 10-DAY DEMAND LETTER OF JULY 17, 2018 THREATENING TO
TAKE OWENS TO COURT FOR A JUDICIAL DECREE IF OWENS DID NOT
REMOVE THEIR POSTED "NO TRESPASSING SIGNS".
EXHIBIT 13- DERIK AND JESSICA SMITH'S DISCOVERY DEPOSITIONS
INCLUDING EXHIBITS ENTERED DURING THE DEPOSITIONS RELEVANT TO
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ALL ISSUES CITED AT PAGE 4 ABOVE, (DERIK DEPOSITION OF NOVEMBER 20,
2018 AND JESSICA DEPOSITION OF JUNE 20, 2019)
EXHIBIT 14- ATTORNEY CHISHOLM CORRESPONDENCE (VARIOUS DATES)
DISCUSSING ISSUES CITED AT PAGE 4 ABOVE.
EXHIBIT 15- COMMUNICATION VIA EMAIL ON DECEMBER 10. 2018 FROM
OWENS TO DEFENDANTS' ATTORNEY REGARDING DERIK SMITH
TRESPASSING ONTO OWENS' PROPERTY AFTER THE FILING OF THE
COMPLAINT INCLUDING THE ATTORNEY'S REPLY OF DECEMBER 10. 2018.
RELEVANT TO ISSUE ONE CITED ON PAGE 4 ABOVE.
EXHIBIT 16- OWENS DEMAND LETTER TO DEFENDANTS DATED SEPTEMBER
21, 2018. SENT PRIOR TO FILING SUIT ON SEPTEMBER 25. 2018.
EXHIBIT 17-MAY 24. 2019 JOINT AFFIDAVIT OF CARL AND ANITA OWEN
REGARDING DAMAGES CAUSED BY DERIK AND JESSICA SMITH'S
TRESPASSING ACTIONS.
EXHIBIT 18- CARL OWEN AFFIDAVIT OF MAY 16, 2019 INCLUDING
ATTACHMENTS REGARDING DERIK SMITH'S SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MAY 13,
2019. RELEVANT TO ALL ISSUES.
EXHIBIT 19- DERIK SMITH'S SECOND AFFIDAVIT DATED MAY 13, 2019.
RELEVANT TO ALL ISSUES INCLUDING ALL EXHIBITS ATTACHED.
EXHIBIT 20- CURRENT PHOTOS SHOWING DISPUTED PROPERTY OVERGROWN
AND UNKEPT AND PHOTOS SHOWING OWENS' EAST PROPERTY WHICH HAS
BEEN OVERTAKEN BY ALFALFA PLANTS AND NOXIOUS WEEDS.
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OWENS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO SUPPLEMENT NECESSARY EXHIBITS TO
REFUTE AND REBUT DEFENDANTS EXHIBITS WHICH HA VE NOT BEEN
RECEIVED TO DATE.
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ATTACHMENT (2)
PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS
OWENS PROPOSE THE FOLLOWING JURY INSTRUCTIONS BE GIVEN TO THE
JURY REGARDING THE ISSUES CITED ON PAGE 4 ABOVE.
1. IDJI.40.1

2. IDJI.40.2
3. IDJI.40.3
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Filed: 07/29/2019 16:24:31
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Juarez, Ilse

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R. OWEN,

Case No. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R. SMITH,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

INTRODUCTION
Before the Court is a motion brought by Defendants Derik and Jessica Smith
(collectively, "Defendants") for summary judgment brought pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(c) Also
before the Court is a motion brought by Plaintiffs Carl and Anita Owen (collectively,
"Plaintiffs") for summary judgment brought pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(c). For the reasons set forth
below, Defendants motion is GRANTED. Plaintiffs motion is DENIED.
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On September 25, 2018, Plaintiffs filed "A Civil Complaint for Trespassing and a Suit for
Damages and Relief." Plaintiffs seek damages in excess of $35,000 for trespass, deprivation of
real and personal property, loss in property value, and inability to inhabit and enjoy the property.
Pursuant to the Court's order the Plaintiffs filed an amended complaint on October 30, 2018.
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Defendants answered on November 6, 2018, and filed a counterclaim alleging that Plaintiff's had
trespassed on Defendant's property, had personal property on Defendant's land, and unlawfully
erected a fence on Defendant's land.
On November 8, 2018, Defendants filed a Motion for Order Allowing Survey of
Plaintiff's Property. The Plaintiffs filed a response in opposition on November 9, 2018. The
Plaintiffs filed a response to Defendant's Answer on November 14, 2018. The Plaintiffs filed a
Motion for Joinder on November 27, 2018, to join Northwest Farm Credit Services which the
Court granted the same day. After hearing arguments on December 3, 2019, the Court denied
Defendants Motion for Order Allowing Survey of Plaintiff's Property without prejudice. On
December 24, 2018, Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Order Requiring Survey of Defendant's and
Plaintiff's Property in Dispute.

On January 14, 2019, the Defendants filed an objection to

Plaintiff's December 3, 2019, motion and a renewal of Defendant's motion to have Plaintiff's
property surveyed. The Plaintiffs withdrew their motion of December 24, 2019, on January 22,
2019.
Plaintiffs filed Plaintiffs Renewed Response in Opposition to Defendant's Renewed
Motion for Order Allowing Survey of Plaintiff's Property on February 19, 2019. The Court held
a hearing on Defendant's renewed motion for a survey on March 11, 2019. In an order filed on
March 12, 2019, the Court granted the motion. On April 19, 2019, Plaintiffs filed a Motion for
_$ump1,1ry_Jydgment with a__supporting brief and.a . "Statement of Genuine Material Facts Not in
Dispute." On April 26, 2019, Defendants filed a Motion for Summary Judgment with supporting
documents. The Plaintiffs filed a Response in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Summary
Judgment on May 2, 2019.
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On May 10, 2019, the Defendants filed a Motion to Strike Affidavit of David I. Nichols
and Second Excerpts from the Deposition of Carl E. Owen. On May 13, 2019, Plaintiffs filed a
Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Strike Affidavit of David I. Nichols. The
same day Defendants filed a Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
and Second Affidavit of Derik L. Smith. Plaintiffs Reply in Opposition to Defendant's Brief in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment was filed on May 17, 2019.
After hearing oral arguments on the motions for Summary Judgment on June 10, 2019,
the matter was deemed fully submitted and the Court took the matter under advisement.
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID IKE NICHOLS
Attached to Plaintiffs' Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment is the Affidavit
of David Ike Nichols. At the summary judgment hearing, the Court did not rule on the Motion to
Strike but does so now. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c)(4) sets forth the requirement for
affidavits with regards for summary judgment.
An affidavit used to support or oppose a motion must be made on personal
knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence, and show that the
affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated. Sworn or certified
copies of all papers or parts of papers referred to in an affidavit must be attached
to or served with the affidavit. The court may permit affidavits to be
supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further
affidavits.
For the following reasons the Affidavit of David Ike Nichols, with the exception of paragraphs 1
through 4, the second paragraph of paragraph 9 and attachments 1, 4-5, are stricken.
Paragraph 5 states that the property conveyed by David Nicholas by his parents 1s
accurately depicted by attachment 2 of the Nichols Affidavit "as RP09S24E070370 by the aerial
photograph attached to this Affidavit as Attachment 2 as outlined with a green line". However,
Attachment number 2 is simply an approximation of the layout of the parcels owned by Plaintiffs
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and Defendants. A proper foundation was not established that Nichols can properly testify that
an aerial photo establishes the proper and legal description for the boundaries at issue.

Nichols

does not make any claim that the attachment is a true and correct copy of what he purports it to
be - it is the same with the additional exhibits discussed below.
Paragraph 6 is nearly two pages of legal conclusions regarding the nature of the disputed
property. Paragraph 6 does not establish that Nichols is qualified to provide his opinion as to the
interpretation of surveys or legal descriptions.

Furthermore, attachment number 3 to the

Affidavit refers to a dot representing the center of 125 West Road. The dot was apparently
placed on the attachment with no explanation as to how or why the dot was placed on the
attachment or its precise locations. Therefore, Attachment 3 is stricken as is would not be
admissible in evidence as presented.
Also in Paragraph 6, Nichols states that William and Eva Nichols deeded the "alfalfa
field" to Walter Woodworth under the instrument attached as Exhibit 4. That statement appears
to be incorrect as the legal instrument conveyed the 27.65 acre parcel described in the deed and
shown on the 1978 survey, not just the alfalfa field.
The statements of Nichols regarding an alleged agreement of William and Eva Nichols
with David Nichols changing the boundary of David's property and the alleged agreement
between David Nichols and Walter Woodworth are bare legal conclusions unsupported by
evidence as to how, when or where the alleged agreement were reached or what the terms were.
Those agreements violate the statute of frauds and are hearsay statement not authenticated in any
manner and are inadmissible under Idaho Rule of Evidence 802 and the Idaho Statute of Frauds.
Finally as to Paragraph 6, Nichols has failed to establish any foundation as to explain
how he has knowledge that the Owens maintained the property he had previously used without
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dispute from September 4, 2008, through September 14, 2018, or how he came to know that
information.
Paragraph 7 is stricken as it sets forth information that Nichols simply does not have
knowledge or has not established a basis upon which he is competent to testify as required by
I.R.C.P. 56(c)(4).
Paragraph 8 contains legal conclusion of ownership of property outside the legal
description of Nichols' property and are not admissible.

Paragraph 9 is also stricken as it

apparently contains Nichols' legal conclusions as to ownership of the irrigation pipeline and his
general views on Idaho property law.
There is no foundation for what Attachment 6 is or if it is a true and accurate copy of
what it purports to be.
For the above-stated reasons, with the exceptions of paragraphs 1-4 and the second
paragraph of paragraph 9 and attachments 1, 4-5, the remaining portions of the Affidavit of
David Ike Nichols are stricken and not considered by the Court in ruling on the motions for
summary judgment.
UNDISPUTED FACTS
Based on the pleadings, the following facts are undisputed for the purposes of the parties'
motions for summary judgment:
In 1978 William and Eva Nichols had their land in the NEI/4 of Section 7, Township 9
South, Range 24 East of the Boise Meridian divided into five (5) parcels. Idaho Land Survey
prepared the May 17, 1978, survey which divided the five parcels. See Ex A to Trevor Reno A.ff
Defendants Derik and Jessica Smith now own Parcel 1, which was 27 .65 acres. Plaintiffs Carl
and Anita Owen now own Parcel 2, which was 3.09 acres. On September 4, 2008, Carl and
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Anita Owen purchased Parcel 2 located at 276 North 125 West, Rupert, Idaho 83350 via a
Bankruptcy Trustee Deed recorded on September 8, 2008, as Instrument No. 498593 in the
Minidoka County records. Defendants Smith purchased Parcel 1 via a Warranty Deed from
Mary Ann Dureau, Trustee of the Survivor's Trust of the Dureau Community Property Trust
recorded on April 11, 2018, as Instrument No. 544840, in the Minidoka County records. See

Def Mot. for Summ. J. at 2. The legal description of either deed does not provide for any
overlap of the boundaries between the two parcels.

There is no document recorded in the

property records of Minidoka County for a claim by Plaintiffs to any portion of Parcel 1 before
the purchase of the parcel by Defendants in April 2018. Id. The Smiths visited the property on
several occasions before agreeing to the sale and did not observe anything that would indicate a
prior claim. See A.ff of Derik L. Smith para. 16, page 4. During the process of acquiring title
insurance for the sale it was discovered that the County Assessor would need an updated legal
description for the property.

See_ A.ff of Diana Rodriguez at 3-4. Therefore, as part of the

purchase agreement, the Smiths required the sellers to have the property surveyed. See A.ff of

Derik L. Smith para. 7, page 2.
On March 23, 2018, Desert West Land Surveyors surveyed Parcel 1 at the request of
Westerra Realty as part of Defendants' sale agreement. Mr. Smith, using a copy of the March
23, 2018, survey, inspected the premises and boundary lines prior to closing and found no fences
or monuments to indicate a portion of the parcel had been in use or claimed by another. See Def

Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J. at 3-4. Sometime shortly after closing the sale Mr. Smith
placed T-post markers along the boundary given by the survey done by Desert West Land
Surveyors. While doing so Mr. Smith was approached by Mr. Owen who disputed the results of
the survey and placement of the T-posts. Mr. Smith shared the survey with Mr. Owen when
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confronted about placing the T-post markers. Mr. Owen claimed that his property line extended
to the edge of the cultivated field on Defendant's property contrary to the results of the March
23, 2018, survey. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 4-5. Since April of 2018 the
Defendants have requested that Plaintiffs have their property surveyed to settle the dispute or
allow the Defendants to have their property surveyed but were refused each time.
On June 5, 2018, Mr. Smith observed that the Plaintiffs had parked a vehicle and trailer
on his property and contacted the Plaintiff to have it removed. The Plaintiff refused. See Def

Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 5. In June of 2018, Mr. Owen installed a fence consisting of
T-posts, wire, and attached "No Trespassing" signs on Defendants' property running 23 feet
southward from the southeast comer of Plaintiffs' property. Mr. Smith demanded that it be
removed. See Ex A to Derik Smith A.ff.. Between April and September 2018, the parties were
unable to negotiate an agreement to the boundary dispute. On September 14, 2018, Mr. Smith
built a 3 strand barbed wire fence along the disputed boundary line from the southeast comer of
Plaintiffs' property running approximately 350 feet to the west. Portions of the fence ran over
personal property that the Plaintiffs had on Defendants property. The commencement of this
action came shortly thereafter. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 6.

LEGAL STANDARDS
Summary judgment is proper only if "there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). "A party moving
for summary judgment bears the initial burden to establish not only that there is no genuine issue
of material fact, but also that, based upon evidence and legal authority, the movant 'is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law."' Idaho Prop. Mgmt. Servs., Inc. v. Macdonald, 157 Idaho 959, ---,
342 P.3d 671,674 (Ct.App.2014) (quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c)).
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When a motion for summary judgment has been properly supported with evidence
indicating the absence of material factual issues, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere
speculation, and a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact."
John W Brown Properties v. Blaine County, 138 Idaho 171, 174, 59 P.3d 976, 979 (2002). The

adverse party must set forth specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P.
56(e).
The party moving for summary judgment always has the burden of proving the absence
of material fact. This burden may be met by circumstantial evidence. McCoy v. Lyons, 120
Idaho 765, 769 820 P.2d 36, 364 (1991). Summary Judgment is improper only "if reasonable
persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting i~ferences from the evidence
presented." McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 394, 64 P.3d 317, 320 (2003). However, a
"mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine
issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment." Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v.
Ernest, l 49 Idaho 881, 890 (2010).

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In Plaintiff's amended complaint of October 30, 2018, they allege 1) that the Defendants
are making a claim to portions of their property, 2) Defendants are trespassing, 3) Defendants
unlawfully fenced off and took real and personal property from the Plaintiffs, 4) Defendants
erected an unlawful fence on plaintiff's property, 5) Defendants have used an irrigation water
line under Plaintiff's property without a recorded right of way easement or permission, and 6)
Plaintiffs are entitled to an unspecified amount of damages. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for
Summ. J at 6-7.
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A. Boundary Dispute
i. Boundary by Agreement or Acquiescence

The parties share a common boundary. To date three surveys have been done of the land
in question. An unrecorded survey from 1978, one for the sale from the Dureaus to the Smiths in
March of 2018, and one in March 2019 for the purpose of this litigation. Each shows that there
is no overlap of property boundaries. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 9. Beginning
in 1990 Mr. D. Lind Gamer entered into a lease agreement for the farmable acres of Parcel 1.
Portions of the property were, and still are, covered with trees and vegetation that make it
impossible to cultivate the full acreage amount. Deel. of D. Lind Garner at para. 4, page 2. One
such area is the northwest section of the property that now borders the Owen's south boundary.
Mr. Gamer was approached by the Owen's predecessor in title, Mr. David Nichols, in 1995 to
inform him that his irrigation water was flowing onto and damaging Mr. Gamer's crops. To
remedy this Mr. Nichols and Mr. Gamer created a berm to prevent the water from damaging the
crops. They did not discuss changing legal boundaries. Deel. of D. Lind Garner para. 10-12,
pages 3-4.
Plaintiffs believe that the edge of the cultivated field or berm is the boundary line
between the two properties. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 4. (See also Pl. Reply
to Def Br. in Opp 'n to Pl. Mot. for Summ. J para. 9, page 5.) In their pleadings Plaintiffs argue

for boundary by agreement or acquiescence stating that the berm has been the accepted boundary
for his property for the past 40 years. Id.
by agreement has not been satisfied.

Based on the information in the pleadings boundary
"Boundary by agreement or acquiescence has two

elements: (1) there must be an uncertain or disputed boundary and (2) a subsequent agreement
fixing the boundary. Idaho case law demonstrates that an agreement, either express or implied,
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must exist to establish a boundary by agreement or acquiescence. A long period of acquiescence
by one party to another party's use of the disputed property provides a factual basis from which
an agreement can be inferred.

Acquiescence, by itself, does not constitute a boundary by

agreement. .. 'boundary by acquiescence' is simply another name attached to the doctrine of
boundary by agreement; it is not a separate legal theory." Boyd-Davis v. Baker, 157 Idaho 688,
692-93, 339 P.3d 749, 753-54 (2014) (internal citations omitted).
In this case, the owners of the Smith property at the time, the Dureaus, were leasing the
parcel to D. Lind Gamer and did not maintain a residence at the property. There is no indication
in the record showing whether or not the Dureaus were made aware of the creation of the berm
as Mr. Gamer was maintaining the land. As lessor of the property D. Lind Gamer did not have
authority to make any kind of boundary revision or agreement. Deel. of D. Lind Garner para. 14,
page 4. There does not appear to be an agreement either express or implied to provide for a
showing of boundary by agreement or acquiescence.
As stated above a long period of acquiescence may provide a factual basis to infer an
agreement. However, the inference does not inevitably create an implied agreement. Plaintiffs
point to the fact that they have used portions of the land for a garden spot and grape patch in
years past. "Proof of "use" of property is not required to establish a boundary by agreement,
although the fact of use by a party may be considered as evidence of whether such an agreement
existed. Indeed, the mere fact of permitting land to lie fallow, or to remain wild, uncultivated
and unimproved certainly may constitute a desired form of "use" of the property by the owner."

Cameron v. Neal, 130 Idaho 898, 901, 950 P.2d 1237, 1240 (1997). In the 2002 case Cox v.
Clayton, the Appellants asserted that a fence line constituted an implied agreement for the
boundary between two properties. A previous owner stated however, that the fence had been
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hastily built to contain cattle and no agreement had been discussed or reached between the
surrounding land owners regarding the boundary.

The Idaho Supreme Court found that no

agreement had been reached and the Appellants failed to establish the two essential elements of
boundary by agreement. Cox v. Clanton, 137 Idaho 492, 494-95, 50 P.3d 987, 989-90 (2002).
In the present case the facts are analogous. The Plaintiffs are requesting that the Court
find that the boundary by agreement elements have been met by showing that there is a dispute
to the actual boundary line and that their use of the land for a garden spot and grape patch along
with the existence of the berm creates an implied boundary. Mr. Gamer stated in his affidavit
that the berm had been created solely to prevent Mr. David Nichols' water from damaging
Gamer's crops. The alteration of the landscape by Mr. Gamer in 1995 and the decision to allow
the un-farmable portions of the property to remain uncultivated would not change legal
boundaries established in a deed as no agreement between the owners had been reached.
Therefore, only one of the essential elements for boundary by agreement, an actual dispute as to
the boundary, has been satisfied.
ii. Bona Fide Purchasers
Additionally, Defendants are bona fide purchasers unaware of any claim to the property
that they were purchasing. See A.ff. of Diana Rodriguez at 3-4. Idaho is a 'race notice' state.
The statute states that, "the first recorded conveyances of real property, taken in good faith and
for valuable consideration, except leases not exceeding one year, have priority over subsequent
purchasers or mortgagees of the same property." I.C. § 55-812. See also Valiant Idaho, LLC v.
VP Inc., 164 Idaho 314, 325, 429 P.3d 855, 866 (2018); Sun Valley Land & Minerals, Inc. v.
Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866, 853 P.2d 607, 611 (Ct. App. 1993). The term "good faith" means a
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lack of actual or constructive knowledge. Benz v. D.L. Evans Bank, 152 Idaho 215, 228, 268
P.3d 1167, 1180 (2012).
The Smiths visited the property on several occasions before agreeing to the sale and did
not observe anything that would indicate a prior claim. See A.ff of Derik L. Smith para 16, page
4. There was no cultivated area or monument to show that the disputed land was being used by
another. Plaintiff had not cultivated the 'garden spot' since 2016. See Excerpts from Dep. of
Carl Owen page 73, line 15. There was also no recorded claim giving rise to a constructive

knowledge. See A.ff. of Diana Rodriguez at 3-4. During the course of Defendants' purchase of
Parcel 1, the County Assessor' s office informed the title company that an updated legal
description would be required via a land survey. The required survey was done on March 23 ,
2018, by Desert West Land Survey. After visiting the property with the survey the Smiths'
proceeded with the sale closing on April 11, 2018 . See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at
4. The legal description used in the deed between the Dureaus and the Smiths was that produced
by the survey. Def Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 8. Therefore, the Defendants having
recorded their deed in good faith and for valuable consideration have priority over any
subsequent claims to the property.
For the above stated reasons Defendants motion is granted as to the boundary dispute.
Conversely, Plaintiff's motion for loss of property is denied.
B. Irrigation Rights
The Smith property is irrigated with Minidoka Irrigation District water diverted from the
B-1 canal at the northwest comer of Plaintiffs property. It is delivered through a buried pipeline
in the 125 West Road right of way in front of the property now owned by the Plaintiffs. See Def
Br. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J at 3. The land which holds the irrigation equipment is under
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the jurisdiction of the Minidoka County Highway District. The pump and underground line from
B-1 canal to Smith's property is within the 25 foot highway right of way with the permission of
the Minidoka County Highway District. See Ajf. of Susan Allan at 2. Permission for the pipeline
easement was originally given to William Nichols in 1977 before the parcels were divided.
Idaho Code § 55-603 states that "A transfer of real property passes all easements attached
thereto, and creates in favor thereof an easement to use other real property of the person whose
estate is transferred, in the same manner and to the same extent as such property was obviously
and permanently used by the person whose estate is transferred, for the benefit thereof, at the
time when the transfer was agreed upon or completed." The easement for the pipeline would
have therefore passed through the division of the property and subsequent sales down the chain
of title to the Smiths.
The pump and pipeline equipment were buried sometime after 1977 but before 1990
when Mr. Gamer leased the land now owned by the Smiths. Mr. Gamer bought a portion of the
irrigation equipment used to farm the Smith property from the Nichols family when he began
farming the land in 1990. Deel. of D. Lind Garner para. 6-8, pages 2-3. The pipeline and
irrigation equipment would therefore have been buried and in use before Plaintiffs bought their
property in 1998. The record does not show that Plaintiffs have made objections to the Smith's
predecessors in title using the irrigation pipelines.
For the reasons stated above the Defendants motion regarding the permanent easement
for irrigation purposes is granted. Conversely, the Plaintiffs motion is denied based on the same
conclusions.
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C. Taking of Personal Property and Trespass
The Plaintiffs allege in their amended complaint that the Defendants unlawfully fenced in
and took personal property consisting of "Owen's riding lawn mower, shovels, picks, hoes, a
moving dolly, lumber and other tools, equipment and materials along with several metal
fence posts and Owen's front yard trees." See Pl. Am. Comp!. at 3. In his deposition however
Mr. Owen stated that he had intentionally left the personal property in place as "evidence." See
Second Excerpts from Carl Owen Dep. page 85-88.

In effect, the Plaintiffs intentionally

assumed the risk of loss by leaving their personal property unsecured. Leaving one's personal
property on another's land as "evidence" does not make that landowner responsible for the care
and return of the property. The Defendants have repeatedly stated that the Plaintiffs were free at
any time to remove their personal property from Defendants land. See Def Br. in Supp. of Mot.
for Summ. J. at 10. Additionally, there is nothing in the record to suggest that the Defendants

were responsible for the loss of any of Plaintiff's personal property.
Plaintiffs also allege pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-202 that Defendants are liable for
trespass. Three surveys have been done of the property in question. The first was done in 1978
to facilitate the division of William Nichols large parcel in to five smaller ones. The second was
done as part of the sale agreement between the Dureaus and the Smiths on March 23, 2018. And
the third was ordered by the Court as part of this litigation and was completed on March 14,
2019. Each show that the fence built by Defendants is on the south side of the boundary between
the two properties. AjJ. of Trevor D. Reno at 4. As discussed above, there was no agreement in
place to suggest that the boundaries between the two properties had been altered from what was
provided in those three surveys. With no agreement as to the change in boundary and the fence
being placed on the south side of the boundary, the Defendants could not have trespassed on
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their own land. Therefore, the Plaintiffs' motion for unlawful taking of personal property and
trespass is denied and the Defendants' is granted based upon the same findings and conclusions.
ORDER

For the above stated reasons the Defendants' motion is granted as there are no genuine
issues of material fact.
Plaintiffs have no right, title or interest in the property of the defendants described in the
deed recorded as Instrument No. 544840. Defendants are bona fide purchasers with superior
claim to any land described in the same instrument.
Defendants and successors in interest have permanent easement for irrigation purposes
and Plaintiffs are prohibited from interfering with the irrigation equipment from the canal to
Defendants property.
All claims made by Plaintiffs in original and amended complaint for trespassing,
conversion of personal property or otherwise are dismissed.

It is ORDERED this 29th day of July, 2019.

~R~~
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on July _ _, 2019, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, to each of the following:

1. Donald J. Chisholm
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, ID 83318

_x

email:

2. Carl and Anita Owen
P.O. Box 723
276 N. 125 W.
Rupert, ID 83350

_x

email:

chisholm@pmt.org

carleowen@gmail.com

Janet Sunderland
Clerk of the District Court
Minidoka County, Idaho

'~Ytf_____
By: _ _ _~_· _' -~~Deputy Clerk Signed: 7/29/2019 04:25 PM
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Electronically Filed
8/6/2019 10:35 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chisholm, Esquire
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
Telephone: (208) 678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998
Email: chisholm@pmt.org
ISB # 1134

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,

CASE NO. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,

MEMORANDUM OF FEES
AND COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES

Defendants.

The court entered its Memorandum Decision granting the
Motion of the Defendants for Summary Judgment July 29, 2019.
Defendants submitted a proposed judgment August 1, 2019.
Defendants submit the following Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney Fees pursuant to Rules 54(d) and (e) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure and Section 12-121 of the Idaho Code.
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The Defendants, as prevailing parties are entitled to
recover the following costs pursuant to Rule 54(d).
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 54(d) (C).

1.

2.

Court Filing Fees including costs incidental
to electronic filing fees:

$136.00

Charges for reporting and transcribing of
depositions taken in preparation for trial
Carl Owen deposition original and copy
of deposition

$489.63

Anita Owen deposition original and copy
of deposition

$ 43.50

Copy of deposition of Derik Smith

$216.44

Copy of deposition of Jessica Smith

$182.52

Subtotal

$932.09

DISCRETIONARY COSTS (54(d) (D))

1.

2.

Survey of Carl and Anita Owen property by
Desert West Land Surveys

$779.25

Fee of Trevor Reno for expert testimony
provided in Affidavit of Trevor Reno in
support of Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment

$127.50

Subtotal

$906.76

Total Costs

$1,974.85

ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS Rule 54(e) and
Idaho Code 12-121

(see affidavit of Donald J. Chisholm,
counsel for Defendants with time and billing
information attached)

$13,971.60

TOTAL COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

$15,946.45
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This memorandum is supported by the Affidavit of Counsel
for Defendants which is submitted herewith.
DATED this

01\.-

day of August, 2019 .

Grv~,,l,b\
Dona l d J. Chi
I

~Avt.vttr'olm

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
ss.
County of Cassia
Derik L. Smith, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and
says:
Derik L. Smi th is a Defendant in the foregoing matte r; he
has read the contents of the foregoing Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney Fees, and believes that the items are correct and in
compliance with Rules 54(d) and (e) as the costs and attorney
fees necessarily incurred by the Defendants in Response to the
Plaintiff's Complaint and Motion for Summary Judgment and in
pursu i t of Defendants' Counterclaim and Motion for Summary
Judgment _

{ J ~ ~-

Derik L. Smith

5

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me the undersigned on the
day of August, 2019.
CAROLINE ROGERS
COMMISSION NO. 19057

( SE.PNQTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

tary Publ i c
~ - /; --r---/7
Residing at: -+v:}j
~/=(/tl.J(
~c__-~-f-A../
- - -~ - My Commission / expires : .{)- Jf-d[):J--3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

__l__,

I certify that on August
2019 I served a true and
correct copy of the forego i ng MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AN D ATTORNEY
FEES upon the persons named below by e l ectroni c email :
Ca r l E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
P.O. Box 723
Rupert , I d aho 83350
Ema il : carl eowen@gmail .com and ohiosta r4 6@gmail .com
Attorney(s) o f record in the above - entitled matter , by mailing a
copy t h ereof in the United States mail, p o stage prepaid by f irst
class mail , in an envelope addressed to sa i d p e rson(s) at the
f o r ego ing address(es) and by ema i l.

[J_

jJV~~x Ul Vvt--l-.v~L-1

Dona l d J. Chi shol m
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Electronically Filed
8/6/2019 10:35 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County
Tonya Page, Clerk of the Court
By: Ilse Juarez, Deputy Clerk

Donald J. Chisholm , Esquire
Chisholm Law Office
223 East Main Street
P.O. Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
Telephon e: (208) 678-9181
Fax: (208) 878-4998
Email: chisholm @pmt.or g
ISB # 1134

Attorney for Defenda nts

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R.
OWEN,
Plaintif fs,
vs.
DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R.
SMITH,
Defenda nts.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV34-18 -756

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
IN SUPPORT OF CLAIM FOR
COSTS OF ATTORNEY FEES

STATE OF IDAHO
ss.
County of Cassia

says:

Donald J. Chisholm , being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and
1.

He is the attorney for Derik L. Smith and Jessica R. Smith

in the above-e ntitled matter.

He has maintain ed his law office at

the address shown above since May of 1984.
2.

He has read the contents of this affidav it and knows the
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same to be true and offers the same in support of the claim of the
Defendants for costs and attorney fees as the prevailing party in
the above-entitled matter pursuant to Rule 54 (d) and (e) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and Section 12-121 of the Idaho Code.
3.

Affiant was admitted to the practice of law in the State

of Idaho on the 27 th day of September 1967 and has continually
practiced law in the Mini-Cassia area for more than 51 years.

A

substantial portion of affiant' s law practice has involved purchases
and sales of real property, titles to real property, boundaries and
easements, including trials in the district courts in Cassia and
Minidoka County and cases before the Idaho Supreme Court involving
real property issues.
4.

Affiant has enjoyed a Martindale Hubbell Av rating by

Judges and peers for more than 35 years.
5.

Affiant' s bill for legal services from the time Plaintiffs

filed the above entitled matter through the time of preparation of
the Judgment, the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees and this
Affidavit is $13,971.60.

Attached to this affidavit is the billing

detail which totals $13,521.60 through July 8, 2019.
attorney fees includes an additional $450.00 for 2

The claim for
½

hours was for

review of the decision, the procedural rules, preparing the judgment
and the memorandum of costs and this affidavit.

Affiant reviewed

each bill sent to the Defendants on a monthly basis and has reviewed
the billing detail attached to this Affidavit before submitting it
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to the court.

The only redactions are for confidential

attorney-client communications and settlement discussions.

A June

11, 2019, charge was deleted, because it did not apply to the case
itself.
6.

Affiant charged Defendants $180. 00 per hour, which is fair

and reasonable.

A substantial number of attorneys of lesser

experience are charging $200.00 or more per hour for similar work
in the Mini-Cassia area.
7.

The attorney fees are fair and reasonable and were

necessarily incurred by the Defendants in defending against the
claims of Plaintiffs and in pursuing the counterclaim to preserve
title to the property they purchased and the easement for delivery
of irrigation water to their property.
8.

The Defendants have paid each monthly statement in a timely

manner.
9.

The claims of the Plaintiffs were pursued frivolously,

unreasonably and without foundation.

Defendants had incurred in

excess of $1,200.00 in attorney fees attempting to resolve the
dispute with Plaintiffs before the Plaintiffs' action was filed.
Those fees are not included in the claim for attorney fees.
10.

Plaintiffs stubbornly refused to allow their property to

be surveyed that resulted in court hearings and an unsuccessful
attempt at mediation.

They built a "no trespassing" sign on the

property of the Defendants and parked vehicles on the property of
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the Defenda nts prior to the time Defenda nts construc ted their fence
on their own property .
11.

Plaintif fs made a totally spurious claim that the

Defenda nts were not entitled to have irrigati on water of the Minidoka
Irrigati on District delivere d to their property by the pump and
pipeline which had been used for many many years prior to the time
Plaintif fs purchase d their property and for ten years thereaf ter.
12.

During the course of the litigati on Plaintif fs made false

represen tations as to the location of the south end of the east
boundary of their property , represen ting it to be approxim ately 20
feet further south than the true location of the southea st corner
of their property .
13.

Plaintif fs filed numerous and repetiti ve pleading s and

memoran da ttat required a substan tial amount of counsel 's time to
review and analyze and prepare appropr iate response s.
14.

Plaintif fs were routinel y advised through correspo ndence

from Defenda nts' attorney and by the court to seek legal counsel to
advise them in these proceed ings.
15.

They refused to do so.

The survey of Plaintif fs' property was necessar y to quiet

title to Defenda nts' property and should he awarded as discreti onary
costs.
16.

The fees of Trevor Reno for preparin g his Affidav it used

in support of the Motion for Summary Judgmen t should be awarded as
discreti onary costs.

It was substan tially less expensiv e than a
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deposition , and h i s testimony was necessary as the only expert
opinion in the case to establish the correct boundaries of the
respective parties.

Trevor Reno's fees as an expert witness and the

cost o f a deposition would have been thr ee or more times as expensive
as the fee for his Affidavit.
Wherefore affiant prays t hat court award Defendants their costs
and attorney fees as set forth in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney
Fees .

Donald

J.chiholm

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thi s

2019.

CAROLINE ROGERS
(SEA ) COMMISSION NO. 19057
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

day of Augu s t ,

~/4~✓~
v:J4?J--J;f1,.

o y Publ i c
Residing at
My Commission / expires 7,--c:::?1Jd--3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

G~

I hereby certify that on the
day of May, 2019, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD
J. CHISHOLM upon:
Carl E. Owen and Anita R. Owen
276 North 125 West
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
Email: ohiostar46@gmail.com

Attorney(s) of record in the above-entitled matter, by mailing a
copy thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid by first
class mail, in an envelope addr essed to said person(s) at the
foregoing address(es) and by email.

DonaldJ.ciusholm
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Date

H
Atty ~

Client ID 593.69529.000 SMITH/DERIK
59369529.000
09/19/2018

Stmt#
Ted

1 A

Rate

Hours
to Bill

180.00

0.09

180.00

0.67

180.00

0.25

59369529.000
59369529.000

09/21/2018
09/26/2018

A
A

59369529.000

09/27/2018

1 A

59369529.000

09/28/2018

1 A

9

180.00

0.59

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529.000

10/01/2018
10/03/2018
10/04/2018

A
A
A

40

1

180.00
180.00
180.00

0.75
0.25

59369529.000

10/09/2018

A

9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000
59369529.000

10/10/2018
10/11/2018

A
A

70

1

180.00

0.09

59369529.000
59369529 .000

10/ 19/2018
10/22/2018

A

9

A

1

180.00
180.00

0.25
0.09

59369529.000

10/29/2018

1 A

9

180.00

1.34

59369529.000

10/31/2018

1 A

180.00

0.34

59369529.000
59369529.000

10/31/2018
11/02/2018

A
A

180.00
180.00

0.59
0.34

59369529.000

11/02/2018

A

180.00

0.92

59369529.000

11/03/2018

A

9

180.00

0.59

59369529.000

11/0~/2018

A

9

180.00

0.25

59369529.000

11/05/2018

A

9

180.00

1.17

59369529.000
59369529.000

11/06/2018
11/06/2018

A

1

A

9

180.00
180.00

0.17
0.59

59369529.000

11/06/2018

A

180.00

0.17

59369529.000

11/07/2018

A

180.00

0.42

59369529.000

11/08/2018

A

10

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

11/11/2018

A

11

180.00

0 .09

180.00

0.34

70

1

59369529.000
59369529.000

11/12/2018
11/13/2018

A

70

A

1

59369529.000

11/16/20 18

1 A

180.00

0.42

1 A

180.00

0.25

1 A

180.00

0.09

59369529.000

59369529.000

11/16/2018

11/19/2018

Amount

16.20 Telephone call from Carl Owen-Told him I cannot talk to him
because I was contacted on his behalf by Gary Slette-Told him
I am waiting on response from Derik-I will have to c lear it w ith
Gary Slette before I can call him back
669.60 Payment - Thank you
120.60 Telephone conference with Derik-He was served by Carl
Owen-He will make notes and met with me at 1 :30-Conference
with Derik and Jessica regarding complaint and
summons-Discussed Derik's notes-Rules of Civil
Procedure-Summary Judgment Counterclaim etc.-I will draft
answer and counterclaim
45.00 Telephone conference with Derik regarding summary judgment
process
·
·
· Reviewed photos Derik emailed
106.20 Review of procedural rule on motion to strike, affidavits for
summary judgment, etc., and read complaint in detail-Motion to
strike
136.00 Filing fee
135.00 Completed and filed and served brief in support of motion
45.00 Email to Derik regarding explanation of process of locating 1/16
section corner-TC Derik-We will wait until Carl amends
61.20 Reviewed and responded to De;ik's email regarding farmable v.
gross acreage-Reviewed Carl Owen's response to
motion-Emailed copy to Derik
199.80 Payment- Thank you
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik Smith regarding question
about need for response-Told Derik he can attend hearing
45.00 Review of packet from Carl Owen-Emailed copy to Derik
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik-He reviewed Carl's
pleading-Decided not to file • • • - • - - m otion for
sanctions-I can mention sanctions at hearing
241 .20 Review of file in preparation for hearing-Court appearance for
hearing-Judge Brody denied Owens' motion for default a nd
granted our motion to require clarification
61 .20 Received amended complaint and court orders and notice of
hearing-Emailed copies to Derik and responded to Carl's
request for acknowledgment-Reviewed amended complaint
106.20 Started draft of answer and counterclaim
61.20 Picked up assessment notices from Minidoka Assessor and
acreage information from MID
165.60 Completed answer and counterclaim-Emailed draft to Derik for
his review
106.20 Review of Carl Owen email and forwarded copy to Derik-Email
to Carl Owen regarding deposition-Copy to Derik
45.00 Review of Carl's email and forwarded-Copy to Derik with
comments-Email to Carl regarding survey and deposition
210.60 Review of documents from Derik-Conference with Derik to go
over draft of answer and counterclaim-Email to Carl regarding
Derik's deposition
30.60 Email to Carl regarding deposition of Derik on 16th
106.20 Review of corrections to answer and counterclaim-Emailed
copy of marked up draft to Derik-TC Derik regarding additional
correction Derik signed- Filed and served answer and
counterclaim
30.60 Email to Carl responding to his email trying to change depos to
to afternoon of 16th- Repeated request for preliminary survey
75.60 Dictated motion to allow survey- Reviewed and revised
motion-Emailed copy to Derik
61.20 Revision, filed and served motion for survey-Exchanged emails
with Carl and Derik regarding Derik's deposition
16.20 Conference with Derik-Discussed Carl's request for
documents-Dar Moon showed Derik 3 surveys after Hess
survey which correctly located the 16th corner-Properties are
off road-Discussed Derik's testimony regarding my advice on
use of his property south of boundary
726.40 Payment - Thank you
61 .20 Received Carl Owen's response to motion for survey-Reviewed
his material-Emailed copy to Derik-Scheduled hearing for
December 3 at 11 :05 a.m.-Filed and served notice of hearing
75.60 Responded to Derik's email regarding scheduling Trevor Reno
for survey-Reviewed Carl Owen's response to our answer and
counterclaim-Emailed copy to Derik
45.00 Returned call to Kristen Anders of NW Farm Credit-Carl Owens
called her- and sent copy of his amended compla int-Discussed
details
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik regarding timeline he offered
assessor's de ed plat-Assessor made them re-survey-Lloyd
Hess description didn't close-We will meet at Elks for lunch to
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Trans
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Date

H
Atty p

Stmt#

Hours

Ted

Rate

to BIii

Amount

Ref#

Client ID 59369529.000 SMITH/D ERIK- 59369529.000

11/24/2018

1 A

9

1 BO.DO

1.00

59369529.000

11/25/2018

1 A

9

180.00

0.42

59369529.000

11/26/2018

1 A

180.00

0.09

59369529.000

11/26/2018

1 A

180.00

0.09

59369529.000

12/02/2018

A

9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

12/04/2018

A

9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

12/05/2018

A

180.00

0.25

59369529.000

12/06/2018

A

180.00

0.67

59369529.000
59369529.000

12/07/2018
12/09/2018

A
A

180.00
180.00

1.25
0.67

59369529.000

12/10/2018

1 A

180.00

0.09

59369529.000
59369529.000

12/13/2018
12/20/2018

A
A

180.00
180.00

0.17
2.50

59369529.000

12/20/2018

1 A

180.00

0.25

59369529.000

12/21/2018

1 A

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

12/23/2018

A

59369529.000

12/24/2018

A

59369529.000
59369529.000

12/25/2018
12/27/2018

59369529.000
59369529 .000
59369529.000

11

9

180.00

0.17

9

180.00

0.34

A
A

50
9

180.00
180.00

0.17

12/28/2018
12/29/2018

A
A

70
12

180.00

1.25

01/02/2019

A

11

180.00

0.67

59369529.000

01/06/2019

A

9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

01/07/2019

A

9

180.00

0.34

1 A

9

180.00

0.42

59369529.000

01/12/2019

59369529.000

01/14/2019

A

180.00

1.25

59369529.000

01/14/2019

A

180.00

0.25

discuss timeline prior to deposition
180.00 Review of Carl's email-Researched issues of application of
trespass raw retroactively after determination of boundary by
agreement-Email to Derik
75.60 Review of Carl's email and letter-Email to Derik with copy of
Carl's email and letter and idea about Bona Fide purchaser for
value without notice and recording statutes
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik-He reviewed my draft to
Carl-He found other surveys including use of Max Vaughn
property
Mike Child said
Carl stopped by-He was there for an hour-Mike said Carl was
confused about survey-Discussed other details
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik regarding Carl's emails,
--etc.-Derik will send copies of subsequent surveys and the 1978
survey-Also discussed his timeline
61.20 Review of recording statutes on issue of bonafide purchase for
value without notice
61.20 Review of emails from Ted Booth and Carl-Forwarded copies
to Derik-Responded to questions from Ted Booth
45.00 Telephone conference with Dar Moon regarding Carl Owen
request-Dar recommends Coy Chapman-Discussed details
120.60 Conference call with Ted Booth and Carl Owen regarding
mediation-Added Derik to call
225.00 Dictated position paper for mediation
120.60 Received Carl's position statement and responded
acknowledging receipt and questions-Emailed copies of Carl's
material to Derik along with copy of Derik's deposition which
hasn't been signed-Reviewed and responded to Carl's
correction email
16.20 Reviewed and responded to·Carl's email regarding Derik
looking at property line-Emailed 1978 survey to Carl-TC
Derik-Discussed aerial photos, location and height of berm
30.60 Email to Derik regarding liability insurance
450.00 Assembled packet of documents for mediation-Attended
mediation with Ted Booth, Derik and the Owenses from 11 to
2:30
45.00 Telephone conference with Denk regarding results of
mediation-Still in mediation-All surveyors want $3,000 .OD
because it is in court-Derik proposed having Trevor Reno do
survey of Carl's property-They addressed pipeline
·

61.20 Telephone conference with Derik-He reported on mediation -1Derik will send
email for me to review-Reviewed Oerlk's draft to Carl and
responded with information on lien release and pipeline
easement-Reviewed mediator's report
30.60 Responded to Carl's question about bearing of his south
boundary line-Copy to Derik
61.20 Review of Carl Owen's response and counter offer to Derik's
offer-Email to Derik
~ 216.44 Deposition costs
30.60 Review of Derik's email to Carl seeking clarification and Ted
Booth's email regarding survey
1771.20 Payment - Thank you
225.00 Drafted affidavit of Derik in support of motion for summary
judgment and respondent's motion for survey by Carl
120 .60 Conference with Derik to review correction to deposition,
affidavit of Derik in support of motion for summary
judgment-Response to motion for surveys and Ted Booth
report of mediation
61.20 Reviewed and responded to Carl Owen's email-Copies to Derik
and Ted Booth
61.20 Review of Carl's responses regarding good faith
mediation-Copied Derik-TC Derik regarding response to motion
for survey-Corrected, filed and served response to Carl's
motion for survey
75.60 Review of Carl's response to Derik's offer-Email to Derik
regarding summary judgment and Mary Ann Dureau
email-Forwarded Carl's offer to Derik with comments-Reviewed
Derik's reply to Carl
225.00 Assembled file-Court appearance at Rupert-Judge Brody
recused himself
45.00 Returned call to Carl Owen-He wants to know if Trevor will use
89 degrees-I told him Trevor will do the survey, and we will let
him see what it shows-Responded to Derik's email and
reviewed his email to Mary Ann
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H
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Client ID 59369529.000 SMITHID ERIK- 59369529.000
01/16/2019
1 A
59369529.000
01/17/2019
1 A

Stmt#

Hours

Rate

to BIii

180.00
180.00

0.42
0.50

180.00

0.25

180.00
180.00
180.00

0.25
0.25
0.34

180.00

0.75

59369529.000

01/22/2019

1 A

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529.000

01/23/2019
01/26/2019
01/28/2019

A
A
A

59369529.000

01/29/2019

1 A

59369529.000

01/31/2019

A

9

180.00

2.92

59369529.000
59369529.000

02/04/2019
02/05/2019

A
A

3
12

180.00
180.00

0.50
0.59

59369529.000

02/06/2019

A

180.00

0.17

59369529.000
59369529.000

02/09/2019
02/11/2019

A
A

180.00
180.00

0.17
0.17

59369529.000
59369529.000

02/14/2019
02/15/2019

A
A

180.00
180.00

0.09
0.75

59369529.000
59369529.000

02/15/2019
02/23/2019

A
A

70
1

180.00

0.25

59369529.000
59369529.000

03/08/2019
03/10/2019

A
1 A

70
9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000

03/11/2019

1 A

3

180.00

1.17

13
9
1

1
9

59369529.000
59369529.000

03/11/2019
03/15/2019

1 A
1 A

50
1

180.00
180.00

0.67

59369529.000

03/16/2019

1 A

10

180.00

0.42

59369529.000

03/17/2019

1 A

5

180.00

0.75

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529 .000

03/23/2019
03/24/2019
03/25/2019
03/28/2019

A
A
A
A

12
12
1
9

180.00
180.00
180.00
180.00

0.84
1.50
0.34
1.17

59369529.000

03/29/2019

1 A

180.00

0.42

59369529 .000
59369529.000
59369529.000

03/30/2019
03/31/2019
04/09/2019

A
A
A

1
1
9

180.00
180.00
180.00

1.50
2.00
0.25

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529.000

04/10/2019
04/10/2019
04110/2019

A
A
A

12
11
1

180.00
180.00
180.00

0.25
1.84
0.17

59369529.000

04/12/2019

1 A

10

180.00

0.67

Amount

75.60 Dictated list of questions for Carl's deposition
90.00 Email to Carl Owen regard·mg scheduling depositions-Revised
first part of questions for deposition-Questions for Carl and
added more questions-Email to Derik with list of questions
45.00 Checked with clerk of court for available room for
depositions-Reserved commissioners room-Email to
Carl-Email to Derik regarding Carl's withdrawal of motion for
survey
45.00 Filed and served notices of deposition of Carl and Anita
45.00 Review of Carl's interrogatories-Email to Derik
61.20 Telephone conference with Trevor Reno-Jarem Jones placed
the wooden stakes-Email to Derik regarding
appointment-Reviewed Derik's answers-Incorporated Oerik's
responses into answers to interrogatories
135.00 Worked on answers to interrogatories and questions for Carl's
deposition-Conference with Derlk-Completed answers to
interrogatories-Derik will copy documents-Efiled notice of
seivice and seived copy of answers to Carl by mail
525.60 Review of questions and assembled documents for depositions
of Carl and Anita-Took depositions of Carl and Anita Owens
90.00 Court appearance for status conference before Judge Tribe
106.20 Drafted declaration for Mary-Reviewed and revised
draft-Emailed copy to Derik
30.60 Telephone conference with Derik-Reviewed declaration for
Mary Ann Dureau-She may not have known about berm on
suivey-Lease between Albert Dureau and Lind Garner was
dated June 25, 1990-lt was for 25,7 farmab!e acres
30.60 Email to Derik regarding suggestion for affidavit of Lind Garner
30.60 Reviewed and responded to Carl's email regarding suivey-TC
Derik-He will talk to Lind Garner about berm-Derik and Lind
made agreement for Lind to pay water in December-Derik can
decide by April 1 what he plans to do with property
16.20 Email to Derik requesting copy of Lind Garner lease
135.00 Updated declaration for Mary Ann Dureau and declaration for
Lind Garner-Noticed our motion for suivey-Email to Derik
2677.04 Payment - Thank you
45.00 Received packet from Carl with new opposition to motion for
suivey-Made brief review-Email to Derik
1251.00 Payment - Thank you
61.20 Review of Carl's filing in opposition to suivey-Carl's document
refers to east quarter corner of Section 7 not 1/16 or center
corner of NE 1/4 of Section 7-Email to E>erik
210.60 Court appearance at Rupert on motion for suivey-Judge
granted motion-Prepared and efiled order-Emailed copy to
Derik
533.13 Deposition costs
120.60 Worked on declarations of Lind Garner and Mary Ann Dureau
and Derik's affidavit-Emailed them to Derik
75.60 Revisions to Lind Garner and Mary Ann Dureau regarding
additions to his affidavit and settlement discussion between
Derik and Carl
135.00 Preparation of list of facts to cover in motion and brief and
make sure they are covered in affidavits and declaration
151.20 Drafted affidavit for Trevor Reno
270.00 Drafted motion for summary judgment-Email to Derik
61.20 Worked on Trevor Reno affidavit
210.60 Reviewed and revised affidavit of Kelly Felt-TC Kelly regarding
signing-She needs to have it reviewed-Diana would probably be
better-Emailed copy to Kelly-Revised draft of motion for
summary judgment, Trevor's affidavit and Mary Ann's
declaration-Email to Derik
75.60 Email to Derik with drafts of Trevor Reno affidavit and motion
for summary judgment-Emailed revised version of Mary Ann's
declaration with suggestion he send it to her
270.00 Worked on brief in support of motion for summary judgment
360.00 Worked on legal issues for brief-Research and dictation
45.00 Reviewed Trevor Reno's update to hls affidavit-Emailed copy
with bill to Derik-TC TitleOne-Kelly said their legal counsel will
be in town tomorrow to go over the affidavit with Diana and
Kaylynn
45.00 Drafted affidavit for LaVonna Staker for property tax payment
331.20 Conference with Derik to work on his affidavit and brief
30.60 Telephone conference with Cameron McFadden and Kaylynn
of TitleOne regarding Diana's affidavit-Explained
case-Cameron will make some changes
120.60 Revision of Derik's affidavit and emailed copies to
him-Conference with Trevor Reno-Michelle will type with
corrections and add exhibits and notaries

'4c-
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Detail Transaction File List
Donald J. Chisholm

Trans

H

Client
Date
Atty P
Client ID 59369529.000 SMIT H/DE RIK-

59369529.000

04/15/2019

1 A

59369529.000

04/15/2019

1 A

Stmt#

Hours

Ted

Rate

to BIii

9

180.00

0.59

180.00

0.25

Amoun t

Ref#

106.20 Review of rules for motion for summary
judgment-Filing
deadlines, responses, etc.-Conference with Derik
and court
appearance for scheduling conference
45.00 Email to Oerik regarding receipt of Mary
Ann's signature

page-Email to Mary Ann with request for her to confirm
my

59369529.000
59369529.000

04/16/2019
04/17/2019

A
A

59369529.000

04/18/2019

1 A

59369529.000

04/18/2019

1 A

04/22/2019

1 A

59369 529.00 0

70
1

12

180.00

0.25

180.00

0.25

180.00

0.75

180.00

0.59

59369529.000

04/23/2019

A

9

180.00

0.50

59369529.000

04/23/2019

A

9

180.00

1.42

180.00

2.50

19

180.00

3.00

A

52

180,00

A

180,00

2.50

180.00

2.50

59369529.000
59369529.000

04/25/2019
04/26/2019

1 A
1 A

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529 .000

04/26/2019
05/06/2019
05/10/2019

A

70
19

59369529.000

05/13/2019

1 A

10

59369529.000
59369529.000

05/13/2019
05/16/2019

A
A

52
52

180.00

a.so

59369529.000

05/17/2019

A

9

180.00

0.34

59369529.000
59369529.000

05/19/2019
05/20/2019

A
A

12
9

180.00
180,00

0.59
0.34

59369 529.00 0

05/21/2019

1 A

11

180,00

2.00

59369 529 .000

05/28/2019

A

9

180,00

0.17

59369529.000
59369529.000

05/30/2019
05/31/2019

A
A

9

1

180.00
180.00

0.34
0.09

59369 529.00 0

06/02/2019

A

9

180.00

0.59

59369529.000
59369529 .000

06/04/2019
06/05/2019

A
A

12
19

180,00
180.00

0.84
0.50

59369529.000

06/06/2019

A

180.00

0.25

59369529.000
59369 529.00 0

06/07/2019
06/09/2019

A
A

19
19

180.00
180,00

1.00
1.34

59369529.000

06/10/2019

1 A

9

180.00

2.00

59369529.000
59369529.000

06/11/2019
06/11/2019

A
A

9

180.00
180.00

0.25
0.34

1
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authority to attach signature page
1618.53 Payment - Thank you
45.00 Checked county treasurer's office for Carl's
payment history-TC
Cameron McFadden regarding affidavit-LM-TC
Kaylynn at
TitleOne-She will contact Cameron
45.00 Telephone conference with Kaylynn at TitleOn
e regarding
Diana's affidavit-Emailed copy to her with reques
t for
information to fill blanks
135.00 Drafted affidavit for Ruth Bailes regard
lng water assessments
and revised affidavit for Lavonna Staker-Drafte
d affidavit for
Janice West for tax #7-Revised Derik's affidavit
to add
information about pump and pipeline in right of
way
106.20 Review of Carl's motion and supporting
documents-Emailed
copies to Derik-Drafted affidavlts for Janice West
and Ruth
Bailes
90.00 Reviewed and revised motion for summ
ary judgment-Reviewed
Carl Owen deposition for excerpts
255.60 Reviewed Carl Owen's motion for summ
ary judgment and
supporting documents-Conference with Derik and
Jessica to
discuss Derik's affidavit-Highway District minute
s and other
affidavits-Made revisions to Derik's affidavit
450.00 Worked on brief and motion for summ
ary judgment and other
documents-Conference with Derik and Jessica
to finalize
Derik's affidavit and discuss brief, etc.
540 .00 Worked to finalize Brief and Affidavits
for LaVonna Staker and
Janice West. Assembled Affidavits and Marke
d Exhibits.
Conference with Lavonna STaker and Janice West
to sign
Affidavits. Reviewed and signed Brief. E-filed
all documents
and mailed copies to Carr.
7.85 Mailing Costs
2766.60 Payment - Thank you
450.00 Worked on Motion to Strike David Nichol
s Affidavit, Derik
Smith Affidavit and Brief. Met with Derik to review
documents Walked boundary line of property. Finalized Motion
to Strike
and efiled and served it.
450.00 Revised Derik's Affidavit - assembled
exhibits - Emailed
Affidavit to Derik - worked on Brief. Conference
with Derik to
review and revise Affidavit and review and revise
Brief. Efiled
Affidavit and Brief and mailed copy to Carl Owen.
1.90 Mailing Costs
90.00 Emailed notice of Jessica's deposition to
Derik and Jessica.
Conference with Oerik to discuss item Carl reques
ted.
61.20 Reviewed Carl's documents in opposition
to our Motion for
Summary Judgment. Email to Derik and Jessic
a
recommending no action.
106.20 Drafted response to Motion for Punitive
Damages.
61.20 Reviewed and revised draft of response
to Carl's Motion for
Summary Judgment. Telephone conference with
Derik reviewed his suggestions and made changes and
efiled.
360.00 Conference with Derik and Jessica and
attended Jessica's
deposition. Derik has new information from MID
re points of
diversion.
30.60 Received Carl's new filings - Emailed copies
to Derik and
Jessica.
61.20 Reviewed Carl's latest filings.
16.20 Telephone conference with Derik re Carl's
response. I will list
Trevor Reno as our only expert in filing on Monda
y.
106,20 Reviewed court's order re trial issues Drafted notice of expert
witness and response to motion for injunctive relief.
151.20 Drafted plan for oral argument Part 1.
90.00 Worked on oral argument - emailed copies
to Derik.
Telephone conference with Derik - he will review
.
45.00 Telephone conference with Derik - discus
sed statement for oral
argument.
180.00 Worked on oral argument.
241,20 Assembled file for hearing - reviewed trespa
ss statutes and
cases cited on bona fide purchasers and agreed
fence.
360.00 Reviewed notes for oral arguments and
attended court hearing
on motion for summary judgment.
45.00 Reviewed Carl's opposition to amend answe
r and counterclaim.
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Date: 07131/2019

Detail Transaction File List

Page:6

Donald J, Chisholm

Client

Trans
Date

H
Atty ~

Ted

Stmt#

Hours

Rate

to Blll

Amount

Ref#

Clie·nt ID 59369529.00 0 SMITH/DERI K

59369529.000
59369529.000
59369529.00 0

06/2012019
06/2012019
07/07/2019

A
A
A

50
70
12

180.00

0,84

59369529 .000

07/08/2019

A

9

180.00

0.34

i182.52 Deposition costs - copy of Jessica's deposition
2158.95 Payment- Thank you
151.20 Drafted Interrogatories - Requests for Admissions and

Requests for Production.

61.20 Reviewed and revised discovery requests - efiled discovery

requests and emailed copy to Derik Smith. Telephone

59369529.000

07/15/2019

A

conference with Derik.
1539.72 Payment- Thank you

70

BIiiabie
Paym·ents

83,74

16151.04 SMITH/DERIK
15938.64

GRAND TOTALS
Billable
Payments

83.74

16151.04
15938.64
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
51h JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO
On:08/09/2019 2:21 p.m.
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: JJ"-fu=

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

CARLE. OWEN and ANITA R. OWEN,

Case No. CV34-18-756

Plaintiffs,

JUDGMENT

VS .

DERIK L. SMITH and JESSICA R. SMITH,
Defendants.

Judgment is entered as follows based upon the Court's Memorandum Decision Granting
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment entered on July 29, 2019:
Plaintiffs claims are dismissed with prejudice.
Defendant's counterclaims are granted.

Dated this

J_ day of August, 2019 .

~~

.

~ - L - P - .-TRI_B__._E_ _ _ _ _= - - Honorable District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
51h JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

On:08/13/201910:23 a.m.
Tonya Page
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
Filed By: fi".,.,,Ju=

Carl E. Owen and Anita R Owen
Husband and Wife
POBox723
276N 125W
Rupert, Idaho 83350
Phone: 208-430-3206
Email: carleowen@gmail.com
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
CARLE. OWEN & ANITA R. OWEN, pro se Case No.: CV 34-18-756
Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFFS OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS AND ATTORNEY

vs.

DERIK L. SMITH AND JESSICA R. SMITH, FEES
Defendants.

COMES NOW PLAINTIFFS, objecting and responding in opposition to Defendants' Attorney' s
fees . Idaho rule 12-121 authorizes attorney fees when an action is filed frivously . Plaintiffs did

not file anything friviously. The property boundary was in dispute due to over 40 years of
possession, cultivation, maintenance and use by Plaintiffs and the previous owners without any
objection. Plaintiffs recorded legal description varied greatly from Defendants legal description
that originated recently on April of 2018 with different survey bearings used without
explanation. David Nichols sworn Affidavit clearly showed first- hand knowledge of the true
boundary which is the over 40 year berm between the two properties in dispute. His siblings will

1
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also testify with first-hand knowledge. Plaintiffs were a bona fide purchaser without any notice
of any claim of property north of the berm. Plaintiffs walked the boundary and saw that the
property north of the berm was maintained, possessed and in use by the previous owner, David
Nichols. There was absolutely no indication or constructive evidence to indicate any claim on
property north of the berm separating the two properties. Plaintiffs have suffered loss of property
both real and personal as well as losing their rights to water their east property due to Defendants
claiming the berm and approximately 38 feet north of the berm. Plaintiffs foundation for filing
charges against Defendants was to assert and defend property that was in their possession and
use and was maintained for over 40 years without objection. There is no evidence in the record to
show any frivilous claims by Plaintiffs.

1. Plaintiffs respond individually to the Defendants' Attorney fees and costs at Attachment (1) .

DISCUSSION OF CATEGORIES SHOWING EXCESSIVE AND UNREASONABLE
COSTS CITED IN DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES
AND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
2. Defendants' Attorney fees cited in his attached "billing detail" are repetitive and
unreasonable wherin the Attorney cites time spent on an issue, then time revising or
correcting the items billed such as affidavits, declarations, motions, responses and charging
again for the revision and changes made. An example of repetively milking an issue
throughout is charges cited for an affidavit for Trevor Reno, the surveyor of record for a
March 23 , 2018 Westerra Real Estate survey, which Plaintiffs placed in dispute due to
different survey bearings than prior legal descriptions on file for several prior transfers and
conveyencies of the same property. Defendants' Attorney cites the following unreasonable

2
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costs and fees regarding drafting, and correcting Trevor Reno's affidavit cited in Defendants'
Summary Judgment motion. See below excerpts from Defendants' Attorney's Billing Detail:
11/16/18
1
.42
75.60
Responded to Derik's email regarding scheduling Trevor Reno for survey-Reviewed Carl
Owen's response to our answer and counterclaim-Emailed copy to Derik
12/20/18
1
.25
45.00
Telephone conference with Derik regarding results of mediation-Still in mediation-All surveyors
want $3,000.00 because it is in court-Derik proposed having Trevor Reno do survey of Carl's
property-They addressed pipeline
01/14/19
1
.25
45.00
Returned call to Carl Owen-He wants to know if Trevor will use 89 degrees-I told him Trevor
will do the survey, and we will let him see what is shows-Responded to Derik's email and
reviewed his email to Mary Ann

.34
61.20
01/28/19
1
Telephone conference with Trevor Reno-Jarem Jones placed the wooden stakes-Email to Derik
regarding appointment-Reviewed Derik's answers-Incorporated Derik' s responses into answers
to interrogatories
.34
03/25/19
1
Worked on Trevor Reno affidavit

61.20

1.17
210.60
03/28/19
9
Reviewed and revised affiavit of Kelly Felt-TC Kelly regarding signing-She needs to have it
reviewed-Diana would probably be better-Emailed copy to Kelly-Revised draft of motion for
summary judgment, Trevor's affidavit and Mary Ann' s declaration-Email to Derik
75.60
.42
03/29/19
1
Email to Derik with drafts of Trevor Reno affidavit and motion for summary judgment-Emailed
revised verion of Mary Ann's declaration with suggestion he send it to her
45.00
.25
04/09/19
9
Reviewed Trevor Reno's update to his affidavit-Emailed copy with bill to Derik-TC
TitleOne-Kelly said their legal counsel will be in town tomorrow to go over the affidavit with
Diana and Kay lynn
120.60
.67
04/12/19 10
Revision of Derik's affidavit and emailed copies to him-Conference with Trevor Reno-Michelle
will type with corrections and add exhibits and notaries
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1
05/31/19
16.20
.09
Telephone conference with Derik re Carl's response. I will list Trevor Reno as our only expert
in filing on Monday.

Costs associated with Attorney contacts/conferences and drafting and revising an affidavit of
Trevor Reno totals $756.00 over a period of time from 11/16/18 to 5/31 /19 (over 6 months) .

Shown on page 2 of Defendants' Attorney's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees under
DISCRETIONARY COSTS is a charge of $779.25 for a "Survey of Carl and Anita Owen
property by Desert West Land Surveys" (Trevor Reno). This charge is highly unreasonable
as the previous survey by Trevor Reno of March 23, 2018 was placed in dispute by Plaintiffs
as being in error due to a new survey bearing of N88.42 degrees being used. This contributed
greatly to the issues in the dispute and complaint. This charge of $779.25 brings the charges
based on Trevor Reno's contribution to Defendants' case to $1535.25 which is a highly
unreasonable charge when Trevor Reno is not a party to the lawsuit and the end result of his
involvement resulted in one affidavit of less than 5 full pages which was drafted, modified
and revised several times by Defendants' Attorney. That comes to just over $307.05 per
page.
All previous surveys reflected a survey bearing of N89. 09 degrees which caused both of
Trevor Reno's surveys to cause an overlap on the Plaintiffs' property based on over 40 years
of property conveyances ofN89.09 degree survey bearings. Plaintiffs strenuously objected to
the use of the same surveyor to survey their property (Trevor Reno) in pleadings and in
court. Trevoror Reno had a strong interest to defend his March 23, 2018 survey in dispute.
He came up with the same erroneous and unexplained new survey bearing ofN88.42 degrees
as stated in his first survey. A hearing was held regarding a verbal renewal of Defendants'
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motion which was previously denied. Defendants made no argument and gave no new
evidence to overcome the previous denial of their motion. Plaintiffs made one request to the
presiding Judge. Plaintiffs requested that if Defendants' renewed Motion to force a second
survey using Trevor Reno, was approved, that he use the legal description on file for
Plaintiffs' property which reflects a survey bearing of N89.09 degrees from the true point of
beginning (POB). Trevor Reno did the survey using the different survey bearing of N88.42
degrees from the true POB instead. When Defendant filed a motion to force a survey by the
same surveyor and charge Plaintiffs, the motion was denied by Judge Brody based on
Plaintiffs opposing and citing bias and an inclination of Trevor Reno to repeat the error of the
March 23, 2018 survey in dispute. There are differing survey bearings and legal descriptions
of the properties in dispute on file with the County Recorder's office. Defendants made a
verbal motion to renew the denied motion for a survey without providing any reasons to
overcome the denial by the previous presiding Judge of their original motion. Trevor Reno
did not file an explantaion or correction with the County Recorder's office for the different
and unexplained survey bearing of 88 degrees used in both surveys. On page 2 of
Defendants' Attorney' s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, an additional sum of
$127.50 is cited under DISCRETIONARY COSTS bringing the total cost for one affidavit

and two disputed surveys by Trevor Reno to $1662.50. That added charge brings the cost of
Trevor Reno 's 5-page affidavit to $332.50 per page. The justification provided is: "Fee of
Trevor Reno for expert testimony provided in affidavit of Trevor Reno in support of
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment". Expert testimony is provided at trial where the
opposing party has an opportunity to cross examine the expert witness and/or offer expert
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testimony in rebuttal. This billed amount is highly excessive. and clearly not justified. The
excessive costs of the many telephone calls, drafting and revision of the one affidavit and the
many conferences/emails between Defendant's Attorney and Trevor Reno are clearly not
justified. The excessive costs attributed to Trevor Reno is indicitive of other excessive
charges and costs throughout Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees.
3. Defendants drafted declarations/affidavits for 9 affidavits included with his Summary
Judgment. Attorneys are not supposed to draft affidavits as the language is that of the
attorney rather than the declarant or affiant. The attorney is supposed to request an affidavit
or declaration from a " witness" regarding an issue and the product should be in the
"witnesses" words rather than the Attorney who has a vested interest in drafting what he
wants to hear and present as if it came from the declarant or affiant. By Defendants' Attorney
drafting the language of declarations and affidavits and then charging for the time spent
drafting and revising and correcting the documents is unreasonable and in Plaintiffs' opinion
also unethical. Further the billing detail starts with page 2 and does not include page 1. The
Description section on the billing detail contains a large volume of attorney notes not
relevant to the billed amount and the case. Numerous other examples of Attorney notes are
included throughout the billing detail indicating that he is charging for his irrelevant notes as
well as billed time. The affidavit and declaration drafting charges are unreasonable as well as
improper for the Attorney using his words instead of the declarant or the affiant. Examples of
irrelevant attorney notes billed are provided below.

12/20/18-Derik proposed having Trevor Reno do survey of Carl' s property-They
addressed pipeline
4/09/19-TC TitleOne-Kelly said their legal counsel will be in town tomorrow to go over
the affidavit with Diana and Kaylynn
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4/12/19-Michelle will type with corrections and add exhibits and notaries
4. The Defendants' Attorney charged a great deal of unreasonable billable hours for numerous
emails exchanged with Defendants and numerous reviews and responses to emails and
conferences with Defendant Derik Smith. Billing charges associated with conferences with
Derik Smith on the below billing dates cited in Attachment (1) alone totaled $3416.80:
9/26/18, 9/27/18, 10/11/18, 10/22/18, 11/05/18, 11/11/18, 11/ 19/18, two conferences
on 11/26/18, 12/06/18, 12/20/18, 12/21/ 18, 1/02/19, 1/29/19 ,2/06/19,
4/10/19, 4/15/19, 4/23/19, 4/23/19, 4/25/ 19, 5/ 13/19, 5/16/19, 5/20/19
5/21/19, 5/31/1 9, 6/03/19, 6/06/ 19, 7/08/19
The attorney billed for the work and then billed for discussing the work with Defendant,
Derik Smith, in conferences and emails. The vast amount of charges for talking with his
client is unreasonable since the job of the attorney is to manage the case. Normally,
Attorneys update clients periodically on case status. Defendants Attorney updated every
couple of days. The Attorney had Derik Smith send frequent emails to him and Plaintiffs and
then charged to review the emails and charged again to respond to the emails. During the
majority of time in the case, Plaintiffs were receiving emails and questions from both the
Attorney and Derik Smith requiring a response. Plaintiffs finally had to inform the Attorney
that in the future they would only respond to attorney emails and inquiries. The Attorney and
Defendant Derik Smith double teamed Plaintiffs and did so to incur further billable costs.
Some examples of excessive telephone calls, emails and frequent conferences and costs are
shown below.
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09/19/18
1
.09
16.20
Telephone call from Carl Owen-Told him I cannot talk to him because I was contacted on his
behalf by Gary Slette-Told him I am waiting on response from Derik-I will have to clear it
with Gary Slette before I can call him back.
09/26/18
I
.67
120.60
Telephone conference with Derik-He was served by Carl Owen-He will make notes and meet
with me at I :30 Conference with Derik and Jessica regarding complaint and summons-Discussed
Derik's notes-Rules of Civil Procedure-Summary Judgment Counterclaim etc.-I will draft
answer and counterclaim
09/27/18
1
.25
45.00
Telephone conference with Derik regarding summary judgment process-Reviewed photos Derik
emailed
.67
120.60
09/26/18
I
Telephone conference with Derik-He was served by Carl Owen-He will make notes and meet
with me at 1:30 Conference with Derik and Jessica regarding complaint and
summons-Discussed llttik's notes-Rules of Civil Procedure-Summary Judgment Counterclaim
etc.-I will draft answer and counterclaim

.25
45.00
09/27/18
I
Telephone conference witth llttik regarding summary judgment process-Reviewed photos
llttik emailed
45.00
10/04/18
I
.25
Email to Derik regarding explanation of process of locating 1/16 section corner-TC ll..tr.ik-We
will wait until Carl amends
.34
61.20
10/09/18
9
Reviewed and responded to ll..er.ik's email regarding farmable v. gross acreage-Reviewed Carl
Owen' s response to motion-Emailed copy to llttik

16.20
.09
10/11/18
I
Telephone conference with Derik Smith regarding question about need for response-Told Derik
he can attend hearing
45.00
.25
10/19/18
9
Review of packet from Carl Owen-Emailed copy to Derik
16.20
.09
I
10/22/18
Telephone conference with lkrik-He reviewed Carl's pleading-Decided not to file motion for
sanctions-I can mention sanctions at hearing
10/31/18

1

.34

61.20

8
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Received amended complaint and court orders and notice of hearing-Emailed copies to Derik
and responded to Carl's request for acknowledgment-Reviewed amended complaint

11/02/18
1
.92
165.60
Completed answer and counterclaim-Emailed draft to Derik for his review
11/03/18
9
.59
106.20
Review of Carl Owen email and forwarded copy to Derik-Email to Carl Owen regarding
deposition-Copy to Derik
11/04/18
9
.25
45.00
Review of Carl's email and forwarded-Copy to Derik with comments-Email to Carl regarding
survey and deposition
11/05/18
9
1.17
210.60
Review of documents from D.erik-Conference with Derik to go over draft of answer and
counterclaim-Email to Carl regarding Derik's deposition
11/06/18
1
.17
30.60
Email to Carl regarding deposition of Derik on 16th
11/06/18
9
.59
106.20
Review of corrections to answer and counterclaim-Emailed copy of marked up draft to Derik-TC
Derik regarding additional correction Derik signed-Filed and served answer and counterclaim
11/06/18
.17
1
30.60
Email to Carl regarding deposition of Derik on 16th
11/07/18
1
.42
75.60
Dictated motion to allow survey-Reviewed and revised motion-Emailed copy to l!eri.k
11/08/18 10
.34
61.20
Revision, filed and served motion for survey-Exchanged emails with Carl and D.erik regarding
Derik's deposition
11/11/18 11
.09
16.20
Conference with lkcik-Discussed Carl 's request for documents-Dar Moon showed l!eri.k 3
surveys after Hess survey which correctly located the 16th corner-Properties are off
road-Discussed Derik' s testimony regarding my advice on use of his property south of boundary
11/13/18
.34
1
61.20
Received Carl Owen's response to motion for survey-Reviewed his material-Emailed copy to
Derik-Scheduled hearing for December 3 at 11 :05 a.m.-Filed and served notice of hearing
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75.60
.42
1
11/16/18
scheduling Trevor Reno for survey-Reviewed Carl
regarding
email
Derik's
to
Responded
Owen's response to our answer and counterclaim-Emailed copy to Derik
45.00
.25
1
11/16/18
Returned call to Kristen Anders of NW Farm Credit- Carl Owens called her-and sent copy of his
amended complaint-Discussed details
16.20
.09
1
11/19/18
Telephone conference with Derik regarding timeline he offered assessor's deed plat-Assessor
made them re-survey-Lloyd Hess description didn't close-We will meet at Elks for lunch to
discuss timeline prior to deposition
180.00
1
9
11/24/18
of application of trespass law retroactively after
issues
hed
email-Researc
Carl's
Review of
determination of boundary by agreement-Email to Derik
75.60
.42
9
11/25/18
to Derik with copy of Carl's email and letter and idea
letter-Email
and
email
s
'
Carl
of
Review
about Bona Fide purchaser for value without notice and recording statutes.
16.20
.09
1
11/26/18
Telephone conference with Derik-He reviewed my draft to Carl-He found other surveys
including use of Max Vaughn property-Mike Child said Carl stopped by-He was there for an
hour-Mike said Carl was confused about survey-Discussed other details
16.20
.09
1
11/26/18
Carl's emails, etc.-Derik will send copies of
regarding
Derik
Telephone conference with
subsequent surveys and the 1978 survey-Also discussed his timeline
61.20
.34
9
12/04/18
Carl-Forwarded copies to Derik-Responded to questions
and
Booth
Ted
from
emails
of
Review
from Ted Booth
120.60
.67
12/06/18 11
Owen regarding mediation-Added Derik to call
Carl
and
Booth
Ted
with
call
Conference
120.60
.67
Received Carl's position statement and responded acknowledging receipt and questions-Emailed
copies of Carl's material to Derik along with copy of Derik's deposition which hasn' t been
signed-Reviewed and responded to Carl's correction email.
12/09/18

1
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16.20
.09
9
12/10/18
Reviewed and responded to Carl's email regarding Derik looking at property line-Emailed 1978
survey to Carl-TC Derik-Discussed aerial photos, location and height of berm

30.60
.17
1
12/13/18
Email to Derik regarding liability insurance
450.00
2.50
1
12/20/18
-Attended mediation with Ted Booth, Derik and
mediation
for
s
Assembled packet of document
the Owenses from 11 to 2:30
45.00
.25
1
12/20/18
results of mediation-Still in mediation-All surveyors
regarding
Derik
with
Telephone conference
want $3,000.00 because it is in court-Derik proposed having Trevor Reno do survey of Carl's
property-They addressed pipeline
61.20
.34
1
12/21/18
Telephone conference with Derik-He reported on mediation-Derik will send email for me to
review-Reviewed mediator's report
30.60
.17
1
12/23/18
Responded to Carl's question about bearing of his south boundary line-Copy to Jkrik
61.20
.34
9
12/24/18
offer to Derik's offer-Email to Derik
counter
and
response
Owen's
Carl
of
Review
30.60
.17
9
12/27/18
Review of Derik's email to Carl seeking clarification and Ted Booth's email regarding survey
225.00
1.25
12/29/18 12
Drafted affidavit of Derik in support of motion for summary judgment and respondent's motion
for survey by Carl
120.60
.67
01/02/19 11
Conference with Derik to review correction to deposition, affidavit of Derik in support of
motion for summary judgment-Reponse to motion for surveys and Ted Booth report of
mediation
61.20
.34
9
01/06/19
email-copies to Derik and Ted Booth
Owen's
Carl
to
responded
and
Reviewed
61.20
.34
9
01/07/19
faith mediation-Copied Derik-TC Derik regarding
good
Review of Carl's responses regarding
response to motion for survey-Corrected, filed and serve response to Carl's motion for survey
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9
.42
01/12/19
75.60
Review of Carl's response to Derik's offer-Email to Derik regarding summary judgment and
Mary Ann Dureau email-Forwarded Carl's offer to Derik with comments-Reviewed I!.erik's
reply to Carl

1
45.00
.25
01/14/19
Returned call to Carl Owen-He wants to know if Trevor will use 89 degrees-I told him Trevor
will do the survey, and we will let him see what is shows-Responded to I!.erik's email and
reviewed his email to Mary Ann
90.00
.50
1
01/17/19
Email to Carl Owen regarding scheduling depositions-Questions for Carl and added more
questions-Email to Derik with list of questions
45.00
.25
1
01/22/19
room for depositions-Reserved commissioners
available
for
Checked with clerk of court
room-Email to Carl-Email to Derik regarding Carl's withdrawal of motion for survey
45.00
9
.25
01/26/19
to Derik
interrogatories-Email
Carl's
of
Review
61.20
.34
1
01/28/19
Telephone conference with Trevor Reno-Jarem Jones placed the wooden stakes-Email to Derik
regarding appointment-Reviewed Derik's answers-Incorporated Derik's responses into answers
to interrogatories
135.00
.75
1
01/29/19
and questions for Carl's deposition-Conference with
interrogatories
to
answers
on
Worked
l!er.i.k-Completed answers to interrogatories-Derik will copy documents-Efiled notice of service
and served copy of answers to Carl by mail
106.20
.59
02/05/19 12
Drafted declaration for Mary-Reviewed and revised draft-Email copy to .l!erik
30.60
.17
1
02/06/19
Telephone conference with I!.erik-Reviewed declaration for Mary Ann Dureau-She may not
have known about berm on survey-Lease between Albert Dureau and Lind Garner was dated
June 25, 1990-lt was for 25.7 farmable acres
30.60
.17
1
02/09/19
Email to Derik regarding suggestion for affidavit of Lind Garner
02/11/19

9

.17

30.60
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Reviewed and responded to Carl' s email regarding survey-TC J!mk-He will talk to Lind Gamer
about berm-Derik and Lind made agreement for Lind to pay water in December-Derik can
decide by April 1 what he plans to do with property
02/14/19
1
.09
16.20
Email to Derik requesting copy of Lind Gamer lease
02/15/19
1
.75
135.00
Updated declaration for Mary Ann Dureau and declaration for Lind Garner-Noticed our motion
for survey-Email to D.ttik
02/23/19
1
.25
45.00
Received packet from Carl with new opposition to motion for survey-Made briefreview-Email
to Jurik
03/10/19
9
.34
61.20
Review of Carl's filing in opposition to survey-Carl's document refers to east quarter comer of
NE ¼ of Section 7-Email to Jkrik
03/11/19
3
1.17
210.60
Court appearance at Rupert on motion for survey-Judge granted motion-Prepared and efiled
order-Emailed copy to D.u.ik
03/15/19
1
.67
120.60
Worked on declarations of Lind Gamer and Mary Ann Dureau and Derik's affidavit-Emailed
them to Derik
03/16/19 10
.42
75.60
Revisions to Lind Garner and Mary Ann Dureau regarding additions to his affidavit and
settlement discussion between Derik and Carl
1.5
03/24/19 12
270.00
Drafted motion for summary judgment-Email to Derik
1.17
03/28/19
210.60
9
Reviewed and revised affidavit of Kelly Felt-TC Kelly regarding signing-She needs to have it
reviewed-Diana would probably be better-Emailed copy to Kelly-Revised draft of motion for
summary judgment, Trevor' s affidavit and Mary Ann' s declaration-Email to Derik
.42
03/29/19
75.60
1
Email to l!erik with drafts of Trevor Reno affidavit and motion for summary judgment-Emailed
revised verion of Mary Ann's declaration with suggestion he send it to her

04/09/19

9

.25

45.00
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Reviewed Trevor Reno's update to his affidavit-Emailed copy with bill to Jl.ai,k-TC
TitleOne-Kelly said their legal counsel will be in town tomorrow to go over the affidavit with
Diana and Kaylynn
331.20
04/10/19 11
1.84
Conference with Derik to work on his affidavit and brief
.67
120.60
04/12/19 10
Revision of Derik's affidavit and emailed copies to him-Conference with Trevor Reno-Michelle
will type with corrections and add exhibits and notaries
.59
9
106.20
04/15/19
Review of rules for motion for summary judgment-Filing deadlines, responses, etc.-Conference
with Derik and court appearance for scheduling conference
45.00
.25
1
04/15/19
Email to Derik regarding receipt of Mary Ann's signature page-Email to Mary Ann with request
for her to confirm my authority to attach signature page
135.00
.75
04/18/19 12
Drafted affidavit for Ruth Bailes regarding water assessments and revised affidavit for LaVanna
Staker-Drafted affidavit for Janice West for tax #7-Revised Derik's affidavit to add information
about pump and pipeline in right of way
106.20
.59
1
04/22/19
Review of Carl ' s motion and supporting documents-Emailed copies to Derik-Drafted affidavits
for Janice West and Ruth Bailes
255.60
1.42
9
04/23/19
Reviewed Carl Owen's motion for summary judgment and supporting documents-Conference
with J:krjk and Jessica to discuss Derik's affidavit-Highway District minutes and other
affidavits-Made revisions to Derik's affidavit
450.00
2.5
1
04/25/19
Worked on brief and motion for summary judgment and other documents-Conference with
Derik and Jessica to finalize Derik's affidavit and discuss brief, etc.
450.00
2.5
05/10/19 19
Worked on Motion o Strike David Nichols Affidavit, Derik Smith Affidavit and Brief. met with
Derik to review documents-Walked boundary line of property. Finalized Motion to Strike and
efiled and served it.
05/13/19

10

2.5

450.00
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Revised l!.«ik' s Affidavit-assembled exhibits-Emailed Affidavit to Derik-worked on brief.
Conference with Derik to review and revise Affidavit and review and revise Brief. Efiled
Affidavit and Brief and mailed copy to Carl Owen.

05/16/19 52
.50
90.00
Emailed notice of Jessica's deposition to Derik and Jessica. Conference with Derik to discuss
item Carl requested.
.34
05/17/19
9
61.20
Reviewed Carl's documents in opposition to our motion for Summary Judgment. Email to .D.er.ik
and Jessica recommending no action.
.34
61.20
05/20/19
9
Reviewed and revised draft of response to Carl's Motion for Summary Judgment. Telephone
conference with Derik-reviewed his suggestions and made changes and efiled.
2.00
360.00
05/21/19 11
Conference with Derik and Jessica and attended Jessica's deposition. l!.«ik has new information
from MID re points of diversion.
.17
30.60
05/28/19
9
Received Carl's new filings - Emailed copies to Derik and Jessica.
16.20
.09
05/31/19
1
Telephone conference with Derik re Carl's response. I will list Trevor Reno as our only expert in
filing on Monday.
90.00
.50
06/05/19 19
Worked on oral argument-emailed copies to Derik. Telephone conference with .D.er.ik-he will
review

45.00
.25
06/06/19
1
Telephone conference with Derik-discussed statement for oral argument.
61.20
.34
07/08/19
9
Reviewed and revised discovery requests - efiled discovery requests and emailed copy to l!.«ik
Smith. Telephone conference with Derik.

Respectfully Submitted,

~

£,

(Qvl~

Carl E. Owen

and

(J!Uffi 1{ [k;/0r1_
Anita R. Owen

Attachment (1) Detail Transaction File List with Objections
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of PLAINTIFFS
AND ATTORNEY FEES

OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS

was mailed via U.S. Postal Service First Class Mail to the following on

August 13, 2019:
Donald J. Chisholm
223 East Main Street
PO Box 1118
Burley, Idaho 83318
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ATTACHMENT 1
Plaintiff responds to the following billable dates individually.

DATE

ICll HRS TO BILL AMOUNT

16.20
.09
1
09/19/18
I cannot talk to him because I was contacted on his
him
Owen-Told
Carl
from
call
Telephone
behalf by Gary Slette-Told him I am waiting on response from Derik-I will have to clear it with
Gary Slette before I can call him back.

Plaintiffs Objection; Gary Slette was never retained or authorized to contact Donald J.

Chisholm on Plaintiffs' behalf Plaintiffs had only requested an appointment/consultation to
discuss the possible hiring of Slette. Plaintiffs and Slette never met, never discussed the issues
and Plaintiffs never gave any authorization for Slette to discuss anything on their behalf During
the (5-10 second) telephone conversation and in a follow-up email to Chisholm, Plaintiff Carl
Owen emphatically stated that he was not represented by an attorney, that he was representing
himself and his wife in any possible legal action. Further, the case was not filed until 9/25/2018
(6 days after this proposed charge). Defendant is stating a charge for telling Plaintiff Carl Owen
that he would not talk to him. Defendants attorney never called back after confirming that Slette
was not speaking for or representing Plaintiffs in any manner.
120.60
.67
1
09/26/18
Telephone conference with Derik-He was served by Carl Owen-He will make notes and meet
with me at 1:30 Conference with Derik and Jessica regarding complaint and summons-Discussed
Derik' s notes-Rules of Civil Procedure-Summary Judgment Counterclaim etc.-I will draft
answer and counterclaim

Plaintiffs' Objection: This is an unreasonable charge regarding a 3-5 minute serving of a
summons and complaint regarding issues already discussed with Derik and his attorney by
Plaintiffs ' 10 day demand letter prior to filing the complaint.

45.00
.25
1
09/27/18
Telephone conference with Derik regarding summary judgment process-Reviewed photos Derik
emailed

Plaintiffs' Objection: Derik frequently emailed Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs addressed their
response to Derik' s attorney. Derik's attorney would then call and email Derik to discuss
Derik's emails and charge for reviewing Derik' s numerous emails as well as charging for a
phone call to Derik and also charge for a responsive email. This excessive billing method is
repeated throughout the Attorney ' s Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees causing
repetitive and unreasonable billing for the same issues.
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106.20
.59
9
09/28/18
Review of procedural rule on motion to strike, affidavits for summary judment, etc., and read
complaint in detail-Motion to strike

Plaintiffs' Objection: Defendant's Attorney brags in his supporting affidavit of 51 years of
experience. He should only have to perform a short review to ensure that his understanding
of the rules and laws are current. He cites excessive times throughoutfor reviewing rules
procedural rules as if he were an unexperienced attorney.
REMARKS: Billing charges and costs for the month of September 2018: $288.00 which
is unreasonable since the complaint was only filed on 9/25/2018 and the charge/bill for
9/19/2018 was before the complaint was filed.
Derik Smith Total Payment for September 2018: $669,60
10/01/18 40
Filing fee

136.00

135.00
.75
1
10/03/18
Completed and filed and served brief in support of motion

Plaintiffs' Objection: His motion was to strike the majority of Plaintiffs ' complaint and
exhibits instead of complying with the requirement to answer the complaint with either an
admission or denial. He is charging attorney fees for tasks performed by his assistant,
Carolyn Rogers.
45.00
.25
1
10/04/18
Email to Derik regarding explanation of process of locating 1/16 section corner-TC Derik-We
will wait until Carl amends

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.
61.20
.34
9
10/09/18
Reviewed and responded to Derik' s email regarding farmable v. gross acreage-Reviewed Carl
Owen's response to motion-Emailed copy to
Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.
16.20
.09
1
10/11/18
Telephone conference with Derik Smith regarding question about need for response-Told Derik
he can attend hearing

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.
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45.00
9
.25
10/19/18
Review of packet from Carl Owen-Emailed copy to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.

16.20
.09
1
10/22/18
Carl's pleading-Decided not to file motion for
reviewed
Derik-He
with
conference
Telephone
sanctions-I can mention sanctions at hearing
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.
Additionally, charging for Derik reviewing legal pleadings is not a valid charge.

241.20
1.34
9
10/29/18
Review of file in preparation for hearing-Court appearance for hearing-Judge Brody denied
Owens' motion for default and granted our motion to require clarification
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. See response for 9/28/18 billing detail.

61.20
.34
1
10/31/18
Received amended complaint and court orders and notice of hearing-Emailed copies to Derik
and responded to Carl ' s request for acknowledgment-Reviewed amended complaint
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable charge. See response to 9/27/18 billing detail.
Additionally, charging for receiving legal filings, a task done by his assistant and charging
attorney rates is improper and unreasonable.

106.20
.59
1
10/31/18
.
counterclaim
and
Started draft of answer
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable charge. Plaintiffs filed their complaint on 9/25/2018.
Defendants starting an answer on 10/31 /18 is untimely. Additionally, starting an action and
billing 106.20 is unreasonable as other charges are cited later for the same issue.

REMARKS: Billing and charges for the month of October 2018: $863.20 which is
unreasonable and excessive for the described billing actions.
Derik Smith Total Payment for October 2018: $199.80
61.20
.34
1
11/02/18
Assessor and acreage information from :MID
Minidoka
Picked up assessment notices from
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The attorney has an assistant who does routine chores
and the Minidoka Assessor and :MID has both email and fax machines as does the Attorney.
Routine tasks should not be billed at the Attorney Rate.
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165.60
.92
1
11/02/18
draft to Derik for his review
Emailed
Completed answer and counterclaim-

Plaintiffs' Objection; Plaintiffs filed their complaint on 9/25/2018. An answer was due after
21 days. The charge of $165.60 for completing a late answer is unreasonable. Charging for
his non-attorney client's review is unreasonable. This billable item is a repeat of starting an
action, working on an action, filing of an action resulting in excessive charges for one issue.
106.20
.59
9
11/03/18
copy to Derik-Email to Carl Owen regarding
forwarded
and
email
Owen
Carl
of
Review
deposition-Copy to Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. Reviewing and responding to a Plaintiff email does
not take very long and would have been unneccessary if the Attorney had agreed to meet
with Plaintiffs to discuss the complaint issues. He repeatedly refused throughout the case to
meet with Plaintiffs which would have resulted in one billable charge instead of numerous
charges. Charging to email his client Derik every day or so instead of periodically updating
him is both excessive and unreasonable .
45.00
.25
9
11/04/18
Review of Carl's email and forwarded-Copy to Derik with comments-Email to Carl regarding
survey and deposition

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
210.60
1.17
9
11/05/18
nce with Derik to go over draft of answer and
Derik-Confere
Review of documents from
counterclaim-Email to Carl regarding Derik's deposition
Plaintiffs' Objection; See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
30.60
.17
1
11/06/18
Email to Carl regarding deposition of Derik on 16th

Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail.
106.20
.59
9
11/06/18
Review of corrections to answer and counterclaim-Emailed copy of marked up draft to Derik-TC
Derik regarding additional correction Derik signed-Filed and served answer and counterclaim

Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
30.60
.17
1
11/06/18
Email to Carl regarding deposition of Derik on 16th

Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail.
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11/07/18
1
.42
75.60
Dictated motion to allow survey-Reviewed and revised motion-Emailed copy to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
11/08/18 10
.34
61.20
Revision, filed and served motion for survey-Exchanged emails with Carl and Derik regarding
Derik' s deposition
Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Additionally, Defendants'
renewal of their previous motion to force a survey by Trevor Reno was a verbal motion. The
attorney has an assistant who efiles motions and legal pleadings. Charging attorney fees for
routine tasks is unreasonable .
11/11/18 11
.09
16.20
Conference with Derik-Discussed Carl's request for documents-Dar Moon showed Derik 3
surveys after Hess survey which correctly located the 16th corner-Properties are off
road-Discussed Derik' s testimony regarding my advice on use of his property south of boundary
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
11/13/18
1
.34
61.20
Received Carl Owen's response to motion for survey-Reviewed his material-Emailed copy to
Derik-Scheduled hearing for December 3 at 11 :05 a.m.-Filed and served notice of hearing
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.

75.60
.42
11/16/18
1
Responded to Derik's email regarding scheduling Trevor Reno for survey-Reviewed Carl
Owen's response to our answer and counterclaim-Emailed copy to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.

45.00
.25
11/16/18
1
Returned call to Kristen Anders of NW Farm Credit- Carl Owens called her-and sent copy of his
amended complaint-Discussed details

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Excessive and repetitive phone calls and emails with
only vague descriptions for the billable actions are listed throughout the Attorney's billing
details.
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1
11/19/18
.09
16.20
Telephone conference with Derik regarding timeline he offered assessor's deed plat-Assessor
made them re-survey-Lloyd Hess description didn't close-We will meet at Elks for lunch to
discuss timeline prior to deposition
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.

180.00
1
9
11/24/18
Review of Carl's email-Researched issues of application of trespass law retroactively after
determination of boundary by agreement-Email to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail. See also
Plaintiffs' objection to billing detail of 9/28/18.

75.60
.42
9
11/25/18
Review of Carl's email and letter-Email to Derik with copy of Carl's email and letter and idea
about Bona Fide purchaser for value without notice and recording statutes.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail.

16.20
.09
1
11/26/18
Telephone conference with Derik-He reviewed my draft to Carl-He found other surveys
including use of Max Vaughn property-Mike Child said Carl stopped by-He was there for an
hour-Mike said Carl was confused about survey-Discussed other details
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.

16.20
.09
1
11/26/18
Telephone conference with Derik regarding Carl's emails, etc.-Derik will send copies of
subsequent surveys and the 1978 survey-Also discussed his timeline
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
REMARKS: Charges for the month of November 2018: $1403.00
Derik Smith Total Payment for November 2018: $726.40

61.20
.34
9
12/02/18
Review of recording statutes on issues of bonafide purchase for value without notice
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See Plaintiffs' objection to 9/28/18 billing detail.

61.20
.34
9
12/04/18
Review of emails from Ted Booth and Carl-Forwarded copies to Derik-Responded to questions
from Ted Booth
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Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
1
45.00
.25
12/05/18
Telephone conference with Dar Moon regarding Carl Owen request-Dar recommends Coy
Chapman-Discussed details

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. Throughout, Defendants' Attorney falsely
states that Plaintiffs refused to have a survey of their property done. Plaintiffs attempted to
hire Dar Moon (Rupert Idaho Surveyor). Then Plaintiffs attempted to hire Coy Chapman.
The Attorney objected due to Plaintiffs sending copies of their legal descriptions and
prior surveys to Coy Chapman (Sawtooth Surveys). Then Plaintiffs tried to hire JUB
Engineers who did not want to get involved in an ongoing dispute and court case. Now
Defendants' attorney wants to charge for talking with Dar Moon who is not a party to the
case. Plaintiffs objections were only to having the surveyor, Trevor Reno, whose survey of
March 23, 2018 was placed in dispute, survey Plaintiffs' property with erroneous survey
bearings and legal descriptions.
120.60
.67
12/06/18 11
Conference call with Ted Booth and Carl Owen regarding mediation-Added Derik to call

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable, the conference call was very brief and resulted in
scheduling a meeting in the Rupert Courthouse.
225.00
1.25
1
12/07/18
Dictated position paper for mediation

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. It is not believable that it could have taken 1.25 billable
hours to dictate the short position paper submitted by Defendants' Attorney.
120.60
.67
1
12/09/18
Received Carl's position statement and responded acknowledging receipt and questions-Emailed
copies of Carl's material to Derik along with copy of Derik's deposition which hasn't been
signed-Reviewed and responded to Carl's correction email.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Charging attorney rates for simply receiving Carl's
position statement is improper. The attorney has an assistant who receives mail, email and
pleadings.
16.20
.09
9
12/10/18
Reviewed and responded to Carl's email regarding Derik looking at property line-Emailed 1978
survey to Carl-TC Derik-Discussed aerial photos, location and height of berm

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail.
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12/13/18
1
.17
30.60
Email to Derik regarding liability insurance

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
12/20/18
1
2.50
450.00
Assembled packet of documents for mediation-Attended mediation with Ted Booth, Derik and
the Owenses from 11 to 2:30

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The attorney left the mediation meeting early.
12/20/18
1
.25
45.00
Telephone conference with Derik regarding results of mediation-Still in mediation-All surveyors
want $3,000.00 because it is in court-Derik proposed having Trevor Reno do survey of Carl ' s
property-They addressed pipeline

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
12/21/18
1
.34
61 .20
Telephone conference with Derik-He reported on mediation-Derik will send email for me to
review-Reviewed mediator's report

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail.
12/23/18
1
.17
30.60
Responded to Carl's question about bearing of his south boundary line-Copy to Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
Numerous times the Attorney charges for reviewing or answering Carl' s emails.
Throughout he refused to meet in person with Plaintiffs to discuss the complaint issues or
possible resolultion. Instead, he charges excessive fees to review, answer, and respond to
emails rather than meet at least once with Plaintiffs in person.
.34
12/24/18
61 .20
9
Review of Carl Owen's response and counter offer to Derik's offer-Email to Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
12/25/18 50
Deposition costs

216.44

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Insufficent detail.
12/27/18
.17
30.60
9
Review of Derik's email to Carl seeking clarification and Ted Booth's email regarding survey
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Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
12/29/18 12
1.25
225.00
Drafted affidavit of Derik in support of motion for summary judgment and respondent's motion
for survey by Carl
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and improper. An affidavit is supposed to be in the
words of the affiant under penalty of perjury, not the words of a lawyer.
REMARKS: Billed detail charges for the month of December 2018: $1800.44
Derik Smith Total Payment for December 2018: $1771.20
01/02/19 11
.67
120.60
Conference with Derik to review correction to deposition, affidavit of Derik in support of motion
for summary judgment-Reponse to motion for surveys and Ted Booth report of mediation
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. $225 .00 (12/29/18) to improperly draftDerik' s affidavit
and then add on an additional 120.00 to correct Derik's deposition and affidavit.
.34
61.20
01/06/19
9
Reviewed and responded to Carl Owen's email-copies to Derik and Ted Booth

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
61.20
.34
01/07/19
9
Review of Carl's responses regarding good faith mediation-Copied Derik-TC Derik regarding
response to motion for survey-Corrected, filed and serve response to Carl's motion for survey

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Charging for reviewing Carl ' s email and charging for
emailing his client. Charging for correcting his own document. He has an assistant who files
pleadings and responses, yet he charges attorney rates for such routine matters.
75.60
01/12/19
9
.42
Review of Carl's response to Derik's offer-Email to Derik regarding summary judgment and
Mary Ann Dureau email-Forwarded Carl's offer to Derik with comments-Reviewed Derik's
reply to Carl

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See objection to 1/07/19 and 11 /03/18.
225.00
1.25
01/14/19
1
Assembled file-Court appearance at Rupert-Judge Brody recused himself

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. An attorney file should be assembled as the case
progresses, not at each appearance. Judge Brody recused himself after Defendant's attorney
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accused him of bias and unfair treatment because Judge Brody demanded civil behavior from
Defendant's lawyer. The attorney is charging for causing Judge Brody's recusal.
01/14/19
1
.25
45.00
Returned call to Carl Owen-He wants to know if Trevor will use 89 degrees-I told him Trevor
will do the survey, and we will let him see what is shows-Responded to Derik's email and
reviewed his email to Mary Ann
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Plaintiff Carl Owen repeatedly throughout the case
requested a face to face meeting to discuss the dispute issues and possible resolutions and was
denied by Defendant's counsel. Instead, Defendant's counsel bills repeatedly for any email or
comment of Plaintiff Carl Owen.

75.60
01/16/19
1
.42
Dictated list of questions for Carl' s deposition
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge as he also charges for conducting the short
deposition.

90.00
.50
01/17/19
1
Email to Carl Owen regarding scheduling depositions-Questions for Carl and added more
questions-Email to Derik with list of questions
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The email scheduling the deposition was one or two
sentences. $90. 00 for a two line email is excessive. Adding Derik as an info address causes no
additional reasonable costs.

45.00
.25
01/22/19
1
Checked with clerk of court for available room for depositions-Reserved commissioners
room-Email to Carl-Email to Derik regarding Carl's withdrawal of motion for survey
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable for a one minute phone call to the clerk of court to reserve a
room. See objection to 11 /03/18 billible item.

45.00
.25
01/23/19 13
Filed and served notices of deposition of Carl and Anita
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable charge. Notices of depositons are not filed.
The service of the notice was a brief email. He has an assistant who performs tasks such as
efiling and serving papers yet he charges attorney rates.

45.00
.25
01/26/19
9
Review of Carl's interrogatories-Email to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
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01/28/19
1
.34
61.20
Telephone conference with Trevor Reno-Jarem Jones placed the wooden stakes-Email to Derik
regarding appointment-Reviewed Derik's answers-Incorporated Derik's responses into answers
to interrogatories
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. During this conference with Trevor Reno, Defendants'
counsel discovered that his client had paid a person not a surveyor, to come onto Plaintiffs'
property in his absence and place wooden survey stakes through Plaintiffs' driveway and front
yard without being under the supervision of a licensed, professional surveyor. He is charging for
becoming aware of an improper act under Idaho survey rules.
01/29/19
1
.75
135.00
Worked on answers to interrogatories and questions for Carl's deposition-Conference with
Derik-Completed answers to interrogatories-Derik will copy documents-Efiled notice of service
and served copy of answers to Carl by mail
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
1/31/19
9
2.92
525.60
Review of questions and assembled documents for depositions of Carl and Anita-Took
depositions of Carl and Anita Owens
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable amount of time and charge. Repetive charges for the same
issue. See billing detail of 1/29/19 above.
REMARKS: Charges for the month of January 2019: $1611.00
Derik Smith Total Payment for January 2019: ,$Q
02/04/19
.50
90.00
3
Court appearance for status conference before Judge Tribe
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Defendants' attorney scheduled and caused the Court
hearings except for a status hearing on his many filings and requests for oral argument.
02/05/19 12
106.20
.59
Drafted declaration for Mary-Reviewed and revised draft-Email copy to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable and excessive charge. The attorney charges for drafting and
revising the draft declaration/affidavit and then charges to email Derik.
02/06/19
.1 7
30.60
1
Telephone conference with Derik-Reviewed declaration for Mary Ann Dureau-She may not have
known about berm on survey-Lease between Albert Dureau and Lind Garner was dated June 25,
1990-It was for 25.7 farmable acres
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and repetitive charge. See objection to 2/05/19.
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02/09/19
1
.17
30.60
Email to Deerik regarding suggestion for affidavit of Lind Garner
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/ 18 billing detail. Excessive
emails regarding Derik's suggestions and volumous emails at $30.00 a pop adds up rapidly and
has but one purpose to pad the billing hours. It appears that the charge includes attorney notes.
9
.17
30.60
02/11/19
Reviewed and responded to Carl's email regarding survey-TC Derik-He will talk to Lind Garner
about berm-Derik and Lind made agreement for Lind to pay water in December-Derik can
decide by April 1 what he plans to do with property

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Again, it
appears that the attorney is charging for his thoughts and notes.
02/14/19
1
.09
16.20
Email to Derik requesting copy of Lind Garner lease
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
.75
135.00
1
02/15/19
Updated declaration for Mary Ann Dureau and declaration for Lind Gamer-Noticed our motion
for survey-Email to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charge. The attorney has Derik Smith doing
communications with Mary Ann Dureau and then charging attorney rates. Again, the attorney is
charging for drafting and updating (revising declarations and affidavits).
45.00
.25
1
02/23/19
Received packet from Carl with new opposition to motion for survey-Made brief review-Email
to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail. Charging
attorney ratesfor receipt of Plaintiffs ' responses to his many motions and pleadings is excessive
and improper. He has an assistant who receives his mail.
REMARKS: Charges for the month of February 2019: $484.20
Derik Smith Total Payment for February 2019: $2677.04
61.20
.34
03/10/19
9
Review of Carl's filing in opposition to survey-Carl's document refers to east quarter corner of
NE¼ of Section 7-Email to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
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3
03/11/19
210.60
1. 17
Court appearance at Rupert on motion for survey-Judge granted motion-Prepared and efiled
order-Emailed copy to Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable and excessive costs. He has an assistant who does routine
tasks yet he cotinues to charge attorney rates for her efiling.

03/11/19 50
Deposition Costs

533 .13

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable as this charge shows no detail to j ustify the charge.
120.60
1
.67
03/15/19
Worked on declarations of Lind Gamer and Mary Ann Dureau and Derik' s affidavit-Emailed
them to Derik

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail. Again, the
Attorney is charging for drafting, revising and modifying declarations and affidavits and
charging for sending a email copy to Derik.
75.60
.42
03/16/19 10
Revisions to Lind Garner and Mary Ann Dureau regarding additions to his affidavit and
settlement discussion between Derik and Carl

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. The
attorney has charged for working on preparing declarations and affidavits, then charged again for
further work on the same and then charging again for making revisions to the declarations and
affidavits resulting in unjustified costs. The declarations and affidavits are supposed to be in the
words of the declarant and the affiant not the words of the attorney.
135.00
.75
5
03/17/19
Preparation of list of facts to cover in motion and brief and make sure they are covered in
affidavits and declaration

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable and excessive charge. The attorney is charging for
" preparing" the same documents that he uses and refers to at each motion or hearing.
270.00
1.5
03/24/19 12
to Derik
judgment-Email
summary
for
Drafted motion

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and excessive charge for drafting a summary judgment
motion which consisted of one page and did not include a required statement of " facts not in
dispute".
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03/25/19
1
.34
Worked on Trevor Reno affidavit

61.20

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and excessive costs. The attorney has milked the 5-page
affidavit of Trevor Reno for hundreds of dollars by drafting, phone calls, conferences with
Trevor Reno, modifiying and revising the affidavit in his own words several times. He has
charged also for preparing his summary judgment which includes Trevor's affidavit.
03/28/19
9
1.17
210.60
Reviewed and revised affiavit of Kelly Felt-TC Kelly regarding signing-She needs to have it
reviewed-Diana would probably be better-Emailed copy to Kelly-Revised draft of motion for
summary judgment, Trevor' s affidavit and Mary Ann's declaration-Email to Derik
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and excessive costs. Again, he charges for drafting the
affidavits, working on the affidavits, revising and modifying the affidavits and then charges for
emailing the same to the affiants and of course to Derik.
75.60
03/29/19
1
.42
Email to Derik with drafts of Trevor Reno affidavit and motion for summary judgment-Emailed
revised verion of Mary Ann's declaration with suggestion he send it to her

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11 /03/18 billing detail. More
charges for revising already revised declarations and affidavits. He submitted 9 affidavits and
declarations with his summary judgment which contain his own words rather then the declarant
or the affiant. Again by emailing copies of each action to Derik instead of periodic updates, he is
excessively charging for unnecessary emails and responses to his client.
1.50
270.00
03/30/19
1
Worked on brief in support of motion for summary judgment

Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable and excessive. When the charges for drafting, working on,
revising, filing a summary judgment motion and brief are added up, his summary judgment
motion and brief without the required ("statement of facts not in dispute") amounts to several
hundred dollars.
/

360.00
2.00
03/31/19
1
Worked on legal issues for brief-Research and dictation

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable and excessive charge. See objection to 9/28/18 billing
detail.

REMARKS:

Charges for the month of March 2019: $2544,73
Derik Smith Total Payment for March 2019: $1251.00
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04/09/19
9
.25
45.00
Reviewed Trevor Reno's update to his affidavit-Emailed copy with bill to Derik-TC
TitleOne-Kelly said their legal counsel will be in town tomorrow to go over the affidavit with
Diana and Kaylynn

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The Attorney has milked the Trevor Reno 5-page affidavit
for hundreds of dollars for drafting the affidavit which is improper as it should contain Trevor
Reno' s words rather than the Attorney's words. Charges related to Trevor Reno' s involvement
regarding a 5-page depositon is highly inflated by multiple review, phone calls, conferences and
numerous rev1s10ns.
04/10/19 12
.25
45.00
Drafted affidavit for Lavonna Staker for property tax payment

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The affidavit should be in the affiant's words instead of the
Attorney's words. That action is self-serving.
04/10/19 11
1.84
331.20
Conference with Derik to work on his affidavit and brief

Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Derik's affidavit has
multiple charges throughout the billing detail reflecting hundreds of dollars and charges for
many conferences with Derik, telephone calls and emails. The overall cost of Derik's affidavit
which was improperly drafted by his attorney is highly excessive.
04/10/19
1
.17
30.60
Telephone conference with Cameron McFadden and Kaylynn on TitleOne regarding Diana' s
affidavit-Explained case-Cameron will make some changes

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Apparently based on the Attorney' s explanation of the case
Cameron McFadden agreed to change Diana's affidavit to meet the Attorney's needs and wishes.
04/12/19 10
120.60
.67
Revision of Derik' s affidavit and emailed copies to him-Conference with Trevor Reno-Michelle
will type with corrections and add exhibits and notaries

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Another revision of Derik' s affidavit with additional costs
billed at the Attorney rate. Unbelievably, the attorney revised Derik's affidavit to fit his wishes
and then charged to email the revision to Derik. The attorney racks up more charges for a
conference with Trevor Reno regarding his 5-page affidavit. Trevor Reno's affidavit is the single
most expensive item in the billing detail when you add up all the charges.
.59
04/15/19
106.20
9
Review of rules for motion for summary judgment-Filing deadlines, responses, etc.-Conference
with Derik and court appearance for scheduling conference
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Plaintiffs' Objection: $106.20 for a review of rules with Derik and a conference regarding a
scheduling conference which is done between representatives and the Judge is
unreasonable. The Attorney reviews rules and charges for his review and then he reviews the
rules with Derik Smith and charges for that review as well resulting in double and
unreasonable charges for rules review.
04/15/19
1
.25
45.00
Email to Derik regarding receipt of Mary Ann's signature page-Email to Mary Ann with request
for her to confirm my authority to attach signature page
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.
04/17/19
1
.25
45.00
Checked county treasurer's office for Carl's payment history-TC Cameron McFadden regarding
affidavit-LM-TC Kaylynn at TitleOne-She will contact Cameron
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. He has an assistant to do routine tasks yet he charges
Attorney fee rates for routine tasks not requiring the expertise of an attorney.
04/18/19
1
.25
45.00
Telephone conference with Kaylnn at TitleOne regarding Diana's affidavit-Emailed copy to her
with request for information to fill blanks
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail.

.75
04/18/19 12
135.00
Drafted affidavit for Ruth Bailes regarding water assessments and revised affidavit for LaVonna
Staker-Drafted affidavit for Janice West for tax #7-Revised Derik's affidavit to add information
about pump and pipeline in right of way
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. First he charges for working on affidavits, then he charges
for reviewing affidavits, then he charges for revising affidavits until each affidavit shows the
attorney's words instead of the affiant and adds up to hundreds of dollars. An excessive amount
of 9 affidavits were filed with the Attorney ' s summary judgment. None of the 9 affiants had any
first-hand knowledge or admissible evidence relevant to the disputed issues in the complaint.
04/22/19
106.20
1
.59
Review of Carl ' s motion and supporting documents-Emailed copies to Derik-Drafted affidavits
for Janice West and Ruth Bailes
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable charges for reviewing, drafting affidavits and and charging
for sending emails to his client Derik Smith.
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04/23/19
9
.50
90.00
Reviewed and revised motion for summary judgment-Reviewed Carl Owen deposition for
excerpts

Plaintiffs' Objection; Umeasonable. Multiple repetitive charges for drafting, working on, and
revising motions and reviewing depositions that he held.
04/23/19
9
1.42
255.60
Reviewed Carl Owen's motion for summary judgment and supporting documents-Conference
with Derik and Jessica to discuss Derik's affidavit-Highway District minutes and other
affidavits-Made revisions to Derik's affidavit

Plaintiffs' Objection: Umeasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Charging
for multiple emails and conferences with Derik Smith and revising his affidavit multiple time is
excessive in time and costs billed.
04/25/19
1
2.5
450.00
Worked on brief and motion for summary judgment and other documents-Conference with Derik
and Jessica to finalize Derik's affidavit and discuss brief, etc.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Multiple charges regarding summary judgment are excessive. Having
conferences with Derik to draft, revise his affidavit multiple times and now finalizing his
affidavit is highly excessive in both time and charges. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing
detail.
04/26/19 19
3.0
540.00
Worked to finalize Brief and Affidavits for LaVonna Staker and Janice West. Assembled
Affidavits and Marked Exhibits. Conference with LaVonna STaker and Janice West to sign
Affidavits. Reviewed and signed Brief. E-filed all documents and mailed copies to Carl.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Umeasonable. The attorney has made affidavits a steady income stream
by improperly drafting them using his own words, having several telephone calls and
conferences with the affiants and revising multiple times and now finalizing the affidavits. The
multiple charges for the same issues are excessive in both time and charges. He is charging
attorney rates for e-filing which his assistant does and does not require the expertise of an
attorney.
04/26/19 52
Mailing Costs

7.85

REMARKS: Charges for the month of April 2019: $2398.25
Derik Smith Total Payment for April 2019: $1618.53
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05/10/19 19
2.5
450.00
Worked on Motion to Strike David Nichols Affidavit, Derik Smith Affidavit and Brief met with
Derik to review documents-Walked boundary line of property. Finalized Motion to Strike and
efiled and served it.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Excessive cost to motion to strike David Nichols Affidavit.
The attorney again charges for himself and Derik reviewing documents. See above objection to
11/03/18 billing detail.
05/13/19 10
2.5
450.00
Revised Derik's Affidavit-assembled exhibits-Emailed Affidavit to Derik-worked on brief
Conference with Derik to review and revise Affidavit and review and revise Brief Efiled
Affidavit and Brief and mailed copy to Carl Owen.
Plaintiffs' Objection; Unreasonable charges for multiple revisions of Derik's affidavit is highly
excessive both in billed costs and time. Having Derik work on attorney work and charging
attorney rates is improper and unreasonable as well as charging for emailing finished products.
05/13/19 52
Mailings Costs

1.90

05/16/19 52
.50
90.00
Emailed notice of Jessica's deposition to Derik and Jessica. Conference with Derik to discuss
item Carl requested.
Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Charging for constant
emails to Derik and having multiple conferences with Derik pads the bill and is unreasonable .
05/17/19
9
.34
61.20
Reviewed Carl's documents in opposition to our motion for Summary Judgment. Email to Derik
and Jessica recommending no action.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. Charging
for emailing Derik when he has multiple conferences with Derik is excessive and unreasonable
to charge attorney rates to send emails.

.59
05/19/19 12
106.20
Drafted response to Motion for Punitive Damages.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. He charges for drafting, reviewing, modifying, revising
and filing on the same issues.

.34
05/20/19
61.20
9
Reviewed and revised draft of response to Carl's Motion for Summary Judgment. Telephone
conference with Derik-reviewed his suggestions and made changes and efiled.
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Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. See also objection to
5/20/19 billing detail.
05/21/19 11
2.00
360.00
Conference with Derik and Jessica and attended Jessica's deposition. Derik has new information
from :MID re points of diversion.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The attorney charges for a conference with Derik on
almost all actions which results in excessive billing for charges and time.
05/28/19
9
.17
30.60
Received Carl's new filings - Emailed copies to Derik and Jessica.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. He files numerous motions and hearing requests and then
charges attorney rates simply to receive Carl's responses. He has an assistant who actually
receives his mail.
05/30/19
9
.34
Reviewed Carl's latest filings .

61.20

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. First he charges for receiving Carl's filings and then
reviewing the filings. He charges for multiple actions regarding each issue.
05/31/19
1
.09
16.20
Telephone conference with Derik re Carl's response. I will list Trevor Reno as our only expert in
filing on Monday.

Plaintiffs' Objection: See above objection to 11/03/18 billing detail. The attorney has either
telephone or in office conferences with Derik to review every issue and then charges attorney
rates for Derik's review and input. He charges for what he plans to do as well (I will list Trevor
Reno as our only expert in filing on Monday). Then when he has his assistant file the document,
he charges attorney rates for here-filing an already prepared document.

REMARKS: Costs for the month of May 2019: $1688,50
Derik Smith Total Payment for May 2019: $2766.60

06/02/19
9
.59
106.20
Reviewed court's order re trial issues-Drafted notice of expert witness and response to motion
for Injunctive relief.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. First the attorney charges for planning to file an expert
witness (See 5/31/19 billing detail), then he charges for drafting the notice of expert witness to
be filed resulting in multiple charges for the same issue.
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06/04/19 12
.84
151.20
Drafted plan for oral argument Part 1.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. The complaint was filed on 9/25/ 18 and the Attorney has
filed numerous pleadings, motions and responses with argument against each issue in dispute.
Now 9 months later he charges $151.20 to draft a plan for oral argument (Part 1?)
06/05/19 19
.50
90.00
Worked on oral argument-emailed copies to Derik. Telephone conference with Derik-he will
review

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See objection to 6/04/19 billing detail above. First he
charges 151.20 to draft a plan and now he charges $90.00 for working on the plan and charges
for emailing and a telephone conference with Derik. These multiple charges for the same issues
result in excessive charges and time billed.
06/06/19
1
.25
45.00
Telephone conference with Derik-discussed statement for oral argument.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. See objection to 6/05/ 19 where he has a telephone
conference with Derik and now one day later charges another $45.00 for another telephone
conference with Derik on the same issue.
06/07/19 19
1.00
Worked on oral argument.

180.00

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Multiple excessive charges for drafting, reviewing, and
working on an oral argument. See objection to 6/04/ 19 , 6/05/1 9, 6/06/19 billing details with
excessive costs to come up with a 5-10 minute oral argument.
1.34
06/09/19 19
241.20
Assembled file for hearing - reviewed trespass statutes and cases cited on bona fide purchaser
and agreed fence.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. An attorney file is assembled chonologically as the case
proceeds. His client was charged with trespassing in the complaint filed 9/25/2018. To file an
answer to the complaint, the Attorney would have had to review the trespassing statutes and
relevant cases 9 months ago. Repetitive charges for the same issues are replete throughout the
Attorney's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney fees. Clearly, he is padding his fees with
repetive charges on the same issues again and again.
2.00
06/10/19
360.00
9
Reviewed notes for oral arguments and attended court hearing on motion for summary judgment.

Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Again another $360 charge for planning, drafting,
reviewing and presenting a 5-10 minute oral argument. See objection to 6/09/19 billing detail.
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06/11/19
9
.25
45.00
Reviewed Carl's opposition to amend answer and counterclaim.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Carl merely objected to the late timeframe based on the
Judges scheduling order regarding amendments. The Attorney had a copy of the scheduling order
so he knew his motion to amend at this late date was untimely.
06/20/19 50
182.52
Deposition costs - copy ofJessica' s deposition
REMARKS; Charges for the month of June 2019: $1401.12
Derik Smith Total Payment for June 2019: $2158.95
07/07/19 12
.84
151.20
Drafted interrogatories - Requests for Admissions and Requests for Production.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. $151.20 for drafting standard discovery requests is
excessive and unreasonable.
07/08/19
9
.34
61.20
Reviewed and revised discovery requests - efiled discovery requests and emailed copy to Derik
Smith. Telephone conference with Derik.
Plaintiffs' Objection: Unreasonable. Excessive costs to first draft discovery requests (See
7/07 /19 billing detail) and then one day later charge $61.20 on top of $151.20 for reviewing the
draft of one day prior is excessive.
REMARKS: Charges for the month of July 2019 (2 days): $212.40
Derik Smith Total Payment for July 2019: $1539.72
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